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too many addresses 
All the answers as to where you should mail what you’ve got lie below. Just pay attention & 

read all the way down the list and you should know where things go. If yer still confused 

even after reading all this, then give the PPInfoline a call & we can walk you through it 

Distribution information, Mailorder information, Ads being sent in, General 

Correspondence, and random acts of kindness to: 

Punk Planet 

P.O. Box 1711 Hoboken, NJ 07030-9998 
make any and all checks & money orders out to JULIA COLE, not Punk Planet 

Please send all submissions and letters to: 

Punk Planet North 

PO box 1559 Chicago, IL 60690 
a word to the wise: do not send records to this address. They may not get 

to the right address in time!! 

also, to all people mailing in submissions: please, if you can send along a 3 111” flop¬ 

py disk with your piece on it in a word processor file (it can be Mac or IBM so long 

as you tell us which one it is). Better yet, make it a general text file! 

Also, to those of you that TYPE IN ALL CAPS, don't, it's annoying. 

The Solar System 

Dan Sinker- Day to Day main¬ 

tenance, planeteer recruiter, dis¬ 

tribution boy, layout maker, slave 

to the grind, alcoholic 

Julia Cole- Day to Day main¬ 

tenance, mail carrier, money 

maker, alcoholic 

Will Dandy- Zine & record 

collector, alcoholic 

Karen Fisher-Mover, shaker, 

layout maker, alcoholic 

Fanzines & Records for review go to: 

Punk Planet South 

do Will Dandy 

Route 2 Box 438 Leeds, AL 35094 

This is the address that you should send any art (photos, comics, whatever) to: 

Punk Planet Motor City 

do Lois Lame 

POB 721145, Berkley Ml 48072 

For all you electronic whizzes (and really, who isn’t) letters, submissions, and 

general correspondance can be sent to: 

PunkPlanet@aol.com 
and be sure to check people's columns for their own Email 

addresses, many of the columnists have them. Gee whiz 

And finally, the direct line to a good time: the PPInfoline, reserve your ad space, 

find out submission information, and talk about distro goodies. 

(312) 227-6114 
and yes, you are calling Chicago 

Advertise in Punk Planet! 
Call the PPInfoline donft forget to reserve your ad space! 

full page (8" X 10.5") $110 
1/2 page (7.5" x 5") $50 

113 page square (5" x 5") $40 
1/3 page long (2.5" x 10") $35 

1/6 page (2.5" x 5") $20 

all ads are due August 10th 
and duh, no major label ads!! We’re not gonna review your shit, so why 

the hell would we run your ad??? 

Front & Back covers by 
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Hey you all. Apparently my last plea for ^ 

submissions actually whipped people into 

writing frenzy! Good job!! A large amount of the mate¬ 

rial in this issue was sent in by people like you.They got 

published, you can too! Its fun, its easy, so why not 

WRITE FOR PUNK PLANEV. That’s right, bold face 

and italics; cause we’re fucking serious here. We rely on 

your submissions to keep going. That means that we 

rely on YOU. What have you done for us lately? 

We will accept anything (articles, short stories, 

DIY info, comics, interviews, scene reports, anything). 

However, that’s not a guarentee that it’ll get printed.We 

have space constraints and a level of quality that both 

factor into what gets in and what doesn’t Not sure if 

you’ll get in? SEND IT IN ANYWAY!! Chances are. it’s 

good enough. So why not? 

If you’re trying to figure out what we ALWAYS need, 

I’ll tell you: Articles & Fiction. These are always in 

demand, so write, write write!! Also, if you fancy your¬ 

self as the artsy type & want to do a regular comic, get 

in touch & we’ll work something out 

A quick word to the wise: we rarely need columns! We 

have a TON of regular columnists, and just don’t have 

the space to print many others, so proceed with caution. 

But what’s most important? WRITE WRITE WRITE'! 

We are volunteer run and we make no profit what 

so ever off of this publication. All money made goes 

back into Punk Planet We will review any record or 

zine as long as it is not on a major label (even if the band 

itself is, but the record is not) and will not be biased as 

to whether it is punk or not since we have about as lit¬ 

tle a clue what that means as you do. But keep in mind, 

that AIN’T no guarantee of a good review. If it sucks 

(or—more importantly—if the reviewer assigned to it 

thinks it sucks), we’ll say it sucks. 

We hope you enjoy this issue, and if not we encour¬ 

age you to make your own zine. In fact we encourage 

you to make your own zine anyway (we’ve been finish¬ 

ing this section this way for a year now..). 

-your friends at PP 



new records 

GIANTS CHAIR 
"Red and Clear" lp-$7 cd-$10 

CHRISTIE FRONT DRIVE 
All their stuff on one CD-$8 

OPIUM TAYLOR 
Don't forget the new 
Sideshow Ip/cd 

"Lip Read Confusion" 

on Fly daddy/Caulfield 

cgulfeld 

"Boy-white City" lp-$7 cd-$IO 

new address: 
P O B 8 4 3 2 3 Lincoln, Nf 6 8 5 0 1 

Distributed by Lumberjack, Dutch East, Cargo> Revolver and other 

fine folks 

Back of Dave 
*powerful emocore from Alton, IL 

Walker 
*great popunk from West Lafyette, IN 

Split 7”EP w/ polyvinyl press #3 
(40 pages of interviews, reviews, & 
views) $4ppd/$5ppd world-US funds 

also: *# 1 44pgs w/ Walker interview SlppcL 

*#2 48pgs w/ C-Clamp + Poster Children 
interviews Slppd * stamp gets you pvp #2,5/ 
stickers, and puts you on the mailing list 
Here’s a deal thingy to help us get rid of 

back issues- send $5 and we’ll send you #3 
w/ the split T\ #2.5, #2, and #1 postpaid. 

FREE classified ads, and really cheap ad 
rates*contributions of letters, articles, and 
thoughts make us happy. * BANDS: more 
comps coming w/ issues of pvp. send demos! 
*we need distro help in all areas! please 
write; we can work around your terms. 

polyvinyl press 
p.o. box 1885 
danville, 11 

61834-1885 

cash is fine, MOsT 
checks payable to; 
Matt Lunsford!!! 
not pvp!!! thanks. 

A NICE TOOL FOR 

HOUSEHOLD DOMINATION 

SPOOIFIGHT 

VEGlllPANUAL m ; 
TO KITCHEN TERRORISM 

RE?IpESTOAfbL 

$2.00ppd HERE 
$3.00ppd THERE 

CHECKS ARE EVIL 
Rl . v. Xv. 

THERMOS TRUST 
FOB 12641 BERKELEY, CA 94712 g 

FQelS 

A sort of sequel to the now sold-out 
_Wade-Free Vancouver CD. 

... a compact disc with... 

F^c.<.pull^r 

E>r<-<\c.Vv 

Tvvt 

T VvC. CoM^reks 

-VVv-e 

VJr-e+cV\<. A E+Wyl 

Crus 

Distributed by fine folk world¬ 
wide. Additional distro and trades 
are always welcome. Bulk rates1 
$6u$/*7eAit/*8Noitie for S or more. 

RE/lOTWCr MATERTAL: 

rip-offi) "* U.S./C^U, 

#3.5*0 WOULD. 31 f%*»M*prin-t. 

Ordering Scoop: Prices ppd. in U8 $$. Canadi¬ 
ans pay CDN $$ but note higher prices. Money - 
order or well-concealed cash. Checks are OK but 
take longer - payment to 8CHtufff... All orders 
are sent out the same day they’re received. 
Send am I.R.C. or .50 for complete catalog of... 

SCHtiifff... 
7110 Westminster St/Powell 
River/VC/Canada/V 8 A 1C6/ 
ph-604'4$5-7Z3£/fax - 604-485-0187 



fv RAIL:;:|lf :|ii 
Luke dM^J^rcdaHd 7” : 
From upstate New York, Rail 
harness the power of the west 
coast and mix it with the pop- 

: piness of the east It'll make 
A! 

mmM(m Punk TV Ip j 
Benefit for Riley's Children 
Hospital, with: Rail, The- 
mack, Less Than Jake, Fric- 

' tion, Lynyrd's Innards, The 
. tarry Brrrds, The Bowsers, 

Horace Pinker, Mp, Christie 
Cap ; ’n Jazz, 

#YPi ; Ptopagandhi. Hell- 
bender, /Veena Foundry, and 
Zoinksl, all covering TV show 
theme songs, lp+7" and TV 
Guide. $7/$9world. 

lit: THE PROBLEMATICS/ 
SNOTTBOY 77 split 7” 

: I Snotty, in your face, early 
style punk rock and roll, (split 
release w/ Probasco) 

ALSdtTanner Boyle 7", Araby T 

7”»S3/$4world. **Send $1 for 
the latest issue of Sty Zine and a 
complete distro list. Money 
orders to: Mark Murrmannlll 

II Rod OaWg Records 
P.O. Box 2192 Bloomington, IN 47402 



Ie*thal (le thal) adj. [L letalis, lethalis < lethum, death: see LET1] causing or 
capable of causing death; fatal or deadly—SYN. PUNK—(See also: HARDCORE) 

CHINA WHITE 
“ADDICTION” 

THEY’RE BACK. HUNTINGTON 
BEACH’S HEAVIEST HARDCORE 
HEROES 

ALL CD’S $10.00 PPP U.S. 
CASSETTES $7.00 PPD U.S. 

CHUCK 
“HULAVILLE” 

GREAT HARDCORE WITH 
MELODIC HOOKS FROM THESE 
HIGH DESERT RATS 

FIELD DAY 
“FRICTION" 

FIRST ROUND INTERNATIONAL 
DRAFTPICK OUT OF CALGARY. 
CANADA 

OTHER FULL IgjpTH RELEASES OH LETHA# 

HFL-FIX 

DRAIN BRAMAGED -t WONT BE 

ADZ - WHERE WFRE YO J 

BONECRUSHER - WOl'LP OF PAIN 

: • RULE 62 - LOVE AND DECLINE 

FOR A FREE CATALOG 
& MAIL ORDER: 
PO. BOX 1406& 
iONG BEACH, CA i! 
90S03-1414 



©Mail 

To “Punk” Planet 

If that is what you have 

the audacity to even call your¬ 

selves, “punk”. Sounds to me 

like you and your columnists 
are nothing more than a pack 
of dirty old men and lazy hip¬ 

pies, trying ever so desperately 

to suck every last penny out of 
your advertisers and making 

them believe you reeally know 
what’s going on in the world, 

for Shame! Take for example, 
Ms. Kim Bae, one of your pathetic excuses 
for a columnist. She is also an obvious and 

blatant hippie. She makes reference to 

Sassy magazine to find places to hang out. 

Give me a fucking break already. And all 

the rest of that sorry lot, hippies, hippies, 
and more hippies. With their Internet call 

numbers and shit. I say take your comput¬ 
ers and shove them up your arse! Darren 

Cahr is a bleeding heart liberal, he should 

have the pleasure of attending one of my 

political meetings, since he seems so 
bloody interested in politics. All the views 

that are covered in the magazine are the 

same as every high school/college kid in 

the country, it seems to have a lazy “Gen 

X” genre to it, certainly not punk at all. I’m 

sorry, maybe it’s because I lived in 

England most of my life. Americans 

seemed to be obesessed with appearances 
and vanity. It’s not what it’s all about. This 

whole punk thing is just a fad here, the 

way that idiotic grunge crap was a few 

years ago. You people will grow out of it. 

But for me, it’s a way of life, people have 

been calling me a punk since I was like 
eight years old. It has nothing to do with 
the clothes or music, it’s the way you feel, 
the way you’ve always felt, and you 

wankers don’t seem to realize this. You’re 

hte same people who gave me dirty looks 
and a lot of stick when I was like in tenth 

grade and you were the jocks and beuty 
queens but now it’s very fashionable to be 
“punk,” until something else comes along. 

You’re not going to print this anyway, so 
bugger off you bloody sods, 

Shawn Cassady 
142 Fountain Ave 

Selden, NY 11784 

PS the price is good, only two bits and 
a free record is good also. But if I reaelly 
wanted to read about NoFX I would have 
bought Rolling Stone. 

Punk Planet, 

I have a weekly radio show on 

KALX-FM (near San Francisco) 
called The Next Big Thing. The 

purpose of the show is to play 
demo tapes and cassette-only 
releases, rather than the usual 
vinyl & CDs; just tapes. 

I’m trying to get more punk 
material... a lot of the tapes I 

get are from commercially ori¬ 
ented people who get the sta¬ 

tion’s address out of “Where to send your 
tape for radio airplay” lists that musicians 
magazines publish. 

I want punk, hardcore, homocore, pop- 

core, emocore, ANYTHING with an edge or 
passion or purpose. I don’t know how to 

describe what I’m looking for so as not to 
exclude something good, yet screen out the 

crap. But if you’re reading this, maybe 
you know what I mean! 

Anyway, send tapes, band info, stick¬ 
ers, contact numbers etc to: 

The Next Big Thing 
KALX-FM 

2311 Bowditch St. 
Berkeley, CA 94704 USA 

Locals can hear the show Mondays 6- 
7pm on 90.7 fm. 

Thanks... 

Marshall Stax / KALX-FM 

ps: If your band has vinyl or CD stuff, 

send that to the Music Director (not to the 
Next Big Thing show) at KALX, using the 

same street address shown above. Thanks. 

tures. The tension that has been created 
from these bands pouring their souls out 

for small audiences has driven them to go 
further out each time on a limb since there 

is nothing to lose. When they do fall off 
the limb occasionally, the pent up implo¬ 
sion that splatters energy all over the room 
as bodies, hearts and souls are laid bare 
has to be seen to be appreciated. 

So, don’t be a butthole. Check out the 
Philly bands while they are still in their 
raw frenzy. Some of the great ones that I 

have seen include Zonic Shokum, Zen 
Guerrilla, Vibralux,Violent Society, 

Strapping Fieldhands, Suffacox, the 
Stuntmen, 747, the Photon Band, O 

Mighty Isis, No. 2 Nippy, Mel’s Rockpile, 
Mae Pang, Lilys, Lally Column, Hobart, 5- 

0, Emma, Caterpillar, Bardo Pond. There 
are many other bands that I have not yet 

seen. As I listened to these bands I 

thought “Why are YOU missing this , you 
dumb fuck”. 

Mainstream magazines are proclaiming 

1994 as’The year punk broke”. I think the 

punk scene has reached a crossroad. With 

its music and style coopted into the mass 
culture, the anarcho/underground/alter¬ 

native will have to find new ways to zap 

people’s complacent minds. The Philly 
bands will be ready 

Kim 

Dear PP and readers; 

Listen up punks. The best 
underground music you can 
hear anywhere is being played 
today in Philadelphia. For 

years a number of Philadelphia 
area bands have been probing 
the boundary of anarcho/ 
underground music in relative 
ananomity, with one foot plant¬ 

ed firmly in good ol’ R & R. 
Most of these groups have 

evolved out of garage-level head banging so 
they can not be easily labeled as hard core, 
emo core, etc; they tend to roam wider pas¬ 

Your zine kicks my ass. It 

makes those jaded shits at 
MRR ned to find something else 

to do. PP has the positive diy 
energy needed to kick this stale 

old scene in the ass and get 
something going. 

I now have found a well 

published zine that has the 
same views as I do. Support for 
the scene and avoiding jaded 
dictating of what is punk and 

what isn’t is what we need. 

It’s a miracle! An open-minded punk 
publication. 

Ben Brucato 

990 Thomas Dr. 
Ashland, OH 44805 



Hello Punk People, 

First, the good news: the 

Red Aunts Flexi rules. Now the 
bad news: a more appropriate 

name for your zine would have 
to be Maximum Rock & Roll Jr. 

Get over it and get mental. You 
have a lot of punk potential. 

Mentally yours, 

Jeff Worm 

Dear Jim “How not to 
put out a fanzine” Testa 

(and Punk Plant in general) 

One... Black coffee is the 

choice beverage of my contem¬ 

porary revolutionaries. I’m just 

giving you a clue... Things hap¬ 
pen when the world’s majorities 
sleep... And from what fuel? 

Two... I’d rather read some¬ 

one’s top 10 no matter how 

silly, than your magazine’s dry 

record reviews. Kids that do top 

10s probably just don’t happen to get sent 

hundreds of free records to get reviewed. 

Three... How dare you harsh on SxE 

zines in such a way. This comming from 

the new Mini-MRR in so many ways. I am 
not SxE, but will DEFEND anyone who 

puts out a ‘zine the way they want to... 
especially something empowering and 

intelligent... Maybe just not to you. 
YOUR FANZINE IS NOT SOMEONE 

ELSE’S MAGAZINE. 
These are my grievences... on the 

whole, though, I’m glad you guys do PP. 
I’m glad you print fiction. I’m (normally) 

glad you do the DIY section. That kind of 
criticism only hurts the creativity of kids 

that work hard at their publications. 
Maybe it was all too toungu in cheek and 

I’m too uptight. Sorry 

Jason Privitt 
Swivel Action Zine 

347 Shotwell St. 
San Francisco, CA 94110 

My biggest gripe against Straight Edge 

zines is that usually they have no sense of 

humor and take themselves much too seri¬ 

ously. If you couldn't tell that my zine rant 

was meant to be tongue in cheek, then 

you're just proving that I'm right. Maybe 

you ought to consider switching to decaf. 

Jim Testa 

Punk Planet- 

SHIT, Shit, shit on people 
who keep throwing the term 
“sellout” around so loosely! I 
was reading PP#6 and I hap¬ 
pened to come across a few let¬ 

ters about RANCID. UM, 

excuse me, what’s this I keep 
hearing about RANCID on 120 

minutes and Headbangers ball? 
Sorry, I didn’t catch that one, 

wanna know why? Because I 

don’t watch MTV like some 

other “punks”. You have no right com¬ 

plaining about RANCID (a really fucking 

talented band) when you are going around 

watching MTV and being a stupid little 
monkey and bitching about at! Personally, 

I like a band for their MUSIC, isn’t that 

their job, to make good MUSIC. RANCID 
fucking rocks. Their music (not their 

image) is what makes them my favorite 
band. So fuck you, and stop watching 

MTV, Idiot. 

with love, 

Helen K. 

Dear Punk Plant 

I am writing in response to 
issue #6, which I thought was 

generally really great. One 
thing I don’t understand 

though, is all the ragging on 
Rancid. As I filp through the 

issue, especially the columns 
and letters section, I continu¬ 
ously see talk of what a sellout 
Rancid is and so on. I am 

about to say 3 words that it 
seems no self-respecting punk 

rocker will say: I LIKE RANCID. I liked 
them when their self-titled reecord came 

out, I liked them when “Let’s Go” came out, 
and I like them now. I don’t understand 
why everyone is so willing to call Rancid 

sellouts when they haven’t done anything 
wrong. Is making money wrong? IS being a 

good band wrong? Should wee really fault 

Rancid for being successful? To me these 
seem like eeasy questions. I don’t think 

theere’s anything wrong with making 
money off of something you love. No one 

can deny that Lint, Matt, and the rest of 
theee band love music; why else would 

they have kept playing when they weren’t 
popular? If Rancid are sellouts, why did 
they turn down a mega-offer from Epic 
Records and stay on Epitaph? There 
seeems to be such a stigma attatched to 
being successful these days. It’s startling 

to look like a witch hunt, with any band 
making eeven a small profit immediatly 

being called seellouts. Is the punk commu¬ 
nity so insecure that they can’t handle a 

few bands getting popular? Theree are 
peeople out there who don’t know anything 

about punk music—if they get into punk 
through bands taht are popular right now 

like Rancid, is taht wrong? Would theeye 
be unwelcome? Punk is starting to look 

like a members-only club, and it’s scary. A 

couple days ago I was reereading one of 

Ben Weasel’s columns in MRR from a cou¬ 

ple months ago (oh no! not MRR!), and 

what he was saying made a lot of sense. 

The basic gist of it was that once upon a 

time, wee all wre pretty ignorant about 
punik too. Should we assume such a supe¬ 

rior attitude under the guise of protectinig 
punk from “the wrong kind of people”? I 

don’t know. I’m just getting really disen¬ 

chanted with punk as of late. I still love 

punk music, but I don’t like all the 

name-calling and what-not that is going on. 

I think that if a band manages to becom 

successful without compromising anything, 

then great for them. And I think if people 

who don’t know much about punk want to 

come to Rancid shows because they like 
Rancid, they’re entitled. And maybe if some¬ 
where along the way they do l$arn more 
about punk bands and get into them, great. 
I welcome anyone who wants to learn more 

about punk. Does this negate my punk sta¬ 

tus? If so, then so be it. 

Kim 
Leawood, KS 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

If, within a reasonable amount 

of time, Mr. J. Alexander Panic of 
Golden Valley, MN, is not allowed to 

have his own regular column in 
your publication, I shall hold my 

breath until I turn blue. 

o 
o 

Regards, 

Rev. Norb 
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©Mail 

Punk Planet, 

Although this has no bear¬ 

ing on your zine, it is refrencee 

to an ad you ran in PP #6 for 

the band STRIFE. The ad reads 

in bold letters, “NO SOLOS. NO 
MELODY. JUST HARDCORE.” 

That’s wonderful. Wait—there 
is a BALLAD on the same 

album! I find nothing wrong 

with ballads, but don’t come off 

like a total no-bullshit, unbri¬ 
dled, straight-up hardcore 

band! Oh, that’s right, ballads don’t have 
any melody. Yeah, whatever. 

The ad also reads, “if you are ‘post’ 

hardcore then pass this up.” So let me get 

this straight, if you are “post hardcore” 

(whatever the hell that’s supposed to 

mean) VICTORY RECORDS would rather 

you not give this album a chance. BRIL¬ 

LIANT! It also reads, “it’s for us kids.” What 

the hell does that supposed to mean? Who 
is “is kids” supposed to be? I guess if you 
are not VICTORY RECORDS HARDCORE, 

you’re not good enough to be associated 

with their merchandise. I forgot there are 

no ballands in “post hardcore”. Sorry. 
The album (“One Truth”) isn’t half bad, 

but if I knew I had to be in the VICTORY 

RECORDS CLUB to listen to it, I would 

not have shamed their reputation by lis¬ 
tening to it beforehand. I do not know who 

was in charge of marketing and promotion 

on this particular ad, but they seem like a 

gosh darn genius. 

Thanks 

Jay Horton/Hellbender Fanzine 
PO Box 547 

Vails Gate, NY 12584 

dear punk planet, 

read your zine and i liked 

it for the most part, i have not 
had time to read the stories 
yet, but i have read everything 
else one thing though, will peo¬ 

ple ever stop calling other peo¬ 
ple names, i mean, so if you 

don’t like maxiumrock’n’roll, 
say it and move on, i mean i 
only get it to order records 
from, it is about as interesting 

as a door knob, but say that 
and move on. and another thing, one of 

your reviewers called another zine unorig¬ 
inal, i’m sorry, but look at yourselves, you 

have your columns and reviews in the 
exact same place as the dreaded mmr. 

come on show some originality, be creative, 
unlike mmr and heartattack for that mat¬ 

ter^ blantant mmr rip off, but constantly 

ragging on it) let’s quite the hypocracy. 
(sorry if i misspelled that, not much of a 
speller.) 

you all display the talent, so hopefully, 
start showing some originality in your zine 

and maybe i’ll get it regularly, anyways 
the people who write your columns are 
much better and more interesting than 
mmr and heartattck. 

try something new, please, from a fain. 

best regards 

chad wiener 

Greetings Planeteers, 

A big hey hey hey to the 

coolest piece of literature in the 
entire fucking world. My name 
is Norman P. Wad and I hail 
from the land of Birmingham 

Alabama, and it’s good to see a 

magazine of your creativity in 

the middle of the tragically red¬ 

neck state I call home. I’m just 

writing to tell you guys that 

you’re doing a fucking great job 

and to keep up the good work. I, as a 
punk, am trying my best to make sure that 

punk rock continues to flourish in 

Alabama. One of the waysJ want to help is 
to start my own label. There’s only one 
problem—I don’t know how to do it. I’ve 

written ppeople and no one has sent me 
any info about it. Can you guys help me 
out? If anyone there has any info about 

how to get a lable off the ground, please 

send me some. Please don’t act like as ass¬ 
hole mainstream rag and not respond to 

my letter. Looking forward to the next 
issue. 

Later, 
Norman P Wad 
1202 Cedar St. 

Tarrant, AL 35217 

Whomever it may concern! 

First off, this finger point¬ 
ing bullshit needs to stop. It’s 
first grade crap, and the people 

involved fucking know it. In 
PP#7 I had the pleasure of 

being introduced to the newest 
scandal, Tim Yo vs. Larry L 

(aka Lookout Records). It’s been 
a while since I read Tim’s letter, 

but I just finished reading 
Larry’s column, in a sense 

refreshing my memory. As all of 
us know. Punk Rock (i.e. HC, emo, ska, 
whatever) has taken a headfirst leap into 
the commercial/mainstream market/ 
scene. The Green Day’s, Offsprings, 
Weezers, (fill in the blank)’s, have not only 

(in a sense) sold themselves out, but, by 
association, sold Punk out again! Some of 

those labels and larger zines are likewise 

affected by this in: the number of read¬ 

ers/buyers or in general, the # of people 
interested. The latter could possibly be a 

good thing, because it just takes that one 
push to get some kid involved in the 

underground network (as we’ll call it), but 
as we all know, this isn’t the case 100% of 

the time, and fads are fads. It seems to me 

that these larger labels/zines are affected 

by some strange sort of denial, possibly, 

which may be causing a “finger point¬ 

ing/name calling” fiasco. The denial may 

include the fact that each of these “labels” 

and “zines” are all making more money 

than they had before, and they don’t know 

how to react to that. It’s not a crime to 

make money, but each and evey fucking 
one of these “institutions” should better 
themselves with this new found wealth. If 

you’re comfortable and able to help (i.e. the 

underground scene) and are still 100% 
involved in it, that’s one thing, but to be 
greedy and to make huge decisions promo¬ 

tion your own greedy desires, you’ll fucking 
die (fall off the face of the earth and be for¬ 

gotten happily!) when this fad is dead and 
line dancing is back in! This letter was sort 

of a spur of the moment/off the top of my 
head thing, but I hope it expressed my 
views on this fucking wierd year where 
Billy Joe (Royale) is pictured in Seventeen 
magazine sporting his brand new dick 
piercing (grin). 

Will Greene 

7236 Thornhill Lane/Atlanta GA 30328 

ps Beth Johnson’s full of poop! 
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World of Fools 

2 song 7 

ALSO Acme 7". Shortsight 7". 

SOON Sherry vinyl. If we get our chaos together. New Blindfold vinyl. Latest news! got from 

Acme is that they might break up, so I don't know about any new record. 

7" singles are $4/$5 ppd (Eur/US) 

MACHINATION ^es ^ru ®runo only- (PO Box 447, 9000 Gent 1, Belgium) 

recorc,s JEROEN. PO BOX 90. 8500 KORTRIJK. BELGIUM 

endeavor 
...of equality 

$3 ppd 

Also available : gehenna demos 
$2 ppd 

"smile and get a flicking clue...." 

Happy DaySm Records Inc. 
Post Office Box 4919 

Highland Park, HJ 
08904-4319 

everything is payable to Rich Cunnmpfcam 

coming soon HD oomp f«tunn* ch*™L 8*“™ 
and jihad, gehenna V+ more 

[ilacitout! 
TURNING NICE KIDS INTO CREEPS SINCE 1988 

recenf shit: 

0UICR0WD Healer CD/CS 

(Songs in fhaf ny by way of dc sorta way) 

IHEG00PS s/f CD/CS 

(just off the road wifh samiam, chokebore, and farside) 

THE G00PS one kiss left 7 ” 
(comes with 12 page comic book by Blanchard/ Moriarity) 

SHEER TERROR Old. New Borrowed Blue 10 ’VCDS 
(two new songs, one old one, and a couple of covers) 

COMING SOON: 

SHEER TERROR Love Songs For The Unloved. (LP) 

V/A Punk Rock Jukebox 
Your favorite bands (deadquy, bouncing souls, new bomb turks, 

swingin utters, black velvet flag, civ, h4 and more doing 
classic punk & hardcore songs.) 

po box 1575. new yoik. ny 100057 .email: punkei01@aol.com 
send a buck foi a mail oidei catalog and samplei cassette 
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I’m sitting in Doc Strange’s house watching 

a Brady Bunch rerun. It keeps getting interrupt¬ 

ed in favor of the latest on some bombing in 

Oklahoma — yawn — or some shit. All the 

reports blame it on Middle-East terrorists. One 

L.A. newscaster accidentally referred to them as 

“towel-heads,” subsequently causing a media 

explosion of her own in the L.A. area We were 

later told she had been working a double shift, 

and “it just slipped out.” She was fired. 

At any rate, fellow Zoink Zac is getting 

pissed at the interruptions. We wanna watch 

The Brady Bunch. I’m stuck with an odd sense 

of nostalgia as the episode on the tube is 

reflashed in front of my eyes again, 18 years after 

I first watched it. It’s something about being in 

an amusement park and the dad having to find 

his corporate proposal plans that were 

exchanged for a Yogi Bear poster, erroneously, 

by one of his kids. The girls are frantically 

searching the park, going to the lost and found, 

etc. All I can think of is how, when I was a kid 

and used to watch this show all the time, my 

thoughts were consumed with the desire to see 

the Brady girls’ budding tits. Fortunately, many 

years later, this fetish has dissipated.They are a 

gross, albeit amusing, family. Even for TV. 

We’re down in L.A. with a few days off 

from a mini-tour. We’re also meeting Doc for 

the first time. I can’t say he’s friendly, but he cer¬ 

tainly lives up to his name.We first met him out¬ 

side the club we were supposed to play last 

night. “Met” may not be the correct word. He 

was leaning against the wall, dressed just like in 

the DR. STRANGE RECORDS SOLD HERE 

poster, in a cheesy suit, and he just kinda stood 

there after Bill (“I’m the guy who keeps things 

together around here”) introduced us. A black 

transvestite walked by and Doc was paying 

more attention to She/He/It. As S.H.I. pranced 

by, Doc purred.You know, the extended, over¬ 

pronounced rolling of the Spanish double ‘r’s. Us 

Zoinks! kids all laughed, but nobody else did. 

Apparently, we were later informed, Doc is real¬ 

ly into that shit and was seriously trying to 

come on to the transvestite. Even though he 

seemingly didn’t pay attention to us, we were 

assured that he really digs us as a band. 

The guy is an oddball. Apparently he really 

was a doctor. (We heard a rumor that you can 

get free prescription medicine from him if you 

ask “in the right way”) He got sick of people and 

decided to start a record label. Even though he’s 

middle-aged, he was pretty active in the early- 

80s L.A. hardcore scene on his off hours from a 

local hospital. 

He keeps his lodgings completely separate 

from the Dr. Strange Records work area. He 

rarely comes out and is pretty much a hermit. 

The only time we saw him was at night. His 

workers know everything and do most of the 

shit work — communicating with the bands, tour 

promo, pressing schedules, all that shit. Ultimate¬ 

ly, Doc’s word is law. I found this odd considering 

he hardly said anything to anyone during our stay. 

His workers all have nicknames. There’s 

Rhinestone, who was named by Doc after he 

dreamt Rhinestone came to work one day wear¬ 

ing nothing but a Stetson hat, cowboy boots, a 

belt (with a brass belt buckle allegedly inscribed 

with one bold word:“BULLSHIT”), and two gun 

holsters. We weren’t allowed to know anyone’s 

real name.There’s also Cock, a girl.We just could 

not call her Cock despite her name being com¬ 

mon-place around there. It was more like, “Hey, 

uh... urn, can we use the phone?” In third person, 

she was referred to as “She...” 

I was able to find out more about the 

mysterious Doc.The only shower in the place 

is in his quarters. He went to the kitchen so I 

“took a shower” and got to look around a bit. 

All he had in his room was one bookcase with 

a bunch of books,The Bell Curve, Susan Falu- 

di’s Backlash and tons of Star Wars books. I 

looked in the Star Wars books. On every page 

that had photos, the pictures of Hahn Solo and 

Princess Leah were circled with red and green 

crayon. Above the circles were weird hiero¬ 

glyphics, again, drawn in crayon, and that’s it. It 

was fucking weird. 

All the guy does all day is either meditate, 

read Star Wars and who knows what else. On 

his wall was one decoration, an early 80s dot 

matrix banner printout (probably generated 

from the shitty Apple lie stuffed in a corner) 

reading,“XMAS.” Not “Christmas” but “XMAS.” 

The characters were scribbled over with the 

same red and green crayons used to decorate 

the Star Wars books. 

His shower was spotless. 

Doc doesn’t wear much. Usually, I shit thee 

not, just black, skin-tight Speedo’s with a fluo¬ 

rescent yellow trim. It’s the kind of bathing suit 

readily found in East L.A. street markets on 

Saturday afternoons. It hugs his lumpy, distorted 

sausage, a dingus of medium build as near as I 

could tell. His body frame resembles that of a 

yogi, the kind of body usually seen sporting a 

turtleneck sweater. He has a completely flat 

stomach but a set of saggy man-tits. Encircling 

his tits are patches of graying hair. All I could 

think of, looking at those hairy tits, were a cou¬ 

ple of Motley Crue pentagrams on fire. It was a 

scary flashback from my heavy metal days. 

One night we were all crashed out on the 

floor. I was feverishly tossing and turning (I had 

the flu) and saw Doc come into the room. He 

stood there, leaning up against a wall looking at 

us, watching us sleep. After maybe a half an hour, 

he pulled a pen light and pencil out of his 

Speedo’s. He put the pen light in his mouth, aim¬ 

ing it at the pad of paper in his hands, and start¬ 

ed sketching us! While we were sleeping! I was 

watching the whole time with half-closed eye¬ 

lids. It freaked me out. It felt like I was being 

molested.Violated. 

The next morning I told the guys about it. 

We decided to head up to our show in Bakers¬ 

field early. Cock, Rhinestone and Bill (named 

after a dollar bill — I didn’t ask why) were super 

cool and sympathetic.They wondered if I was 

going to write about the experience in my zine. 

“Don’t worry, we’ll make sure Doc doesn’t read 

it if you do,” they assured me. “Yeah, all the 

bands get kinda weirded out by this place. Man 

Dingo is pretty used to it, though,” they said. 

“Then again, they smoke a lot of pot,” I noted. 

True. We said our good-byes, and I finally 

decided to say it: “Bye, uh, Cock,” I muttered 

awkwardly. 

“Later guys!” she replied without blinking an 

eye.The weirdness of the Dr. Strange headquar¬ 

ters doesn’t phase her anymore. Did it ever? 

“We’ll send the colored-vinyl LPs when we 

get 'em,” Rhinestone said as we piled into the 

van.We closed the doors and quickly got on the 

freeway. I set the cruise control for 65. We 

laughed about Doc’s Speedo’s and his other 

curious amenities. 

Suddenly we quieted. After a moment I 

chuckled one more time to try and interrupt 

the silence, but everyone remained ascetic.And 

maybe a little relieved. 

I put on the Team Dresch tape and 

watched the road signs fly by as we headed up 

the 1-5. Nobody said much as we drove. We 

were all anxious to get to Bakersfield. 

My mind eventually drifted onto other 

things. Team Dresch sang, “Go back to your 

boyfriend,” and I thought again of the Brady 

girls, their hair of gold and all the rest. They 



were cute at one point in time.Yeah, cute. 

Bob Conrad, P.O. Box 9382, Reno, NV 

89507. Send a stamp or IRC for a reply, or email 

bobc@cs.unr.edu 

There’s a story I want to tell you. It has 

only a tangential relationship to the main sub¬ 

ject of my rant, but here goes. 

When I was three or four I had a Sunday 

School teacher who, whenever she saw me, 

would tell me that I was beautiful. I didn’t 

believe her for a second, but it was some¬ 

thing I desperately needed to hear and I 

loved her for it. 

Some years later when I was in my early 

teens she was my teacher again for one Sunday. 

By that time I had a lot of questions and doubts 

and I just wanted some straight answers. Her 

inability to satisfy me here made me think she 

must be either stupid or hypocritical, and as my 

frustration increased I became so insolent that 

she had to order me out of class. 

Another few years, some questions 

answered, some not, I was helping to mind 

some children in the church nursery. There 

was one little girl about two or three years 

old who was crying for her mother, only it was 

apparent that she was really just having a 

tantrum to get her own way. Neither I nor my 

partner could calm her down so I took her 

into another room, dumped her in a crib, and 

let her scream while I watched to make sure 

she didn’t do anything stupid. I was complete¬ 

ly fed up and disgusted. 

Soon my teacher came in and asked if she 

could help. She was positively lambent with ten¬ 

derness. She picked up the little girl and in a few 

minutes there was peace.The little girl joined the 

others and played happily. 

This woman was better at living her reli¬ 

gion than explaining it, (though I should note 

that it was probably just as much my inadequa¬ 

cies of understanding as hers in teaching that 

resulted in that Sabbath brouhaha). She’s just 

one reason why I know better than to believe 

a lot of the stereotypical tripe (from assembly 

line cattle) that gets put abroad about religious 

types—how they’re close-minded, hypocritical, 

unthinking sheep. Sorry about all the livestock 

metaphors. 

Anyway, here’s the body of my rant. 

Read the Bible.Why? Well, there are literary 

reasons. The Bible is full of power and poetry 

(especially the wonderful archaic stuff in the King 

James Version), “...if I take the wings of the morn¬ 

ing and dwell in the uttermost parts of the sea, 

even there shall Thy hand lead me and Thy right 

hand shall hold me.’’ 

There are cultural reasons. You don’t 

know who Daniel was? Deborah? The Sauls? 

Lazarus? The angel at the pool of Bethesda? 

Jael, wife of Heber?Then masses of American 

and European history and literature will always 

have a certain opacity for you. Poetry, prose 

lack their full richness, motivations will remain 

just that much more obscure. 

There are religious reasons—if you feel a 

yearning for religious instruction and inspira¬ 

tion. “What doth the Lord require of thee, but 

to do justly, and to love mercy, and to walk 

humbly with thy God?’’ “Blessed are they who 

hunger and thirst after righteousness, for they 

shall be filled.” “Behold, I make all things new.” 

And today, this minute, there’s a fourth 

reason: So you can fight fire with fire. 

There are so many upright, sincere, 

church-going public figures whose agendae 

seem to me at odds with the teachings of the 

book they claim to revere and the man they 

claim to follow. 

A delegation of the disciples of John the 

Baptist and then later of devout Jews asked 

Jesus if he were the Messiah. His response was 

not,“You should just KNOW.You should feel it 

in your bones,” but “Look at my works. Look 

at what I do.” 

What did he do? He healed people of all 

kinds of diseases (leprosy, lameness, insanity, 

death). He fed them. He fed them well 

(remember the water into wine business). He 

comforted them with the good news that God 

loved them. He empowered them. He con¬ 

demned what he considered to be sin. 

That’s another interesting point. Jesus 

condemned sin, but in only one instance did he 

use any other means, political or physical, to 

restrain the sinners.That instance? In the tem¬ 

ple when he felt the avariciousness of the 

money-lenders mocked God. Jesus hated the 

hypocrisy of those who claimed to serve God 

more than he hated the sin of those who made 

no such claims. With that in mind I know I’d 

feel very shy about claiming to know God’s will 

so well that I could impose it on others. 

And speaking of imposing your will on 

others, what’s the point? Controlling or 

attempting to control other people’s actions 

does nothing to control what’s within. “A man 

convinced against his will is of the same opin¬ 

ion still.” (Er, that’s not the Bible but Jesus does 

make plain that what you’re thinking is as 

important as what you’re doing.) The term 

“whited sepulchre” was coined to describe the 

situation where people’s behavior is impeccable 

while their thoughts are foul and rotten. Legis¬ 

lating virtue only hides vice and makes it more 

difficult to get rid of. 

Sinners flocked around Jesus, prostitutes, 

avaricious businessmen, people lost in sensuality. 

These are the very people that many of today’s 

media Christians most despise (barring the avari¬ 

cious businessmen).They certainly don’t attract 

these people. Why is that? Are sinners today so 

very much worse than the ones in Jesus’ time? 

How convenient for those same media Chris- 

tians.This means they don’t have to worry that 

perhaps they are falling far short of the standards 

of compassion and goodness that Jesus set for 

them. Obviously, it’s the other guy’s fault. 

Jesus believed in the separation of Church 

and State. I don’t know how else to interpret 

his command, “Render unto Caesar what is 

Caesar’s. Render unto God what is God’s.” 

There was nothing in Jesus’ life or teachings to 

suggest that he cared about preserving the sta¬ 

tus quo—or re-instating a mythological one. 

And what else is a government but a status 

quo? It’s just another human institution which 

needs a lot more improvement. 

Jesus was too busy doing and speaking the 

truth as he knew it to waste time trying to shut 

people up or to worry about protecting his 

own honor. Surely the best way to honor him is 

to do the same. Will somebody tell the Rev¬ 

erend Donald Wildmon, Pat Buchanan, and Pat 

Robertson for me? 

I had a hard time writing this column. I 

have a feeling it will please nobody. 

JuliaPrime@aol.com 

I’ve been feeling particularly burned out and 

curmudgeonly lately, even grumpier than usual. A 
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lot of things happened that started to make me 

lose faith in the redeeming powers of music. And 

since the music I’ve always liked best is punk rock, 

I was losing faith in it too. 

Like the Offspring show I saw a few 

months ago at Roseland, his cavernous concert 

venue in Manhattan that holds about 3,000 peo¬ 

ple. The Offspring paid their dues and I don’t 

begrudge them their success, but something 

about the spectacle of 3,000 instant punks - 

many of them so young that this had to be their 

first show - clamoring at this empty spectacle, 

so devoid of personality or feeling, really 

depressed me. 

I shared these feelings with Bill Dolan, the 

lead singer of American Standard, and he felt the 

same way.“I remember when I first got into the 

punk scene, there was a real sense that you 

were part of something special. You’d see the 

same faces every week and everyone knew each 

other. Now there’s none of that. You go to a 

show and there’s a different crowd every time.” 

It used to be that hardcore was this 

strange and mysterious secret world that you 

had to discover.You had to be initiated into its 

rites. Your older brother or some really cool 

friend would take you to your first show, and 

you couldn’t believe how exciting it was being 

so close to a band that you could feel the sweat 

fly off their bodies and see the joy and the pain 

in their eyes. 

Now you don’t even have to go to shows 

anymore to be a punk. You can learn how to 

slamdance by watching MTV — Sick Of It All 

and Offspring both have instructional videos 

that teach you how. Or you go to the mall and 

buy a $17 ticket at Ticketmaster, and walk into 

a ballroom with 3000 other people and cele¬ 

brate how cool you all are.And you queue up to 

crowd surf, just like you saw on tv, and then 

strut around like you’ve just earned a merit 

badge in moshing. 

Even more unseemly has been the rush of 

veteran—let’s face it, washed up—bands to sign 

to major labels and cash in on punk’s newfound 

mainstream popularity, even though they’re 

slinging second-rate songs without any of the 

inspiration or energy that once illuminated their 

work.The new Bad Brains album - on Madonna’s 

label, no less - sounds like it was written in a half 

hour in between spliffs. Has anyone actually 

bought that new ALL album on Interscope? And 

could anything be less dignified than the sight of 

a middle-aged Keith Morris fronting the Circle 

Jerks again? 

I don’t understand the kids who come to 

shows anymore either. I always thought the idea 

of live music was to have fun.Today it’s either 

willful self-destruction - the moshpit as an end 

in itself, not as part of the overall experience - 

or bored apathy. I don’t know how many times 

I’ve started in disbelief as slack-jawed, emotion¬ 

less alternateens, all dressed alike with their 

anoraks and backpacks, goarees and pierced 

ears, stared uncomprehendingly while some 

great band played on stage. Where’s the joy, 

where’s the excitement? Does that dull-eyed 

lack of participation come from smoking too 

much pot, or have kids today forgotten how to 

enjoy themselves? 

Even ABCNo Rio, the last bastion of the 

DIY underground in NYC, began to pale. The 

new generation of volunteers deserves credit 

for keeping the place running, but the new gen¬ 

eration of bands playing there don’t have any of 

the personality or spark of Born Against, Go, 

Citizens Arrest, or any of the bands that helped 

create that scene five years ago. I’m sick of 

mewling, joyless post-adolescents whining about 

how miserable their lives are . Emo has come to 

mean the sound that directionless American 

youth makes when they’re not working at 

McDonalds. The hordes of unwashed drunk 

punks who hang out at ABCaren’t any better. 

They can’t afford soap or the money to get into 

a show, but never seem to lack enough spare 

change for another 40 oz. can of beer. 

Then last weekend I found myself at a base¬ 

ment show in New Brunswick, New Jersey. It was 

at a ramshackle old woodframe house in a seedy 

part of town.There was a rudimentary p.a. and 

old mattresses piled up against the wall. “Some¬ 

one got carried away at a show and put their foot 

through a steam pipe,” explained Chris Ross, one 

of the guys who live at the house and put on 

shows there. “So we put up the mattresses so 

people couldn’t break anything.” 

There was a good turnout, so the place 

was crowded, and it got hot down there. I had 

only heard of one of the bands. I barely knew 

anyone there. And I had more fun than I’ve had 

in a year. 

In the space of a couple of hours, I saw 

four great bands—Pressure Point, One Nature, 

Kurbjaw, and IDK.They played their guts out, 

they moved around, they had energy and enthu¬ 

siasm. Some of the guys in the crowd, including 

a couple of 250 pound skinheds, slammed, but 

nobody got hurt. There were girls there who 

didn’t feel threatened. Everybody smiled. People 

milled around, and maybe it looked like the 

cliques I remembered from high school, but at 

least they were talking, not passively listening to 

some unseen deejay play records over a massive 

sound system. I tallked to two bands, met a pho¬ 

tographer, gave away a bunch of zines, and made 

several new friends. Bands sold 7 inches and 

traded demo tapes. Kurbjaw even forgave me 

for the horrible review I gave their last record. 

What I found was the hardcore scene that I 

thought didn’t exist anymore. But it’s still there, and 

I know now it’s always been there.You just have to 

look for it.You can’t be lazy and let MTV spoon¬ 

feed your culture to you.You won’t find it in Spin 

or Rolling Stone. Before I left, someone told me 

that they were putting on a show in their base¬ 

ment in a couple of weeks. I told them I’d be there. 

Whaddaya know? Punk lives. 

••• 

Despite its faults,ABC No Rio still remains 

the only all-ages, volunteer run punk space in a 

city of nine million people, and I wouldn’t want 

anyone to think that I don’t appreciate the enor¬ 

mous amount of work and sacrifice that goes 

into keeping it open. Besides an ongoing legal 

battle with the city, the ABCNo Rio Collective 

has spruced the place up - there was even heat 

this past winter - improved the sound, and 

repaired the leaky plumbing. When the Queers 

played there in April, it was packed & lots of fun. It’s 

hard not to have fun at a Queers show, but it 

would be even more fun if the same number of 

people brought the same attitude to see some of 

the less famous bands that play there. 

••• 

I’ve recently become addicted to the Inter¬ 

net, having discovered the World Wide Web 

through Prodigy (which stinks as an online ser¬ 

vice, but has the best Internet access of all of 

them, including America OnLine, CompuServe, or 

Delphi.) But the Internet is started to remind me 

of the piles of unreadable fanzines that have been 

coming in the mail.We’ve created a culture with 

too many college educated people who have too 

much time on their hands and nothing to say. 

Every net surfer has wasted hours perusing some 

interesting-looking Newsgroup, only to find noth¬ 

ing but stupid, self-aggrandizing drivel or half- 

baked rhetoric (alt.punk, anyone?) And it’s one 

thing to have the know-how to construct a home- 

page. Cool. But once it’s there, put something on 

it that’s worth the trip! Still, if you want to kill a 

few hours on the Web, check out this website: 

http://american.recordings.com/wwwofmusic/ 

You’ll find links to over 3000 different 

bands - hundreds of homepages, dozens of 

newsgroups, and each of those lead to other 

links that can literally take you around the world 

wide web of punk. 



Hake makes shout outs to advanced 

placement self deprecation. I have been doing 

some of the worst writing of my life recently, 

and I’m totally fine with it. Oh, all a waxing 

poetic on that fine line between emo Kent 

McClarding and the thoughtless to be hip 

prattle that is Hakes Rock Journalism 101, I’m 

fascinated with all the beautiful people that 

manage to make a name for themselves as 

somehow “in the know” despite inherent stu¬ 

pidity and lack of worth in a world much larg¬ 

er than themselves. I want, in utter parody, to 

become exactly like them and lure unsuspect¬ 

ing thousands to be subject to the aesthetic 

temper tantrums of my dainty sensibilities. 

Truly it is in the tradition of tabloid writers, 

Spy magazine authors, and aimless Raygun 

endorsed celebrity hobnobbing, that I am 

indebted for my affected pettiness, irrele¬ 

vance, and overblown hysteria. Otherwise, in 

regards to content, if it starts getting specific 

or meaningful, I step back alarmed, throw in a 

few vague sexual references to people I’m try¬ 

ing to get in touch with on a carnal level and 

call it a day. Consequently, the relevant stuff is 

what records appeal to me (the reasons being 

completely made up, of course), who seems to 

be stupider than the rest this week, and other 

equally important items surrounding the itin¬ 

erant youth subculture I find myself in at the 

turn of the millenium, headed inevitably 

towards the gutter. What a drag this bi¬ 

monthly column is this time around. Am I the 

mayor of a town called bitter, or what? Emo is 

out, goth is in. 

It’s all very pretty to read, but it doesn’t 

mean a whole lot. Whip out the thesauruses 

kids, I even took notes from Reverend Norb’s 

latest column to make sure that there was no 

redundant high caliber vocabulary in this one. 

I’m sitting here in my personal branch of 

Kinko’s Copies where they know me as “that 

guy who uses the computers for free”. The 

employees and I, we’re in this one together, I 

can sense the camaraderie. I’m not too awake, 

I’m not too concerned, I’m just a kid ready to 

pull out my eager-to-please “I love the 

records, man” schtick and run with it. Before 

we get to that, I’m slated to go to Milwaukee 

tomorrow on IMPETUS INTER junket 

numero uno in a thirty-five day long stretch 

of serial encounters with ICONOCLAST lis¬ 

tening philosopher-kings and other worthy 

contemporaries of our particular brand of 

whiny ass power violence.You call it a tour, I 

call it an open opportunity to totally Aaron 

Cometbus out here in broad mid-column, 

dutifully neglected and declined. Do you like 

to travel? If you do, do it. We will effectively 

manage to skirt every Tom, Dick and Harry 

emo-fest this year, having already paid our 

dues to the Detroit version of pow-wowing 

on token issues, with rampant merchandising 

as the backdrop. There we go, I’ve satisfied 

the pre-requisite self-flagellation for this col¬ 

umn and can move onto opening topic three, 

gratuitous due-paying in the record listen¬ 

ing/procurement department. 

While I’m still scouting out for the hard¬ 

core garage fusion band waiting to take cen¬ 

ter stage in the youth empowerment dance 

routine, I was entreated to the realization at 

an encounter in Madison that the spirit of 

rock n’ roll is alive with SCARED OF 

CHAKA who seem to have done the garage 

pop punk thing as well as the RIP OFFS could 

hope to, which is just as good for now. 

They’re touring a whole mess of shows this 

summer, very nearly covering all the bases 

from what I can see, don’t miss out now. I 

stole myself a vinyl copy of that ELASTICA 

record everyone is talking about, and in the 

greatest sense of guilt have found a whole 

morass of fascination in the synthesized anger 

in their take on good old ‘‘We love WIRE” 

meets Saturday Night Live’s Sprockets sketch. 

I don’t know. Hemming and hawwing in a 

sexy British voice with danceable four-four 

songs and slight “punk” tendencies is all it 

takes for Hake to turn onto the favorite 

babes of the hype machine. Sad, sad, I know. 

All I can say in my defense is that if something 

seems vaguely powerful, while mired in it’s 

own ridiculous tendencies (I think ELASTICA 

is kind of funny in a tasteful, unintentional 

way) then I’m hooked. I recently wrote a 

whole column which tries to explain an 

overblown philosophical underpinning as to 

why the new DELTA 72 7” is bad but the 

three MAKEUP songs put to vinyl are very, 

very good while being very, very ridiculous in 

a kind of “new power generation” kind of 

way. Yes, you’ve got me pegged, I was one of 

the exclusive minority that thought there was 

a lot to be gotten out of the last ANTIOCH 

ARROW album “In Love With Jets”. Truly a 

masterpiece pushing the envelope on being 

just another little brother/sister band to 

HEROIN. Recent promo material for the even 

newer ANTIOCH ARROW masterpiece 

“Gems Of Masochism” comes with an enig¬ 

matic glossy photo of those dastardly key¬ 

board players, trendsetters, and hollow-eyed 

waifs with mid-length bobbed haircuts and 

prerequisite tight jeans, et. al. Aaron himself 

can be found putting the liplock on some 

other bandmember in a strange french kiss 

for the camera. Lots of piano playing, and a 

whole host of bad ideas realized in campy 

music best resembling a horror movie sound¬ 

track round out the effort as a full fledged 

“going off the deep end” type endeavor. Even 

weirder, they’ve moved from the Gravity flag¬ 

ship, joining newfound label mates NAKED 

AGGRESSION (yes indeed!) on Amalgamated 

Records. Onto other news, check out “Page¬ 

boy” a new zine wherein my clever take on 

fashion and hardcore in the way that it is pre¬ 

sented here, blows up in a more self-indul¬ 

gent,“I shit-you-not, I’m for real” deals. More 

boring and academic in a tongue and cheek 

kind of way, I hope it doesn’t come off as too 

heady because these Midwest kids are putting 

their all into what they do. I’m sucha bad, bad 

kid. I don’t have the address or any other 

pertinent info. Like I say, this is just before I 

lose my shit and drive around with “R-O-C- 

K in the USA” on the brain for a good five 

weeks. I can’t be held accountable for what I 

don’t know. 

Item number three which doesn’t exist 

since there are no numbers in this “night 

before packing for tour” column, show Daisy 

Rooks controversy on full throttle. How is it 

that I can get no mail for months on end and 

then just by mentioning my slight intersection 

with bright lights, big city and former “Not 

Even” fanzine editoress I have everyone on my 

back, ready to have a go at my integrity as a 

human being for a whole host of crimes relat¬ 

ed to the “Lisa Bonet incident”. I’m letting the 

whole thing drop as it always was a cheap 

excuse to mention the fact these hype mer¬ 

chants actually talked to me in the first place. 

No response. It’s just not worth it. 

Next issue gets way more literary as, like 

Dickens, I am paid by the word. Believe it. 

David Hake / P.O. Box 4061 / St. Paul, MN 

55104 / dhake@macalstr.edu 



It’s me, your local TV critic, on the beat again. 

A few months ago in this space, I joked about my 

addiction to daytime TV. Well, I finally got a day job 

that saved me from my most-loved of possessions, 

the Evil Electric Mind-Controller Box (excepting on 

sick days and holidays).This is indeed a mixed bless¬ 

ing, since my new job provides me with infinitely 

more heartbreak and tears than The Young and the 

Resdess. But my job is a tale for another day. 

Right after I wrote that daytime TV column, 

a big story broke here in Michigan. For the one 

percent of you who didn’t hear about it, Boy #1 

was surprised on the Jenny Jones show by Boy 

#2, who publicly declared he had a big crush on 

Boy #1. Boy #1 responded by saying he was het- 

ero and had no interest in pursuing a relation¬ 

ship with Boy #2; the exchange appeared to be 

friendly. The next day or so, however, Boy #1 

went out and purchased a shotgun, drove direct¬ 

ly to Boy #2’s home, and shot a big hole in Boy 

#2’s chest at close range. Almost immediately 

afterward, Boy #1 (now known as KillerBoy) 

called 911 and, sobbing hysterically, turned him¬ 

self into the police. But like TV preachers who 

are caught with their pants down and then ask 

their gods for forgiveness, it was too late. Killer- 

Boy’s excuse is that he was afraid that Dead Boy 

“would not leave him alone.” 

I know this is now old news, but I am still 

reading op-ed pieces about this story and I can 

ignore them no longer. I cannot believe that 

everyone blames The Jenny Jones Show for this 

tragedy! Even the local prosecutor (that’s right, 

the prosecutor, not KillerBoy’s attorney!) called 

a press conference to decry the morally-defi- 

cient Jenny Jones for being the instigator of this 

heinous crime. 

Everyone is eager to jump on the band¬ 

wagon and denounce all daytime talk shows as 

trash, righteously proclaiming that it was only a 

matter of time before one of them caused such 

a fatal scandal.As a reluctant connoisseur of the 

medium, I would first say that The Jenny Jones 

Show, while admittedly insipid, is not the worst 

show in the genre, not by a long shot. I actually 

think it was kind of cute for Jenny to set people 

up with others who had secret crushes on 

them. Anyone who’s ever seer> even a few of 

these shows would have to agree that’s pretty 

mild compared to some of the stuff that’s regu¬ 

larly featured. 

Secondly, the people who choose to appear 

on these shows are there of their own free will, 

and then some—most of them are paid for the 

honour. KillerBoy got a free trip to Chicago, and 

was told in advance that the person who had a 

crush on him could be male or female. Why did 

he choose to appear if this thought was so unset¬ 

tling to him? 

Thirdly, “journalists” who cast stones at 

Jenny Jones should look to their own glass 

houses. Last night I saw a TV news story on a 

local murder which began with a close up shot of 

the bloodied lawn (from which the body had 

apparently just been moved), followed by the cer¬ 

emonious zipping of the body bag, and neatly 

concluded by the unintelligible wails of the vic¬ 

tim’s cousin, mourning the fresh loss.This isn’t 

exploitative? TV news often features “undercov¬ 

er” stories on massage parlours or swingers’ 

conventions; wow, coincidentally, for five days 

during sweeps week. Just because a CBS news 

correspondent is reading a story doesn’t make it 

more legitimate than what Jenny Jones covers. It’s 

all entertainment; gee whiz, Bob Dole! 

Lastly and most importantly, I’d like to 

know when unwanted advances became accept¬ 

able grounds for murder. Good god, there are 

women serving life sentences for killing some¬ 

one who raped and battered them repeatedly, 

and KillerBoy thinks he has an excuse because 

someone had a CRUSH on him, who maybe 

called him a couple of times and left a note on 

his door? If women were allowed to blast holes 

in the chests of everyone who made unwanted 

advances at us, believe me, there wouldn’t be 

too many chested men left in the world. 

The saddest thing to me is how many men 

(including our sorry Michigan prosecutor) seem 

to relate to the feeling of anger and disgust that 

KillerBoy felt when he learned he was found 

attractive by another man. It reminds me of the 

irony I felt so strongly during the huge debate 

surrounding whether gays should be allowed to 

serve in the military. Many military men were 

quoted as saying they would not feel comfort¬ 

able with “queers looking at them in the show¬ 

er,” or that they’d be afraid of gay men attacking 

them, and so on. Never mind that they probably 

were already serving with homosexuals without 

incident; that they wouldn’t be able to recognize 

a gay comrade even if he was sleeping in the 

bunk above; or the most obvious, that a gay per¬ 

son only wishes to have sex with persons of 

their own persuasion. No, the main thing that 

amused me was that, growing up very near a 

large military base, I know for a fact that macho 

heterosexual military men are the worst sexu¬ 

al harassers in the book! In high school we 

couldn’t walk around town without these guys 

shouting vile things at us out of their cars, leer¬ 

ing at us, or outright pinching us, stroking our 

arms, etc. These soldiers feel it’s perfectly all 

right to act in such a manner, even if they are 

told to stop over and over again, but their 

answer changes if they’re on the receiving end 

of even a perceived unwanted sexual advance! 

Grab that bayonet! 

Yes, yes, yes, you men are tired of hearing 

women cry sexual harassment and rape and all 

that. But the fact is that girls are subjected from 

a very early age to smutty leers, groping hands, 

off-colour comments, and much worse. For us 

it’s just a fact of life. Most of us don’t waste too 

much time crying over it, but it’s there.We can’t 

walk down to the 24-hour market at 2:00 a.m. 

to pick up some milk, like a guy can—we’d bet¬ 

ter take someone with us, or go tomorrow, just 

in case. We can’t get too drunk on a date or 

meet someone we don’t know well without 

planning an escape route in advance—just in 

case. Better take out those keys and hold them 

ready while walking home from the library—just 

in case. Better wear something under this shirt 

so no one can see thru it—just in case.These 

precautions come as second nature, but under¬ 

neath there is still an unspoken fear, even in the 

most independent of us—walking across the 

campus parking lot late at night, fending off an 

extra-aggressive guy that’s cornered us at a 

party—a fear that we quietly live with without 

shooting and killing every aggressive male that 

confronts us. A fear that most boys just don’t 

seem to understand. 

Or it seems, unless they are confronted 

with what seems to scare them the most 

(homosexual rape?) For some red-blooded 

American males, their homophobic fears come 

closest to what females peacefully deal with 

every day and for most of their lives. Rape 

either way has the same effects: humiliation, 

physical pain and suffering from unwanted and 

unprepared-for sexual penetration, lasting men¬ 

tal anguish. Why aren’t big strong men able to 

shrug it off as easily as women? 

I guess these are lessons that some men 

just don’t want to learn. 

••• 

Now I’m going to sound like an insincere 

celebrity when I say this, but I need to write a 

postscript to those of you who have sent me 



letters and e-mail over the past year: your 

notes are so much appreciated! I’m in a new 

locale now, and I love to get mail. I must apolo¬ 

gize, though, to those who have written and to 

whom I have yet to write back. This was the 

busiest year of my life and I still have not 

unpacked four boxes that I moved here six 

months ago.Your letters are still in there and 

one day soon I’ll write you back. Please forgive 

me and write again (or for the first time), all 

who dare! P.O. Box 721 145, Berkley, Ml 721145; 

fisherino@aol.com 

Just like that, the rain went from a melan¬ 

choly drizzle to a brazen downpour, hurling itself 

defiantly across the dreary panorama of dirty 

brick and pre-stressed concrete that is London. 

Of course that’s merely the view from one 

window, mine; somewhere nearby, within ear- 

shattering boombox distance of here, even, 

there are no doubt color and lights and roaring 

music, for those things are as much a part of 

London as are drabness and solitude and well- 

mannered desperation. 

I’ve been ill, perhaps seriously, though I 

don’t know, since I refuse to see a doctor. My 

excuse given to those around me is that I pre¬ 

fer to let nature take its course; the one given 

to myself is that I don’t care to make any par¬ 

ticular effort to save myself from whatever fate 

might be afflicting me. 

I don’t say that, or least don’t more than 

hint at it, to people who know me, since it 

reeks of mopery, yet for some reason I have no 

problem in proclaiming it to thousands of read¬ 

ers whom I’ve never met, but in some senses, 

at least, know me better than those who see 

me every day. 

It’s not that I want to die, just that I don’t 

especially want not to die either. I am quite 

neutral on the subject, as I have become on 

most things to do with myself. I am still full of 

strong views on people, places and things 

around me, but as for myself, I seem to have 

turned into a quiet cul-de-sac that provides a 

modicum of uneasy comfort and the tentative 

certainty that here indeed is a place where 

nothing ever happens. 

I am at a difficult age, I tell myself, but that 

has been true for nearly as long as I can remem¬ 

ber. In fact, perhaps that is the key, for my earli¬ 

est days on earth exist in my memory only as a 

vague and undifferentiated glow of sunny play¬ 

ground days and dark enveloping nights tucked 

safely in an enormous bed while the ferocious 

moaning beasts of the as yet unknown world 

stamped their feet impatiently outside the 

impenetrable walls of my bedroom sanctuary. 

But that was very long ago, and it was 

only when things started to become problem¬ 

atic that I began to remember them as sepa¬ 

rate entities, only when confronted with 

mysteries that I couldn’t understand but felt I 

must that dissatisfaction led me out of my pro¬ 

tected chamber into a world where dissatis¬ 

faction was not only a way of life, but its 

principal ordering factor. 

Oh, I can hear you sighing, he’s been lis¬ 

tening to too much Morrissey again, and in fact, 

I am listening to that very person now, as only 

seems appropriate on a rainy Saturday after¬ 

noon (that feels like a Sunday in some ways, 

and that’s not Morrissey, it’s Donovan, believe 

it or not) in London as another shaggy-backed 

summer grudgingly trundles its way around the 

bend of time, all green-eyed and leafy, its breath 

already souring with the accumulated scent of 

too much cheap lager, its step growing more 

sluggardly by the day in anticipation of another 

year’s promises left unanswered, confounded, 

or bitterly mocked. 

Oh, come on now, it can’t be all bad, you 

protest, thinking of the two full school-free 

months that still lie ahead, of languorous days 

at the beach or steaming, intoxicated nights on 

pulsating city streets where^ every chance 

encounter embodies the beginning and end of 

life itself. And you would be right, of course - 

we are all right in varying ways and times and 

places - but what, on the other hand, if you 

don’t happen to read this little piece until, say, 

September, when the first chill winds have 

already begun to strip the tired trees of their 

foliage and you are once more locked away in 

classroom or workroom or that dawning com¬ 

prehension of your own limitations that marks 

the true autumn of the human soul? 

Or what if, as is also possible, the maga¬ 

zine where you read these words has lain dor¬ 

mant at the bottom of a pile of unanswered 

and neglected correspondence for many 

months, lain there waiting while you ran wildly 

about through a year that seemed it could or 

would never end, but did, and now it’s January, 

and the world outside is frozen and there’s 

nowhere you’d even bother thinking about going? 

Curled in some corner, hopefully by a 

warm fire or the still more warming presence 

of someone who loves you, will you read these 

words and reflect, yes, that is true, all that chaos 

and hubbub and unbearable desire that was last 

spring and summer and lingered on through fall, 

what did it really add up to? Wouldn’t I have 

been here just the same, was it necessary to 

break my heart over and over, to bring it back 

to life and offer it up for breaking yet again, to 

drive myself to the point of despair where, it 

must be said, true hope begins, just to prove to 

myself that I was alive, just so that in the depths 

of winter I might have some memories collect¬ 

ed around me that proclaim ever so loudly (to 

myself, of course, for no one else can truly hear 

or see memories) that, yes, here was a life, and 

yes, it was worth living, every blood soaked and 

tear stained moment of it? 

Yes, the answer is yes, as it nearly always is; 

that’s one of the secrets most people learn far 

too late and that many (even the youngest 

among you will have already met some of them) 

never learn at all.The majority of people, and 

unfortunately I must count some of my readers 

among them, start making payments on a coffin 

about the time they graduate from high school. 

Some, with luck and help from parents and 

friends, manage to postpone that fateful day 

through college and even a few years beyond. 

Various youth culture movements, with their 

all-embracing (some might call it totalitarian) 

approach to life, might postpone it still further, 

perhaps even indefinitely. 

But indefinitely is not the same thing as 

permanently, and our seemingly built-in fear of 

permanence makes it appear more attractive, at 

least at first. Indefinitely also implies uncertain¬ 

ty, though, and that is something most of us ulti¬ 

mately decide we fear even more than 

permanence. A lifetime tenure at the piss facto¬ 

ry may strike us as a fate worse than death 

when we are 20, but it could become a wel¬ 

come alternative to rummaging through 

garbage bins for aluminum cans when we are 

60. A half-hearted marriage to the man or 

woman not of our dreams but of our weary 

resignation seems a nightmare when we are still 

at the stage of writing romantic poetry and 

throwing our whole lives away for just one 

more glimpse of that certain someone who is 

somehow, earth-shakingly, different from all the 

other someones who parade before us. But to 

those who are not only still lonely, but growing 

more so, as life’s horizons begin to narrow pre¬ 

cipitously, the temptation must be great to 



settle for something, anything, someone to help 

create at least the illusion of a life that involves 

more than one’s own hopeless and increasingly 

ludicrous longings. 

I can only guess about these things, for 

they’ve never been decisions I’ve had to make 

personally. Perhaps, as usual, I’m trying to 

evade responsibility, but for the most part, I 

think I can safely say that such decisions have 

been made for me, by circumstance, by acci¬ 

dent, by other people who probably didn’t 

realize what they were doing either. Or anoth¬ 

er way to put it might be that I did in fact 

decide the course of my life, but did it in 

reverse, by refusing to decide. 
A surprising—or perhaps it is not so sur¬ 

prising—number of us choose that course.We 

tell ourselves it is more romantic, more adven¬ 

turous, that way, and perhaps it is. Or perhaps 

it as silly and pointless as setting ourselves 

adrift in a small boat on the middle of some 

vast ocean and then spending the rest of our 

days bemoaning the fact that we have never 

seen land. 

I don’t know. I don’t have nearly as much 

energy for such ruminations as I used to. These 

days I am much more given to reflection, which 

inevitably - at least to me - involves memory, or, 

more precisely, memories. 

And I am blessed in that respect: I have 

many. Almost too many, it often seems, for they 

crowd beneath the surface of my consciousness, 

and contend with each other for my attention 

by attaching so many variations and colorations 

and half-triggered emotions to themselves that 

I scarcely know where to begin remembering, 

until, it seems, I remember nothing at all. 

I tell stories, to myself, mostly, and to oth¬ 

ers when they will listen, and realize afterward 

that no, that is not how it happened at all, it 

couldn’t have happened that way because I had¬ 

n’t yet even met so-and-so then, or I was living 

in an entirely different state then, or I couldn’t 

have possibly been old enough to go there that 

year. But I also realize it must have happened, 

that I have been living my entire life for years 

and years as if it had happened, even advising 

others to live their lives as if it had happened, 

and how could anything be more real than that? 

If we believe something passionately 

enough, does it become true? A nonsensical 

question, it would seem, especially in this 

allegedly rational and exceedingly modern age in 

which we live. And yet belief in the magical, the 

mystical, the wildly improbable and the logic- 

defying has never been stronger. It doesn’t have 

to take the form of praying in churches or 

temples or mosques, nor does it necessarily 

involve the lighting of incense, the chanting of 

mantras, the manipulation of tarot cards or the 

hurling of yarrow stalks. 

Most of us scoff, or at least smile indul¬ 

gently, at such things, but how many of us still 

believe, whether or not we admit it, in similar 

things, like luck or chance or fate? What about, 

for example, that day we slogged across town to 

our estranged lover’s house to make things up, 

only to find that he or she had left not two min¬ 

utes earlier for a voyage to the south seas, a 

voyage that ended in a shipwreck or plane 

crash, or, worse, meeting a new love? What if, we 

ask ourselves again and again, we had not wait¬ 

ed so long before leaving, what if we had not 

stopped along the way to smoke a cigarette or 

drink a coke or have a boring conversation with 

someone we normally avoid? Would the whole 

course of history have been changed, would we 

have persuaded him or her to stay, and thus 

lived happily ever after? We’ll go to our graves 

believing such things because it is only such 

things that allow us to go on living. 

But since few lovers, estranged or other¬ 

wise, run off to the south seas these days, let’s 

look at another example: our belief in the per¬ 

fectibility of human nature, even (and this truly 

staggers the imagination) our own. 

We must know, or at least suspect from 

the evidence available, that people have been 

doing the same sorts of foolish and destructive 

things for a very long time. Even if we had noth¬ 

ing to go on but our own lives, it would be easy 

to see that we are still making many of the same 

mistakes we were making however many years 

ago it was when we began making mistakes.Yet 

we struggle on, stolid in our conviction that 

though we may never become perfect, we will 

continue to get better and better, regardless of 

any evidence to the contrary. 

And it is not sufficient that we establish 

wildly unrealistic hopes for ourselves; we insist 

on imposing them on the world at large.That is 

why so many of us join reform or revolutionary 

movements; we are certain that if only the 

wealth is more equally distributed or the air and 

the water are cleaner or if everyone listens to 

the right sort of music or wears their hair in the 

right sort of fashion, that human beings’ instrin- 

sically good nature will begin to flourish, and 

they, like us, will begin to grow better and bet¬ 

ter, every day in every way. 

Put that way, of course, it sounds more 

ridiculous than the most primitive religions, but 

then none of us, regardless of education or 

sophistication or the the veneers of hipness and 

manners, has evolved so terribly far beyond the 

level of frightened savage howling at the dark¬ 

ened sky when the sun has inexplicably gone 

out of it. 
And the rain still falls, sullen now, but as 

persistent as the glowering grey clouds that 

have no doubt come sweeping down from the 

north ever since these islands first rose from 

the sea. Fat pigeons strut cockily on the edge of 

the iron railway bridge that ends in the only bit 

of greenery visible from my window, a forlorn 

cluster of trees that serves primarily as cover 

for an illicit rubbish dump.The walls vibrate with 

the thudding bass notes that emanate from the 

drug dealers’ apartment upstairs. Sometimes I 

hate reggae, but right now I only pity it, for the 

monotonous, strangely lifeless beats that disturb 

my peace echo with precisely the same sort of 

emptiness and pointlessness that I fear resounds 

between every stroke of the keys that send 

these words winging out into the void that lies, 

or at least relaxes, between us. 

Earlier this year, a number of student pro¬ 

testers took over the offices of the DePaul Uni¬ 

versity student newspaper here in Chicago.They 

were extremely upset that an article in the 

paper, which described a police raid on an off- 

campus party, had quoted directly from the 

police report. What did the police report say 

that was so offensive? It seems that the police 

had used the notation “B/Ms” to describe the 

individuals arrested.This means, for those of you 

who do not compulsively read detective novels, 

“black male.” 

The protesters took over the offices of the 

newspapr and engaged in a “sit in.” This means, 

for those of you who do not engage in occa¬ 

sional fits of‘60s nostaliga, that the protesters 

went into the offices of the newspaper, sat 

down, and refused to leave.This is a long tradi¬ 

tion in American universities, going back to 

I Berkely an the old free speech movement which 

first radicalized this campus in this country. 

However, things are different these days. 

Whereas protesters in the ‘60s were pretty 

badly reated (the massacre of students at Kent 



State and the street battles at Colombia Uni¬ 

versity come to mind) today, protesters live a 

cushier life. 

The Chicago Sun Times reported last 

month that many of these students who took 

over the DePaul newspaper went home every 

night, and were buzzed back in by university 

security every morning.They were fed by the 

University while engaging in their “sit-in” and, 

one evening, a school official threw them a 

pizza party. 

Times are hard. 

First of all (and you can see the sweat 

pouring down my face, my cheeks getting red¬ 

der as I’m typing these words, chomping on my 

ceegar like a man possessed) there’s the fact 

that these bozos were closing down a newspa¬ 

per—abridging the freedom of speech of fellow 

students—because an article had quoted from 

a police report that had identified the arrested 

students as black—which was, in fact, accurate. 

Students in the ‘60s fought to give free speech 

to others. Students in the ‘90s fight to take it 

away. I won’t make any comments about politi¬ 

cal correctness, because it’s generally a fraud to 

make progressive thinkers look like morons. 

However, this is one case where the “progres¬ 

sive” thinkers are morons, so I’ll let the phrase 

speak for itself. Anyway, they closed down a 

newspaper because it printed something that 

was objectively true and they should be slapped 

upside the head with a frozen olive loaf. 

So that’s lame enough to start with, but 

then you have to add in the fact that they were 

actively coddled by the administration. Passive 

resistance becomes a lot easier when you’re eat¬ 

ing free pizza and you get to go home every 

night and sleep in your own bed. I’ll bet these 

guys will tell their children war stories, as though 

they fought in the Spanish Civil War, or some¬ 

thing. ( I can see the scene in my head: “Daddy, 

Grandfather was a freedom rider in Selma, 

Alabama with Martin Luther King.What did you 

to help foster racial justice?” “Well son, I ate 

some pizza and skipped a couple of classes...” 

There’s nothing more ridiculous than a 

bunch of kids with a ton of energy who want to 

accomplish something positive wasting their 

energy and good intentions on tangents. If they 

really wanted to accomplish something, they 

would have spent the hours they were “sitting- 

in” working in a soup kitchen or a homeless 

shelter. Or they could have been tutoring kids 

from Cabrini Green, but that wouldn’t have 

been quite as adventurous as a sit in. 

[Not to knock protesting: Protesting can 

be very effective, when either (a) your protests 

are truly dramatic and draw attention to your 

cause (for examples of that, you can look to 

the Animal Liberation Front letting thousands 

of lab animals free, or nuclear protesters lying 

down on the tracks in front of trains carrying 

nuclear waste) or (b) your protests actually 

prevent the action you dislike (e.g. CIA pro¬ 

testers preventing the CIA from recruiting on 

some campuses). Most protests, however, do 

nothing but make the protesters feel a little 

better.This isn’t the fault of the cause, whatev¬ 

er it is — it’s the fault of the protesters, who 

(on college campuses, at least) are mostly mid¬ 

dle-class kids with no stomach for real action 

that might threaten their future. I would, 

shamefacedly, include myself amongst the 

wimps, though at least I don’t delude myself 

about it. Delusion being the national sport.] 

Anyway, there’s nothing that pisses me off 

more than some group of people trying to 

shut up some other group of people they don’t 

happen to agree with.There’s a legal principle 

called “the slippery slope.” This means that 

when you take one step down a path, it’s a sort 

trip to its logical conclusion. For example, if 

you can shut up another group, then it creates 

a precedent for someone shutting you up. Pret¬ 

ty soon, you’ve created the precendent for 

totalitarian thought, which is by definition a bad 

thing. No matter how right you may think you 

are (and I mean correct, not conservative) you 

can always learn something from someone 

who disagrees. Diversity of thought is a goal 

that is always worthwhile, and “progressive 

people” who thwart that goal are just slitting 

their own throats. It isn’t as though people 

with real power wouldn’t like those 

progressive voices silenced... 

No one today wants a real discussion — 

everyone just wants their enemies to go away. 

This kind of cowardice does not bode well for 

the health of this country. It explains everything 

from the totalitarian thought of Andrea Dworkin 

(all heterosexual sex is rape, therefore all men are 

therefore evil) and the Militia Movement (Inter¬ 

national Jewish Bankers run the world and the 

United Nations is planning to invade Montana 

with black helicopters and the Universal code on 

the back of cereal boxes is soon going to be the 

sign of the beast on the palm of your hand, etc.) 

to the Unabomber (technology is not only bad, 

it’s so bad that I have to blow up some random 

people indirectly connected to airlines, research 

universities and computer science). 

But at least the totalitarians at DePaul 

aren’t into accusing an entire gender of rape, 

or ammassing assault weapons in the tool 

shed, or blowing people up and writing rambling 

letters to the New York Times. They’re just 

hanging out at the newspaper office, denying 

some people free speech, and eating some pizza. 

Ain’t life grand? 

Kerosene@aol.com 

I’ve been thinking a lot about yuppies and 

the whole “boomer” generation. I know this is 

a sick thing to be doing, but I kind of nurture 

this morbid curiosity in myself, plus if things 

had been different I might have BEEN a yuppie. 

They’re my age group, after all, and to most 

people they represent “success” and I repre¬ 

sent “failure.” 

Most of you, on the other hand, have these 

people as your parents. This is a very scary 

thing to face. In spite of our rebelliousness, we 

get our personality and world view more from 

our parents than from any other influence. 

Think about it, if you dare. 

I often listen to this weekly radio show in 

New York called Idiot’s Delight, hosted by Vin 

Scelsa. He’s been doing the show in various 

incarnations for something like 25 years, basi¬ 

cally since the earliest days of “alternative” FM 

radio. It’s fun in many ways, but Vin’s taste in 

music has changed over the years from the 

margins of serious rock to the likes of John 

Prine and Leonard Cohen. He still seeks out 

unknown bands and stuff that has escaped 

record-company promotion, but to me most of 

it is boring; it’s old-people’s music and in some 

ways a throwback to the folk artists of the 60’s. 

Vin used to be involved in where rock is going; 

now it’s more a review of where it’s been. 

All of which would be irrelevant except 

for one thing: someone has started an Internet 

mailing list for the show, and I’ve been reading 

it since the beginning, a few months ago. It’s 

proved to be a fascinating window into the 

secret life of yuppies, and has taught me a few 

things about them too. 

A few weeks ago I sent e-mail to the list, 

telling them what I saw and asking for their 

opinion. I was interested in learning more about 

how yuppies view things, and maybe a little 

about why I turned out so different'.What I saw 
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was a bunch of people that were all uniformly, 

stupefyingly nice: it had seemed to me way too 

smiley-face, shiny-happy, phony nice, not at all 

like what Pm used to — as if everybody was 

scared to death of disagreeing with anyone else. 

I also suggested that at some very deep level 

everyone was being dishonest (after all we all 

are), and that an insidious kind of dishonesty and 

manipulativeness has become the norm among 

that generation; so ubiquitous that most people 

don’t consciously intend it, or even realize 

they’re doing it. It was a short little message, a 

bit on the judgmental side, but way toned down 

from the kind of stuff people write here or post 

on the punk boards or newsgroups. 

All hell broke loose. I got like 20 pages of 

comments over the next couple of weeks, most 

of it vicious personal attacks. It seems that I hit 

a big, red, throbbing, exposed yuppie nerve. 

Somewhat stunned, I sent back a letter apolo¬ 

gizing, not for what I said, but for the fact that I 

apparently had hurt a bunch of people that I had 

not intended to hurt. But now I was REALLY 

curious about what was going on. 

The next clue: I was at one of my cus¬ 

tomers last week and witnessed this incredible 

screaming match between a couple of the yup¬ 

pies that work there. It was like watching 7-year- 

olds fighting over a toy. And it was over some 

stupid thing that should 

have been settled in a 30-second discussion. 

These people DO seem to have a short fuse 

about certain things. 

Another clue popped up in the Idiot’s 

Delight mailing list this past week—one of the 

regulars has had a debate with some of his 

friends about his record collection— they had 

accused him of materialism, and of trying to 

recapture his youth by hanging on to his albums 

or some such thing. My first thought was “I don’t 

care what you think.” But obviously these peo¬ 

ple DO care what you think, way too much— 

hey all got crazy and defensive about it, as if their 

very existence had been threatened. Strange. 

The picture that all of this seems to be 

painting is that yuppies are not very secure peo¬ 

ple; they’ve built a world in which they can pre¬ 

tend that everything is “nice” and safe and 

predictable. It’s a dangerous illusion because 

defending it requires things like personal beliefs 

to be taken as absolute truth, outside the realm 

of debate. In a way it’s very much like a funda¬ 

mentalist religion. 

These people are custodians of a world 

which is rapidly turning into hell, and their reac¬ 

tion is to try harder and harder to believe that 

everything is just fine — if they can just have the 

right car and the right house everything will be 

ok, no matter that they’re in hock up to their 

eyeballs. If they eat plastic eggs and plastic but¬ 

ter at their power breakfasts they won’t have 

heart attacks, no matter that they are Type-A 

success stories in corpo America. And if they 

avoid doing, buying, or being anything that might 

provoke criticism from anyone, they’ll be able to 

maintain that ever-important illusion that every¬ 

thing is “nice." 

We, of course, are faced every day with 

evidence that things aren’t working; that dis¬ 

honesty is becoming expected behavior in 

more and more of American life; that the com¬ 

promises made by the yuppie generation are 

not serving any of us well.The yuppies must see 

this as well, but they can’t really admit it to 

themselves. It’s a tough position to defend. No 

wonder they’re so touchy. 

All of this puts an interesting slant on the 

whole frightening conservative morality thing. 

Noot & Company wants to bring us all back to 

the idyllic 50’s. No matter that things weren’t 

really all that rosy then.The two biggest differ¬ 

ences: kids knew their place and niggers knew 

their place. Wanna go back? 

The reason nobody worries too much 

about the details is that what Noot is talking 

about is not the reality of anything; it is the 

ability to construct and maintain a pleasing illu¬ 

sion. Our friends on the far right want to sell 

the yuppies on the fantasy that they can pro¬ 

vide a safe world where everyone is just like 

them and nobody will threaten them with crit¬ 

icism or original thought (or funny-colored 

hair, for that matter.) And the yuppies are buy¬ 

ing. 

This stuff also explains a great mystery of 

the 90s: the popularity of “Forrest Gump.” 

I’m still trying to figure this whole thing 

out, so if I learn anything more I’ll pass it on, 

and if you have any comments, send them to 

me atJimConnell@aol.com. 

[If you’re interested in reading any of the 

stuff I’ve referred to, start by sending email to 

“idiots-delight-request@netcom. com” with a 

message body of “send idiots.099” and anything 

at all in the message topic line.You’ll get back a 

copy of the 99th daily Idiot’s Delight Digest, the 

one containing my original message. It will also 

contain instructions for subscribing and the 

address of a web site that has all the digests 

and lots of other stuff. The digests that have 

people’s responses to my post start with 

“idiots. 100” and work up (they are numbered 

in order). Happy reading.] 
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••• 

A few months ago I wrote a column about 

violence at shows, prompted largely by the 

media reaction to a local kid getting killed at a 

show in Brooklyn. My main point was that 

much of the risk, and of the violence, is caused 

by the security goons who work at certain 

clubs. 
Well ironically a few weeks later, after a 

couple of particularly intense shows, I found 

that I had squashed a couple of disks in my 

spine and that they needed to be removed.The 

symptom was weakness and numbness in my 

left arm due to the disks pressing on my spinal 

cord.That loud CRUNCH! noise that I kept 

hearing and feeling whenever somebody big 

landed on my head probably wasn’t a good 

thing. 

This all happened before Christopher 

Reeve’s accident, so thankfully I didn’t have 

everybody making references to that and 

telling me how lucky I was, but it was very 

scary nonetheless.They took out the disks and 

fused the vertebrae, and while it will probably 

be a year before everything is back 

to normal, I’m doing fine. I do wish I’d had one 

of those spine tattoos though. 

My attitude towards shows hasn’t changed 

much. I still hope I’ll be able to go, though I’ll be 

more careful, and build up the muscles in my 

neck and back first. I’m not sure if stage diving 

& crowd surfing are dangerous enough that 

they should be banned (not that I do them). I 

probably got hurt mostly because I’m old, and 

starting in one’s mid thirties the disks in the 

spine tend to become less resilient — for 

younger people there isn’t as much risk. On the 

other hand, spinal cord injuries are not fun, and 

landing on your head, or having some animal do 

so, is a risk for that kind of injury. At least you 

should know about it before making up your 

mind — I didn’t. 

••• 

That drawing at the top of my column was 

drawn by my mother in 1948 — it was part of 

a Groundhog’s Day card that she designed. My 

grandfather, who was a little crazy and from 

whom I got most of my genes, decided that 

Groundhog’s Day cards were going to be the 

Next Big Thing, and had like a billion of them 

printed up.There’s still hundreds of them float¬ 

ing around the family. 

Note the expression on the groundhog. 

Isn’t that an exquisite rendition of paralyzing, 

abject, terror? Is it any wonder that I turned 

out the way I did? 
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I live in the kind of town that sophisticat¬ 

ed city folks move to in order to get away from 

smog and traffic. It hardly comes as a pleasant 

surprise when they find themselves circling the 

city for 30 minutes in a vain search for a park¬ 

ing space.They like it even less when they find 

themselves in a traffic jam at rush hour (we do 

have a rush hour, but nobody seems to call it 

that; we just say “five o’clock.”) Then they com¬ 

plain to the locals about how they moved here 

to get away from traffic. 

They don’t realize that they are the traffic. 

There didn’t used to be so much traffic until all 

the city people moved here to get away from 

the fucking traffic. 

This is also the kind of town where peo¬ 

ple feel the need to brag about where they’re 

from (not here). Most notably, New York. City, 

that is. 

Last year some people from New York 

(city) came and opened a coffeehouse right 

downtown.They were interviewed in the local 

daily paper, and the fact that they were “from 

New York” was mentioned about three times. 

To their credit, it might have been the fault of 

the interviewer, who might have been from 

somewhere else too. In any case, the coffee¬ 

house people went on to say that they would be 

bringing in lots of performers “from New York”. 

Waaal, we’re much obliged to you young 

city folk. Sheeeit! Since Pappy’s rhumatiz got so 

bad he cain’t play the fiddle no more, we ‘bout 

liked to died of boredom. Cuz you know 

Bessie the Cow won’t Polka lessn’ Pappy plays 

his fiddle.... 

I’m actually pretty accustomed to this kind 

of thing because I used to live somewhere that 

was much more rural, and actually in the state 

of New York. When away from home, I’d have 

to say that I was from “New York, not city”. 

Sometimes I’d say I was from “Upstate New 

York,” But then people would think I meant 

Westchester County or something, which was 

way off. So I’d say things I ike, “Upstate. Way up.” 

Which just confused the hell out of people. 

New York is a big fucking state. Few people 

realize just how big it is (and I myself was truly 

ignorant about how clueless its residents are; have 

fun with Pataki, folks—another goddamn story). 

Part of the problem is that people divide 

the world into stupid categories; the obvious 

and primary offenders being “urban” and “sub- 

urban”.A Chicago critic actually used the word 

“suburban” in a review of one of my plays. For 

whatever reason, it was clear that the play did 

not take place in a big city. By a process of elim¬ 

ination, though I have never lived in suburbia, 

and have never written about suburbia, the crit¬ 

ic came to the conclusion that the setting was 

suburban.Wrong. Hey fuck her anyway, I’m from 

the East Coast! Just kidding.... 

The third (smaller) category is, of course, 

“the country.” “The country” is a nowhere 

place, a place where people aren’t supposed to 

know or do much of anything. And if they do, 

is pisses the city people right off. “The coun¬ 

try” is a place where it’s hard to get a good 

cappuccino. It might be a nice place to spend a 

summer (or “to summer”). It might be a nice 

place to drive through in the fall when the 

leaves change color. 

My town is a popular spot on the leaf tour. 

I could give a shit about leaves myself. I live here 

because the bookstores are good and I can walk 

around at night without worrying too much 

about getting killed or raped. And for a million 

other reasons. Not for leaves.There are about 

30,000 year-round residents. Not that big, but 

not that small. Lots of skinny girls with pierced 

noses in tight black clothes. Lots of coffee, a 

couple of cool movie theaters. It’s definitely a 

spot on the alterna-belt, for whatever that’s 

worth. It wasn’t always the kind of place in 

which people wearing Timberlands shave and 

talk on the phone while driving a Saab. It has 

become that kind of place. In fact, we were fea¬ 

tured in the Travel section of the Sunday Times 

last week.That’s New York Times, okay? 

It’s still New England; strangers won’t 

engage you in conversation often; not if they’re 

from here.There are a lot of rules, not many 

public bathrooms. People like to go to bed kind 

of early. But there’s been a lot of change in the 

past 20 years. 

In September, I will have lived in this town 

for twelve years. Of course, I am susceptible to 

the same attitudes that piss me off in other peo¬ 

ple. When I tell people where I live, I almost 

apologize. I always explain that I’m just three 

short hours from New York, and only two hours 

from Boston. Who the fuck cares? I loathe 

Boston. It’s true, though, that the close proxim¬ 

ity to two “major” cities is part of what makes 

this a cool place to live. And yes, I like “major” 

cities, and yes, especially New York. I don’t know 

if I’d want to spend my whole life there, but I 

would do it for a few years. I’m on the verge of 

(maybe) applying to graduate school, and New 

York is among the handful if places I could end 

up. Among the reasons I resist it is that it seems 

like the obvious thing to do. Especially if I’m 

studying playwrighting. 

What is less obvious and equally appealing 

to me is the idea of winning the Publisher’s 

Clearinghouse and buying some land back in 

New York (Not City, Upstate, Way Up). It’s so 

beautiful and so quiet; I could have so many 

pets and get so much done. 

If it weren’t for school, I would feel no par¬ 

ticular need to leave the town I live in. Just 

when I think it’s really cool, though, something 

happens: that same local daily paper does a story 

on (gulp) “moshing”. Most of it is pretty pre¬ 

dictable. “Mosh Pit” aficionados are interviewed 

about their strange hobby. “Why Do You Do It?” 

“Isn’t It Dangerous?” Their answers are more 

predictable still. “Duuuuh, it’s fun!” “Yah, but I 

don’ care!” All this bugged me, sure, but then I 

came to the history part, and the line that linked 

“moshing” to “slam-dancing” which originated in 

the “Heavy Metal Scene” in “New York”. Ouch. 

Worse, the article simply does not mention punk 

at all, and from what I could gather, the shows in 

question couldn’t be called punk even if you 

stretched it a little. I took a few days to calm 

down and then I wrote the reporter a polite let¬ 

ter asking him why he had omitted punk from 

his discussion of the history of “mosh”. I sug¬ 

gested, giving him the benefit of the doubt, that 

perhaps he had a reason for doing this, a reason 

that I didn’t understand. I invited him to tell me 

what it was.Tune in next time, folks.... 

What really bothers me is when I hear 

myself starting to sound like those people who 

have those “East Coast versus West Coast” dis¬ 

cussions (or worse, the people who just can’t 

decide, and who have become “bi-coastal”). 

Recently, I was at the Guggenheim museum of 

all places, having a $4.00 cup of coffee with my 

boyfriend, and I overheard part of one of those 

conversations. “The really nice thing about it,” 

said the tweed coated man to his fur coated 

companion, “is that you don’t have to worry 

too terribly much that there will be an earth¬ 

quake or a riot.”. It seemed like nice day for a 

riot to me, suddenly. 

It’s a luxury problem; thinking about where 

you live, where you want to live. I’m contem¬ 

plating this purely hypothetical future move to 

I don’t know where, and I have no money to do 

it with. But I know it will work out somehow. It 



isn’t like I live somewhere really terrible and I 

can’t get out. People with a lot of money seem 

to spend a lot of time in pursuit of places they’d 

rather be, and I guess my town is one of them. 

They all have car alarms, even though hardly 

anybody breaks into cars here. It’s a big city 

sound that I hear all day now. I wish it were one 

of the things I liked about the city. It’s not. 

LEAHzz@aol.com 

••• 

VIOLATION FEZ #1 (the food issue) and 

#2 (the work issue) are available for $ I 

or trade: 5 Warfield Place, Northampton MA 

01060. #3 (the travel issue) will be out by 

August I. 

THE UGLY HEAD OF EVIL, REARED BY 
SHADOWY THINGS IN AN ITCHY PLACE 

I refuse to make burritos if I am out of 

rice, even if burrito fixin’s are the only food in 

the house. 

When I was young I wanted to go to hell 

when I died because I figured if hell was hot 

then heaven must be cold and I hated cold 

weather worse than hot weather. 

I have had three cavities, all of which have 

been filled. 

I just wanted to point out that there is an 

empty airpot on the coffee bar. 

I prefer the original flavor of Gatorade. 

Sometimes I ask stupid questions. 

I got a concealed weapons permit by telling 

the government that I sometimes have to carry 

large amounts of cash on my person and filling 

out a form. 

I am from Hawaii. I’m going back there in a 

month. Coming out of Redding, CA I had a wet 

dream on the bus. 

I am the only person left alive who is truly 

truly sorry that Christ died for our sins. 

I am full of shit. 

There was a field mouse named Justin, who 

lived in a happy wheat field with his field mouse 

family, Bob, Zachary, Bill, Aleck, Buck, Leroy,Tom, 

Cold Springs, Bundle-on-fire, Marilyn,Janie, Kitty, 

Moody, Marsha, Jamie, and ma and pa. 

Justin the field mouse was very happy in his 

happy wheat field with his family but then on 

day when he was down in the mouse hole sick 

with the flu the wheat thrasher came and 

thrashed them all, Bob, Zachary, Bill,Aleck, Buck, 

Leroy,Tom, Cold Springs, Bundle-on-fire, Mari¬ 

lyn, Janie, Kitty, Moody, Marsha, Jamie, and ma 

and pa. 

Justin the field mouse came out of the 

mouse hole, flu and all, and at the sight of his 

dead thrashed field mouse family laying there in 

the wheat, he threw up everything in his stomach 

and stumbled away across the freshly thrashed 

wheat field, blinded by his tears and grief. 

A pleasant pheasant named Mrs. Presence 

found Justin the field mouse in the sun, stum¬ 

bling and puking and blind, just moments before 

he would have been pounced on by a falcon 

who was hovering over the wheat field. 

Mrs. Presence tucked Justin the wasted 

worried tuckered out field mouse into bed with 

her eggs and pulled up the covers. For weeks 

she fretted and petted and pampered and fed 

the poor little Justin, until he finally began to 

recover from his poor health. 

Mrs. Presence the pheasant raised Justin as 

her own son, right along with the rest of her 

children, and they grew up to be righteous, reli¬ 

gious, honorable, proud, trustworthy, beautiful 

pheasants and mouse. 

Justin often thought of his old mouse hole 

in the happy wheat field and his family, Bob, 

Zachary, Bill, Aleck, Buck, Leroy, Tom, Cold 

Springs, Bundle-on-fire, Marilyn, Janie, Kitty, 

Moody, Marsha, Jamie, and ma and pa but he was 

as happy as a field mouse can be under the cir¬ 

cumstances, having been raised to be a right¬ 

eous, religious, honorable, proud, trustworthy, 

beautiful mouse. When he got old enough he 

planned to marry and start his own home. He 

even had a sweetheart. On the day of his grad¬ 

uation...he got drafted. 

After he got drafted Justin went into the 

army and was sent to a camp far away.While he 

was there he learned to run and fight and shoot 

and do mental and physical exercises he would 

never have ever thought of over and over again 

for weeks. He learned that he was being pre¬ 

pared to become a soldier, and at the end of 

many weeks he would be ready to prove that he 

was ready to be a fighting mouse. 

On the last day of the training to become 

a soldier, Justin had to run through a difficult 

obstacle course in a certain amount of time to 

prove he was physically ready to be a soldier. He 

tried hard but he fell off a cliff. 

Justin suffered terrible injuries from his fall 

and was sent first to the army hospital at the 

training camp, then to a big city hospital to be 

treated by specialists. He was very sick. 

While Justin the field mouse was at the hos¬ 

pital and terribly sick he inadvertently became 

addicted to a horrible drug. When the doctors 

said he was well, the army said he was no longer 

fit to be a fighting mouse, and he was released 

from the hospital and from the army. He still felt 

terrible, he needed the horrible drug that he had 

gotten addicted to while he was in the hospital. 

The city seemed so strange, not like the nests 

and trees and duff and wheat fields back home. 

He wandered into alley after alley until he found 

some city rats who could give him the drug he 

needed. All he had to do was kidnap children so 

they could be sold into child pornography slavery. 

He could have all the drugs he wanted. 

Pretty soon Justin dies and Mrs. Presence 

the pheasant back at her pleasant nest never 

heard from him again and never found out what 

happened to Justin, her dear sweet righteous, 

religious, honorable, proud, trustworthy, beauti¬ 

ful mouse. 

All right.Tomorrow’s the big day. I’m grad¬ 

uating from high-school. For such a (supposed¬ 

ly) monumental day I feel strangely, ya know, 

un-monumental. Maybe it’s because next week I 

start full time work and it doesn’t seem like any¬ 

thing is ending. Maybe it just goes along with 

how Christmas is no longer a time of immense 

sillyness for me and everything is just losing it’s 

“magic” as they say. Or perhaps (as rumor 

seems to dictate) I’m just a big ol’ dork. I feel so 

out of it in general with timing and work and all 

that nonsense. Maybe, no... I’m tired of using that 

word, It could be that after a little time off it’ll 

all sink in like all things seem to gradually do, but 

hey, who knows? Sigh... So, anyone who read my 

column in issue #6 is probably scratching their 

heads saying “So, are you going to college next 

year or not?” since that’s the general tone I 

seemed to leave hanging after that (gotta love 



those good to-be-continued cliff-hangers!). 

Well, the answer is...Year off here I come! That’s 

right boys and girls Will has successfully 

weaseled his way into a year off before heading 

into the scary world of-eeks!- college. Actually 

it all came about in a weird kinda way. See, it 

goes a little something like this: After several 

parental brainwashing sessions it was set that I 

was going to college (we even visited one more 

before I had to make my decision). So there I 

was weighing out the options on night trying to 

figure out where I wanted to go. The weird 

thing was that while I was lying there on my 

bed thinking, “well, school “A” might be nice 

because it has a better business department, 

but on the other hand school “B” has a cooler 

scene” and other such silly stuff I realized one 

silly little thing. Actually, two. First of all I real¬ 

ized,“what the hell am I doing comparing these 

schools strengths in certain subjects when I 

don’t have any idea what I want to do?” Then I 

thought, “Wait a gosh-darned-blasted minute! 

I’m not trying to figure out what school I’ll like 

the most, I’m trying to determine which one I’ll 

hate the least. CHRIST! I don’t want to go to 

college!” Lots of silly thinking followed (accom¬ 

panied by screaming, banging my pillow and bed 

and crying) and a few teary phone calls and I 

started to feel better because 11<new it from 

that minute on... I wasn’t going to college next 

year. From there I plowed on, delivered the 

message, and didn’t budge. So, here I am.Year off 

bound with lots of time to do what I want 

coming soon (after this stinking full-time sum¬ 

mer job). Just so I don’t have to tell a whole 

bunch of people what I plan on doing later I’ll 

do it now. I plan on working really hard on my 

friend and my record label and this zine. I also 

want to have a part time job. On the side I’m 

sure I’ll try and do lots of other things, but what 

they will be and if they’ll pan out I have no idea. 

It was really weird to think that I was 

spending my last days in some classes and with 

some teachers. Something that is so standard in 

my life all of a sudden disappearing will be 

weird. As I said before I don’t feel like I’m mov¬ 

ing on or anything yet, but I do feel weird (like 

I don’t usually...). I also wonder what will hap¬ 

pen to my current friends and if I’ll keep in 

touch with them as much as I’d like to. I’ve 

moved twice in my life and I’ve never stayed 

very long at any one school so I know what it’s 

like trying to keep in touch with people after 

saying good-bye. No matter how good and true 

your intentions are though it seems like after a 

while it all gets lost. For example I had a friend 

in California who I talked to once a week after 

I moved for about two and a half years. How¬ 

ever at the moment we’ve talked about twice 

in the last 6 months or so. I’d love to talk to 

him and chat and all that, but I just can’t help 

that I seem to have moved on, and so has he 

apparently. It has to be both of our faults.The 

thing is that I don’t want to move on again, 

away from my current friends. I know in five, 

ten, twenty, thirty, however-the-hell-many years 

I probably will have, but I don’t want to. I have 

a close group now who actually like me and 

accept me and that’s hard to find these days 

(especially when you’re not “COOL”) you 

know? I don’t know I’ll probably start singing 

that old new years song about friends or 

something soon (what is it Old Lang Zign???). 

Oh well, never mind me and my sillyness.Then 

again this is pretty serious stuff. Nothing silly 

about it. Hrmpf. I dunno. So, I’m graduating 

from high-school. So what? 

2) Hey there! Write me please! If I think 

you’re neat and/or have a copy of my little 

perzine I’ll send you one alrighty? It’d be nice 

to include stamps! I must warn all letter writ¬ 

ers that it takes me a while to write back 

(sometimes months). It’s not because I’m a 

jerk (I try not to be!) or I’m an asshole (eeks!) 

but I just have tons of stuff to do so it takes 

me a while to get around to letters, but I 

promise that eventually a response will be 

sent. Okay? Okay. 

3) That’s all. Our little hardcore 2 X 7” 

is still out, but I’m as tired of writing about it 

as you are reading, so just send me $5 and 

get one. 

4) I can be reached at the southern 

address of this here zine and emailed (which I 

answer everyday if you want quick respons¬ 

es!!!!) at “WillDandyl@aol.com” Seeya. 

All day I have been seething at myself. I 

was up bright and early an 9:30 and am still 

awake now past midnight of the day this col¬ 

umn is due. And what the hell have I been 

doing for the past 15-odd hours? Reading. 

What could I have done and actuaUy 

planned in doing today? Write my column, do 

zine reviews, finish unpacking from college, 

answer my mail, get my driver’s license (long 

story), exercise, make an optometrist appoint¬ 

ment, call back the sweatshops I applied to two 

weeks ago, and so on. As a result of dashing to 

pieces my goals for the day, every time I turn a 

page in the book I’ve been glued to all day, I chas¬ 

tise myself.Whenever I approached the end of a 

chapter, I made myself the promise of a smoker 

trying to quit: “I’ll stop... after I finish this last 

one.” And like every smoker who has ever tried 

to quit, I broke my promise (I finally finished the 

damn book about 15 minutes ago). For the past 

week and a half, in fact, my daily life has been 

consumed by this insatiable need to not just read 

until I’m blue in the face, but finish whatever 

book I’m wolfishly devouring. Ever since this 

obsession has seared my innocent little mind 

with its dirty claws a week and a half ago, I have 

completed The Cider House Rules (587 pages) 

and The World According to Garp (609) both by 

John Irving, and How to Talk Dirty and Influence 

People (less impressive weighing in at 188 pgs) 

by Lenny Bruce—all while spending between 3 

to I I hours a day at my mom’s new dry-clean¬ 

ing business and going out every other night. 

Never have I so fervently and desperately ripped 

through books since my grammar school 

Bookathon days, when I was awarded a coupon 

for a free Pizza Hut personal pan pizza for every 

10 books I read. 

The most puzzling aspect of my behavior 

to me is that I’m constantly setting millions of 

goals for myself and then blowing all my energy 

into one direction, not even touching any of the 

other goals. Granted, reading (on a normal 

basis) is hardly what I’d call squandering time, 

but tunneling into a little hole when home 

alone, and doing nothing but reading is perhaps 

what I’d call a little bit odd and defiantly what 

I’d call paradoxical to my pathetic excuse of not 

having enough time to do everything.This para¬ 

dox, sadly and frustratingly, is the goddamn 

story of my life. 

When I left the building in which I suffered 

through my last semester exam this past May 

(which I got a 97 on because I’m so goddamn 

smart) I could smell excitement in the air. Even 

if it was only the stench coming from the shirt 

and pants I’d worn for three days straight with¬ 

out showering, I could definitely feel the excite¬ 

ment pulsing through my little veins. Ah yes, I 

had so many plans for this summer. Right off the 

bat, I was going to finish answering the mail that 

had been steadily accumulating since February. 

And then vow to never let more than a week 

pass by without answering a letter. I was also 

going to try to scam my way into getting free 



admission to this Christian music festival here in 

Illinois (what could be more hilarious than 

watching a performance by The Gospel 

Gangstas (that is an actual band) while witness¬ 

ing mass sinning amongst the drinking and sex- 

ing-it-up bawdry Christaian teens?). In July, I 

want to go to the punkfest in Canada and then 

travel out east for a week or so. And through¬ 

out the duration of the summer, I would get my 

lazy body into shape, practice and perfect the 

violin and guitar (and write a plethora of mean¬ 

ingful songs), work on y zine, READ, make 

money, (re)learn Korean, learn how to cook, 

etc... Beyond these preliminary and primitive 

plans, I’ve done absolutely nil. 

This determination to prevent myself from 

actually accomplishing any task I set my mind to 

is probably at least partially fueled by my fear— 

and hatred—of mediocrity. If I can’t master and 

conquer every goddamn thing in the world then 

why bother even trying? Of course, the fact that 

I’m even writing this column shows that I do still 

try even if it means I can’t be the best. Writing 

is something that used to come naturally and 

easily to me and that I have become entirely too 

self-conscious of due to my self-criticism and 

self-scrutiny (how many times can I use the 

word “self” in one sentence. Have I broken a 

world record?). “How,” I ask myself,“can I be a 

good writer when so-and-so and 

what’s-his-face are already so good and I have 

so many other things I want to be good at?” 

Seeing examples of successful and/or talented 

people does not inspire me to dream for myself 

but rather makes me wonder why the hell I 

couldn’t have been born with similar outstand¬ 

ing talent genes. 

I am most definitely not identifying myself 

with slackers; the difference—and a major one 

it is—is that I care. I want to lean, I want to do, 

I want to create. Of course, I have no objection 

to taking shortcuts for certain goals/worries, 

such as winning the lottery or sleeping my way 

to the top or crunching the spines of the weak 

and helpless underfoot to get what I want, but 

for succeeding in personal, non-material 

aspects, I don’t believe in cutting corners (by the 

way, in case you’re of the humorless, tight-assed 

variety, I was kidding about the shortcuts 

(except the lottery part)). If I am going to strive 

to succeed at anything meaningful I will not 

overlook any details or let slide any mistake. I 

don’t want to arrive at the finish line by knock¬ 

ing down hurdles instead of successfully jumping 

over all of them. 

Now I’ve just finished looking over this 

whole column and I am wondering why the hell 

I even wrote it. I loathe being bored and I hate 

being boring even more. Goddamn. Considering 

the fact that I still have to review about 10 zines, 

I will have to leave this column without a con¬ 

clusion. See you next time if this column hasn’t 

bored you so much that you never want to read 

it again. 

You can get my zine, Nice Hair, for $2 ppd or 

a 1995 calendar for $2.00 or both for $3.00 from 

me at 294 Churchill Northfield, IL 60093. My e- 

mail address is k-bae@ux5.cso.uiuc.edu, but I 

hardly ever check it, since I’m home from school. 

I got three hours of sleep last night, I spent 

the entire night alternating between cranking 

out layouts for this here rag and working on 

preliminary tests of the PPWeb page (to be con¬ 

tinued...). I put my head to my pillow at about 

five in the morning & had to get up at eight to 

trundle off to work. I worked all day, got home, 

checked the messages, checked my E-mail & lay 

down on the couch for a much needed nap 

before repeating the entire routine tonight. 

That was twenty-five minutes ago. 

Silly me, my cat eats at six o’clock on the 

dot, and if he doesn’t get fed, he won’t let you 

rest. So instead of getting even a few minutes of 

shut eye, I’ve had a cat purring in my ear, walking 

on my face, & licking my arm. 

How cute and endearing, you say? 

Say it to my face, buddy... 

Monkey must be fed & so fed Monkey gets 

(yeah, my cat’s name is Monkey, gotta problem 

with dat?).And now I’m awake again, ready to 

start work on this magazine again, ready to write 

this column (after four attempts), ready to fall 

over from exhaustion. 

Ahhh summer. 

••• 

HEATSTROKE 

A neighbor is crying out on our courtyard 

and I don’t know what to do. She’s not making 

any noise, I wouldn’t have even known she was 

out there except that I had to leave & walk my 

laundry over to the building next door (we can 

use their machines), and when I walked out the 

door, she quickly wiped here face and put on 

the most pathetic smile I’ve ever seen. I sheep¬ 

ishly said “hi”, looked at the ground, and walked 

on by. Now I feel like an asshole. 

Last night I heard shouting, doors slam¬ 

ming, people running up and down the stairs. I 

ignored it I couldn’t tell what was going on, they 

have a loud stereo and so I couldn’t figure out 

what was the music & what wasn’t. 

I can’t help but think the two incidents are 

related. The shouting and the crying. They so 

often are. 

It’s hot out, ninety five degrees, it’s just 

about that hot in here too. It’s humid as shit too, 

making the heat seem all that more oppressive. 

It’s been this hot for only three days now, and 

everyone is slipping into a weather induced psy¬ 

chosis because we all know that it’s going to stay 

this hot until mid-September. 

I fucking hate summer. 

“What’s wrong?” I could have said, taking a 

seat on the bench next to her, putting my hand 

on hers in a comforting way. 

“Would you like a beer?” I could have say 

to her, running inside to get her one from my 

roommate’s stash (I don’t drink, but I love say¬ 

ing “would you like a beer” to people, there’s 

something so great about how their face lights 

up and says “yeah!”). 

But then where does the conversation go 

after that? I’ve politely said hello to this person 

the few times I’ve seen her, gardening outside, 

or walking out of the building as I’m walking in. 

I’m not good at making conversation, and I’m 

even worse at trying to console people, as I’m 

of the ilk that things are always bad, and they 

won’t get much better. 

Sweat makes me feel dirty all the time, and 

I end up taking showers about three times a day 

during the summer. Luckily, we don’t pay our 

water bills, so I can take as many as I want Cold 

showers are one of the few things that I really 

like about the summer, they’re so refreshing, and 

so relaxing, and you wish you could stay in them 

forever, but then your skin starts to wrinkle up 

and you realize it’s time to get out—but you stay 

in a little longer anyway, and that time—the extra 

few seconds you’re standing under the shower 

head—feels so much colder, and so much more 

refreshing, all because you know that in just a few 

fleeting seconds, you’ll be turning off the water, 

and you’ll be hot again, so you try to soak up 

every last ounce—every last gram—of coldness, 

to store away and remember while you’re back 

out sweating in the pulsing heat. 



♦ 

It’s this exact fault of mine—the inability 

to make conversation—that has kept me dis¬ 

tanced and alone for so long. 

Perhaps it’s not conversation that’s the 

problem, once I’m on a subject that interests me, 

I’m fine. It’s GETTING to that point, the small 

talk—the act of two people stabbing in the dark 

looking for a way to connect with one anoth¬ 

er—that I can’t deal with. 

I think I’m getting better at it, but I’m still 

a long way away from a point where I can 

approach total strangers and ask them to open 

their hearts to me. 

I went to the store today and tried to only 

buy cool foods. Not cool foods, like yakisoba 

UFO noodles, but cool foods, like applesauce. I 

can only eat foods that will cool me down 

while I eat them.The ice-cream section of the 

store had been desimated. It’s an entire isle 

long, and the whole thing had been emptied by 

shoppers before I had gotten there. I’m not 

exagerating here, the entire fucking isle was 

EMPTY. Not a single box left. I couldn’t help but 

think of the propaganda we were all fed about 

Russia, and communism, and how people would 

wait in huge long lines only to find that there 

was no food left to buy. 

History repeats itself in the strangest ways. 

This heat makes you change everything 

you do, you have to move more slowly, you 

think more slowly, you don’t want to go out as 

much.You just want to lie half naked on your 

couch, reading a magazine and dripping ice on 

your forehead, counting the days until the 

hea(r)t breaks. 

One week down, three weeks and two 

months to go. 

I guess that’s what I really want, someone 

that will open their heart to me and let me in, 

and in return I will do the same to them, and 

with our souls intertwined—becoming part of 

each other—we will find that each one of us 

has been searching for the other all our lives. 

Call me a hapless romantic. Call me what 

you want, I really don’t care. 

I’ve been lonely too long and don’t want 

to end up crying in a courtyard where no one 

will even stop to ask me how I’m doing. 

••• 

JUST A MATTER OF TIME 

In order to do the layout for the fanzine 

reviews in this issue (and in every issue after 

this one—at least until I get bored of it), I need¬ 

ed to find some typewriter parts. I thought this 

was going to be an easy task, so one sunny day 

I skipped out of my apartment & went thrift 

store shopping. 

Nothing. 

Well, not nothing (“not nothing”?? Using 

really good grammar there, Dan) they had a lot 

of electric typewriters for sale—the kind with 

the really nice ball covered with type. But I 

wasn’t looking for that, I wanted a manual— 

mechanical in the true sense of the word— 

typewriter, not this electric shit. Plus, they 

wanted forty bucks for 'em. 

Thrift stores were the only place I could 

think of to look, luckily my sister’s getting mar¬ 

ried in a week and so I’m seeing my family a 

lot. My dad and 1 were driving along and I was 

explaining to him that I couldn’t find a type¬ 

writer anywhere. He suggested that we go to 

a typewriter repair place that wasn’t far away. 

“It’s still open?” I asked in amazement. 

It was. 

I walked in and the two people manning 

the store snapped to attention. I explained 

what I needed, and they both just stared at 

me blankly. 

“You want typewriter parts?” The older 

guy in back asked. 

Yes, I needed typewriter parts, but I’d 

gladly buy an old typewriter if they had one 

for cheap. 

The guy looked at me blankly again, this 

time staying silent for a good minute and a half. 

Finally, he broke the silence. 

“We got some trash ones in the back, I’ll 

get one for ya.” He sent the younger guy into 

the mysterious back room, and a few minutes 

later the young guy came back, struggling under 

the weight of a huge, cast iron typewriter. 

I reached for my wallet. “How much to I 

owe ya?” 

“On the house” the older guy said. 

I thanked him & walked out. 

Then it hit me. 

This guy owned this business, of repairing 

and selling typewriters. He’s owned it forever. 

And now, he must know that it’s just a matter 

of time before he has to throw in the towel. 

How does a person deal with that? How 

can he just sit there & wait for the time to 

come. He’s obsolete and he knows it, there’s no 

way to re-train—typewriter maintenance and 

computer maintenance are worlds apart There’s 

no way to change the focus of your store, no 

one’s going to go to you for computers ‘cause 

you’re the typewriter guy. 

The only choice is to fade away.To sit and 

to wait and to fade away. 

WHOA WHOA WHOA 
COMMODITY FANZINE! 

If all was right in the world, today would be 

declared Commodity fanzine day, and we’d all get 

the day off work so that we could go home & 

study the new issue. Unfortunately, all is not right 

in the world, people don’t get along with each 

other, diseases are spreading faster than love, we 

all have to go to work in the morning, and 

Commodity comes out much too infrequently. 

Simply put, Commodity is the current 

cream in my coffee. For the past three weeks 

I’ve been making special trecks to my PO box, 

in hopes that the new issue of Commodity 

would arrive. Alas, it wouldn’t, I’d have a little 

spat with the disgruntled postal worker (who 

would become even more disgruntled by the 

time I left—’’could you check in back again 

please?? Maybe someone stuck it in the wrong 

box”), and I’d ride my bike home in the pouring 

rain, only to catch influenza in the morning, 

almost die, and once I’d recovered, ride my bike 

back to the PO to start the cycle over again. 

Well, wouldn’t you know it, the one day I 

don’t ride my bike to Chicago’s beautiful Jack- 

son St., post office—the day I get a ride there 

in John’s dad’s spiffy new monster truck—is the 

day Commodity finally arrives. 

It was worth the wait. 

It’ll be worth the wait for you too. Order 

it now. It’s two bucks from: 

Commodity 7 Kenney Street Apt #3 

Jamaica Plain, MA 02130. - 

••• 

IN CLOSING 

That’s this bi-month’s installment, kids. 

Keep writing me (I noticed that after I 

explained that I take a while in writing people 

back, the letters all but stopped entirely), keep 

buying Bjork (the current coffe in my cream) 

albums, and keep cool. 

Have a good summer, talk to you in the fall. 

Write me at: Dan Sinker PO Box 1559 

Chicago, IL 60690 or for a prompt response e- 

mail to:TastySpydr@aol.com 
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BLOWN OUT 
10” vinyl by 

THE PROBLEMATICS 
... snarling garage-.punk from Indianapolis. 

THE SCHOOL OF 
SECRET MUSIC 
CD compilation by 

THE DANCING 
CIGARETTES OR RECORDS 

p.o. box 30310 

indianapolis, IN 46230 

(317) 466-1967Voice 

(317) 466-0042 Fax 

distributed by OR, Get Hip, K, 

.. .vintage 1980s avant-wave from Indiana. 

Ice 9 7” EP 

Cheetah Chrome/Mike Hudson 7” Dutch East, Matador,TCI, 1000 Flowers and others. 
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“Brilliant, multilayered, 
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For your CD, send $10 
(check or MO in US funds) 

to Variant Records, 
POB 3852, Dept. PP. 

, j Redwood City, 
CA 94064, USA. 

£4]Allow 3-6 weeks for delivery. 

Rivorolalos self-titled debut LP CS CD 
(Ip comes with a huge poster) 

The Queers "Move Back Home" LP CS CD 
The Vinalioitvos 

"The Many Moods Of" 2XLP CS CD 
Soiuirtaiun "bhenaniqans" 7" EP EPCD ;oiuirxg 
worst rorst Case Scenario 7" 

Wat Tylor "I Wanna Be Billie Joe" 7" 
PeeChees "Scented Gum" 7" 

The Xnvalials "Punker Than Me" 7" 
Frumpies "Tommy Slich" 7" 

EP 
EP 
EP 
EP 
EP 

PO Box 11374 

Berkeley CA 94712 

chrslkout@aolcom 

Coming soon: Wynona Riders "J.D. Salinger" LP CS CD Mr T Experience "Everyone's Entitled To Their Own 
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for sale 

Cars Get Cashed 
"drag explosive8*°ng 

$6 USB 

$8 world 

out now 
on 

DELUXE 
PO BOX 14205 BERKELEY, CA 94712 

PPd. 
Checks & m.o. 

payable to 

D. Damasius 

stores calico 

Goldenrod distributio 



Mainliner 
(wreckage from the past) 

Prison Bound. 
CD, LP, CS 

Mommy’s Little 
Monster 
Available again. 
CD, LP & CS 

Early singles & 
rare B-Sides, 

Includes "19^5". 
"Mainliner", "Justice for 

All", "Mass Hysteria" & 
all the Posh Boy & 13th 

Floor recordings. 
CD, LP & CS Another State of 

Mind-the video 
Social D, Minor Threat & 

Youth Brigade take you on a 10,000 

mile,25 city punk rock tour. 

A TIME 
BOMB 

" RECORDINGS 

For mail order information send $1.00 Cash To: Time ^0IQD recordings 
219 Broadway 9 Laguna Beach, CA 92651 1995 Time Borne Recordings 

Peace Through 
Vandalism 

& 
When in Rome 
Do As The Vandals 

PEACE THRU VANDALISM 
Both albums on one CD. Classic Orange 

County Punk Rock as only the Vandals can 

deliver. Chemical deficiencies and 

Alzheimer*s aside, Ronald Reagan would 

still hate this band. Includes: 

“Ladykiller*1, “Urban Struggle11, “Legend of 

Pat Brown11 & more. CD only. 

jgf TIME 
& BOMB 
fflT RECORDINGS 

'or mail order information send 

Lie Boam Recordings 219 Broadwa;j 

1995 Recordings. 



FIENDZrf Teams 
The Fiendz ignore the limitations of 
traditional Punk Rock with their 
most uncompromising, diverse record 
to date. Contains 17 songs. 

BEATNIK TERMITES 
taste the sand 

Grab your surfboard! The Beatniks first 
glorious full length is drenched with poppy 
surf punk the way nobody (else can deliver it. 

DOG POUND 
the forward took 

Tight, fast and relentlessly melodic. Dog 
Pound's debut contains 16 angst-filled 
tracks that will worry your loved ones. 

Cd’s 0NLY&10. PPD SEND CHECKS OR MONEY ORDERS PAYABLE TO “CASH”! 

* ■ WRITE FOR CATALOG TO: 

l?Bl BLACK RUMPKLN RECORDS 

TRIBAL WAR RECORDS 
2 NEW BRUTAL JAPANESE Cl) RELEASES 

ASBESTOS - 
TO THE MEMORY OE 
THE WAR VICTIM Cl) 

$11.25 P FI) 

POWER OF IDEA 
YELLOW THRASH Cl) 

$11.251*1*1) 

NEW FINAL WARNING T-SHIRTS 
STOP VIVISECTION - DOUBLE SIDED GREY & WHITE ON 

RLACK XL & L S0.25PPD 

Please send blank M.O. or cash to: 
Tribal War Records • PO Box 20712 • Tompkins Sq. Stn. ♦ NY, 

NY 10009 (718) 583*6522 

Final Warning is looking for a new drummer 
ready to tour in August with The Varuhers - 

Please call if interested. Meat eaters need not apply. 

STILL AVAILABLE 
SARCASM - Lowest Form of Wit 7" (UK) $3.75ppd 
FINAL WARNING - Eyes of a Child 7" $3.75ppd or CDEP $4.75ppd 
l>IRT/»IANKIN»? - Split 7" $4.25ppd 
COITUS - Darkness On Streets 7" (UK) $4.25ppd 
JESUS CHRUST/SOCIAL OUTCAST - Split 7" $3.75ppd 

FOUR SONG 
7" OUT NOW 
$3PPD U$A 
$5PPD WORLD 

JOHN BROWN RECORDS 
P.O. BOX 1105 
BURLINGTON, VT 
05402-1105 U$A 

U.S. FUNDS ONLY PLEASE 
CHECKS PAYABLE TO 
JONATHAN HUGHES NOT 
JOHN BROWN RECORDS 

100% ORGANIC T-SHIRTS 
$8PPD U$A, $10 WORLD 

PLEASE CONTACT FOR 
TRADES: (802) 865-9728 



I think pretty much everyone agrees the Red Aunts arepunk as 
hell and also one of the better bands on the Epitaphroster.The 
band is still doing things their way it’s justthat now they have 
better distribution and can afford theirfirst tour. I spoke to gui¬ 
tarists/vocalists Angel andSapphire while the band was loitering 
around their record company’s office. Interview by Jon Parks. 

PP: Is there like an 

Offspring room 

there were you can 

just roll around in 

hundred dollar bills? 

S: I wish. It’s 
weird, like every¬ 
thing still runs 
the same,we 
called to get an 
advance 
because we’re 
leaving to go 
ontour and I 
need to get a 
new amp. You’d 
think they’d just 
belike “yeah, whatev¬ 
er here you go” but he’s 
like “well I’vegotta check 
your budget,.” They don’t care about theartists 
they only care about Rancid and Offspring, 
(laughs), it’s true. 

PP:The bloody photos of you inside the album art 

was a pretty cool idea. 

S: Yeah, that was Jimmy, the guy that shot the 
cover’s idea. We were having a photo shoot and it 
was just turning out to be too cutsey and goofy so we 
decided to be dead. So we just went outside and 
layed down on the ground and it was pretty cool 

PP: How do 

you guys like 

the new album as compared to 

your old ones? 

S: I didn’t like the first one at all. I didn’t like the 
2nd one and didn’t listen to that one for a long time 

either. This one I like a lot. We’ve only been playing 
for four years, so we’re obviously gonna get better. 
We learn to play better, I think our next one will be 
even better and I think the one after that will be 
what we want to be but we don’t have the ability to 
be right now. 

PP: What’s on your mind as far as going on the road, 

are you gonna have a blast or self-destruct or what? 

S: Wow. I guess with us, either one’s possible. We’ll 
see, I just look forward to the travel. It’ll be cool to 
get out to like New York and Chicago and all these 
places. We’ve never really toured outside the west 
coast at all. It should be fun, like nobody cares about 
us here in L.A. I’m from New Jersey and we’re gonna 
go play cards and slots at Atlantic City. It’ll be a lot 

PP: So what are you doin right now? 

Sapphire: We came over here this morning to do 
someinterviews and we’ve been goin through the 
computer and juststatred calling magazines out of 
the blue. We’re like “Hi, this is 
the Red 
Aunts, do 
you wanna interview 
us?” (laughs) We 
called this surfing 
magazine and this 
guy was all stoked. 

cause it was like cold and rainy and it like added to 
it. We were really uncomfortable. 

PP:When you play out does anyone ever try to mess 

with you guys, like “macho” shit? 

S: No, because I think when they see us they realize 
that we’re not some stupid goofy, pop band. So they 
don’t try and fuck with us, in the beginning people 
used to try to fuck with us. People would be like “oh, 
do you need help with your amp?” and stuff and I’d 

like “no, fuck off’. 
dw I’m just like 
“yeah, my amp 
goes over there 

and that goes over 
here”, you know 
cause it’s heavy. 

But if anyone 
was ever like that 

with us we would 
just like fully 
go down and 

punch them in the 
face, you know 

and I think peo¬ 
ple know that. 

People don’t 
fuck with us. 



of fun to just like meet people. That’s the cool thing 
about rock and roll, you get to meet a lot of really 
cool people. 

PP: I’ve heard Red Aunts get pretty wild onstage as 
opposed to like just standing there. 

S: Yeah, we fully rock out really 
hard. Sometimes the show just 
makes you freak out all over the 
place. We’re not shoegazers by any 
means. Some people, like one of 
my friends tells me that he likes 
us better when we don’t flip out 
full time because we’re tighter 
and play better or whatever, but., 
you know it’s different every time. 
Sometimes it depends on the 
crowds. Like if they’re just sittin there I 
just yell at the people and tell em to stand up. I’m like 
“I didn’t come all the way over here to just watch you 
sit there, get up!!” and they do they get up. It’s like peo¬ 
ple are shy, they don’t wanna be the first one to stand 
in the middle of the dance floor. We’ve started some 
mosh pits, which is pretty cool, cut the shit and start 
the pit. Mosh pits are cool when you’re playing, you 
know it’s kinda funny but they’re not cool when you’re 
trying to watch a band. It’s a pain in the ass, you know. 

PP: In the past some all-girl bands were expected to be 
allglossy and sexy and you guys are 
going at it from a differentangle. 
Are you going for more of a trashy, 
trailer park yetsexy thing? 

Angel: (laughs) Yeah, yeah, 
yeah, that’s cool, well we’resexy 
chicks (laughs). That’s cool but 
I guess I never reallythink 
about it. We don’t mean to 
be sexy so I guess that’sjust by 
accident. It’s funny when peo¬ 
ple ask us about how wego about 
writing in a female band and writing about 
the female point of view because we’re like “well we ARE 
females”you know? Our lyrics aren’t real serious like 
“Oh, this ismy life experience hear me speak” but at the 
same time we didgrow up as girls and it does shape the 
way we look at things .We just write about what’s going 
on in our lives, who brokeyour heart this week, shit like 
that. We’re not trying to beall revalationary, fuck that. 
Our whole thing is just get aguitar and fuckin turn it 
up loud and play some rock and roll and whatever 

happens, if we’re sexy then “oh well” 

PP: Has Epitaph helped you get out to more people? 

A: Totally. That’s why we came to this label, ya know? 
People come to us and say “Oh you sold 

out blah, blah”. Fuck that shit, it 
gets the fuckin music out to 
everyone and then they can 

make their decision if they like it a 
lot. If they do, then good. I don’t 

know, nobody says too much about 
it. Well get some fan mail, saying 
like “why did you sign to Epitaph, 

you should've stayed on a small 
label, how could you do that, you’re 

so cool, blah, blah, blah,”. I’m like 
fuck you, you go and buy a guitar 

and struggle for years in a tiny little 
band and go to a lable that has great distribution and 
great tour support and then you tell me about it later. 

PP:The million dollar question: If for some reason you 
guysmanaged to break as big as say Offspring how would 

you handle it? 

A: Well, I think we’d stay on Epitaph for sure because 
no matter how much a major offers a band, Brett puts 

up a fight. He totally put up a 
fight with Rancid, that’s exact¬ 

ly what happened with Rancid, 
they fuckin got huge. A major 

offered them a fuckin ton of 
money and Brett met it. I see 
what goes on at these major 
labels with Jon (Angel’s hus¬ 

band and Claw Hammer singer) 
being on Interscope. There’s like 

90 different departments or what¬ 
ever. Epitaph works for us big-time 
and we’re like the smallest band on 

the label 

PP:What were your day to day lives 
like before the Red Aunts? 

A: None of us were ever in any other bands. I owned an 
antique store, like a vintage clothing store. Sapphire 
lived in New Jersey and fuckin hated it and moved out 
here. E-Z- Wider (bassist) had just like a 9 to 5 job and 
ran a fanzine called “Real Life”. Cougar (drummer) went 
to school, she’s really fuckin young. 

PP: Thanks for talking, have a nice life. 
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Mus-Rotten is a political hard- 
‘ core band from Pittsburgh, 

* Pennsylvania. They have a cou- 
' pie 7”s out and a split 7" too. iThey basically kick butt and are 

incredibly cool live. This inter- 
1 view was conducted when they 

swung through Birmingham on 
their tour. By Will Dandy, Travis 

\ Middleton, and Alice Johnston. 

PP: Ok, so first off who are you 

; guys and what do you do and 

, afl that. 

! Eric: I’m Eric I sing and play guitar. 

\ Dave: I’m Dave, I just sing. 

PP: Ok, in your 

J song AIDS the 

; lyrics... um... 

; who wrote the 

; lyrics? 

f D: I wrote the lyrics 

to that. 

. PP: It says that government has 

’ something to do with the AIDS 

j virus and knows how to cure 

i it... 
* 

* D: Yeah, I totally believe that 

, they had the cure when they 

* invented the disease you know? 

• It was invented in the 60’s and 

; stuff it was going to be a cold 

; war weapon against the 

Russians. There’s documenta- 

tion about a Dr. McArthur who went in front of the board for biological and 

| chemical warfare that explained to them that within five or ten years they’d 

| be able to have a disease, and he explained it to a ‘T,” it was AIDS I believe 

they just used it in this country on homosexuals in other third world coun¬ 

tries and started it out. 

PP: So, you just think it’s gone wrong then? 

D: I’m not even sure that it’s gone wrong. I think that this is what 

they intended it for. 

PP: Crazy. Do you think they did it just to get rid of those people? 

D: Well, look at who first contracted it it was all homosexuals. 

' L Homosexuals were all coming out of the closet at this time, making steps 

•' towards getting their lifestyle accepted into today’s world. The whole idea 

that this idea that this disease came from monkeys in Africa that had been 

in contact with people for thousands of years to begin with and now it just 

^ ^ , started, ya know? I think it’s just ridiculous. I’ve read all kinds of tilings 

on the subject. I’ve read about New York City in the 70’s about the gov- 

ernment injecting people with what was supposed to be Hepatitis B vacci- 

j nations and they gave heterosexuals and homosexuals two different vacci- 

I nations completely. They went in five years later, tested all these people 

I and like 60% of them had contracted AIDS by that time. HIV positive. 

Same thing with the Ivory Coast in Africa which is the biggest AIDS popu- 

I lation in the world. 

PP: So, when do you think they’re going to release the cure, if they have it, then. 

D: I don’t know. I think they wanted things to get so bad in this country 

that there would be hysteria. They wanted people to be scared to the point 

that they would be able to declare a police state and come in and quaran¬ 

tine people. 

PP: DO you think that’s going to happen soon? 

D: No, I don’t. I think that was what was intended, but I think a lot of peo¬ 

ple were educated about AIDS and everything and they hysteria has gotten 

down. You know how when it first came out how bad it was. People were 

scared shitless. You can get it from shaking hands with someone, or this 

or that. 

E: And even if you don’t believe anything that extreme, you know a lot of 

people don’t really buy into that whole, what you like to call, conspiracy 

theory and stuff like that. You still got to admit that the government, even 

if it is just a natural disease that came upon us somehow, the government... 

I mean look how long it took them to finally do anything about it. It took 

the whole thing in the 80’s. It’s just obvious that they target drug users and 
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| homosexuals. They obviously don’t give a shit about them. They are 

j spending so much money on other useless shit: defense and total bullshit, 

i and they’re not doing anything to try to find a cure. You don’t even hear x ' 

I anymore in the news. There was even a period of time when AIDS was on 

j the news everyday, ya know race for the cure for AIDS blah blah blah. You 

| don’t even hear about that anymore, they just like totally dropped it. It’s 

almost like they’re trying to get people to forget about it. That’s just really 

scary because there’s thousands of thousands of thousands of people 

dying. Not just homosexuals and drug users, everybody’s dying from it. If 

they targeted that group of people that’s just really fucking sad and now it’s 

way out of control and you don’t hear anything about it anymore. It needs 

attention. It needs to be drawn to the governments attention, it has to be 

stopped, that’s all there is to it. 

D: The other thing is, people in this country don’t know and stuff, but there 

have been countries all over the world when AIDS first surfaced that 

accused the United States of making this disease and it never got to 

American media. There’s countries, such as Germany, that treat HIV pos¬ 

itive patients through oxygen therapy and there was a doctor from England 

I who was working over here in Florida who took like 125 people or some¬ 

thing that were HIV positive and through oxygen therapy he turned them 
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around. He got them HIV negative. The government threw him in jail for 

fraud. 

D: I believe they have the cure 

for other things too. I believe 

they have a cure for cancer. 

Oxygen therapy has been proven 

to work on cancer and arthritis. 

PP:Why would the government 

be hiding a cure for cancer? 

D: It’s being used in other coun¬ 

tries. It’s not allowed over here 

because there’s too much money 

being made on people dying. 

sick, you compare it 

automobile, ok, they can 

make an automobile that would 

last a hundred years, they won’t, 

v* - They make it last a few years 

jtv ^ **■>'*.: ‘cause you have to keep putting 

^ * • money into the oil and the auto- 

*, motive industry by buying parts, 

and getting repairs, etc. It’s sick, 

it sounds ridiculous, but it’s 

sick, they do the same thing with 

people. If they can have people 

live healthy long lives free of any 

type of disease or anything they’d 

do it, but there’s too much 

money being made off of death. 

PP:TheyVe trying to make vit¬ 

amins prescription drugs. 

E: Yeah, there’s so much money 

it drugs and things like that. 

D: Exactly, drugs and the phar¬ 

maceutical industry is like a 

i PP: Isn’t there also a theory though that HIV isn’t really related to AIDS? 

D: I’ve heard about numerous types of HIV, I’ve heard so many different ,,- 

reports, I’ve heard that sadiva is a deterrent of HIV 

PP: Well, do you think that there’s anything that can be done about i 

like you, me, or anyone? 

D: I mean, I think there’s a lot of things that aren’t going to be solved 

this country fucking turns itself around. All over the world governments \ cyT 

are fucking oppressing people and murdering people and no one knows Skf:r* 

about it ya know? Who knows? I mean, maybe someone will find a cure j' 

on their own and bring it out, but I do believe that they have fucking had a 

cure before they even spread this disease. 

E: Your best bet I would feel is just to be aware and keep pushing and 

protesting like the people are doing to make the government find a cure. 

And if they have it or don’t have it put the pressure on for a cure. No mat- 

ter where it came from no matter what there has to be a cure, it’s just Jv? ’ 

insane. I guess the best thing an average person can do, protests, docu 

ments, whatever they physically can do. 
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PP: Do you guys ever run into any Nazi problems because 

j of your record cover? 

E: Nothing really major. We’ve never had any blatant con¬ 

frontations or threats or nothing like that yet. 

I Everyone: Yet. 

| E: The record’s been out for almost a year. We’ve gotten one let¬ 

ter in the mail from a kid in Ohio and it was a total joke. If any- 

i body out there was joking with us please let us know. Every 

other word was misspelled, he drew little cartoon character 

I skinheads saying “fuck off faggots” and faggots was misspelled. 

And he said like “If you ever come to our part of town in Ohio us 

skins are gonna shove our boots up your ass” and he didn’t put 

I a return address. It was postmarked from somewhere in Ohio. 

PP:That’s more funny than frightening. 

E: Yeah, that’s why we swear it was a joke, it had to have 

I been. If that’s what the white race has going for them, 

pi# - V - c ' % .. 

billion dollar industry. If they introduced oxygen therapy 

which has been used in Germany for the last 50 years... you 

can’t patent oxygen. Who’s gonna make money off of oxygen? 

E: Yeah, it goes back to the automotive thing. 

D: Instead they take people who have cancer and they put j 

them through extensive chemotherapy that costs millions of j 

dollars and the people die anyway. 

E: It’s just like they make a car that can run off if water, but j 

who can patent and own water? So they keep it running off | 

of oil and gasoline. It’s the same thing. 

D: They’ve invented cars that run off of water, electricity, ! 

solar power... 

E: A lot of people, they think that’s ridiculous, but it’s really j 

not if you think about it. It’s all money. Everything revolves 

around money. As long as there’s money being made, even if | 

it’s in death, so be it just as long as they’re making money. 

D: You have to remember this is America, this is a total cap¬ 

italist system that was based on getting ahead by fucking the | 

other guy over. 

E: Capitalism is based on one person makes lots of money I 

while other people suffer, die, and work hard or whatever to 

make this person rich. 

D: ...exploit everyone else. 

E: It works with everything. Capitalism works on everything j 

in this country, everything is based on it... Well, that’ll be | 

about five pages! 

PP: In terms of that and all the other songs, does the whole ; 

band stand behind the lyrics to the songs and all the stuff ^ 

that the bands saying. 
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D: We’re all different. , •.. • *; i ?.• ^ 

E: I’d say everybody basically agrees on everything that we ,> 

write about. If we get in a conversation with each other, obvi¬ 

ously we’re individuals to an extent, we’re all people, we’re all 

gonna have pro’s and con’s and have disagreements about 

things. But I’d say we all basically share the same belief. ^'v 

Maybe with different details. '-.v. *1 E: Yeah, we're going to be putting out an LP 

on Tribal war when Neil gets back he’ll be 

working on it. 

Did they spell it with one “g?” 

E: No, they spelled it with an “e” instead of an 

He was like “You, Aus-Rotten bad, me 

PP: Do you guys do anything actively in Pennsylvania? Is 

there much in the way of protest there? 

Both: No... 

lot of time. 

E: We try to do a lot more through the band actually. 

PP: What’s the name Aus-Rotten from, 

* because it’s not English to me. 

,’s German, it basically means “mas 

extermination” and “extinction” basically 

; everything we’re against. The German term 

v' *C-r : V just sounds a hell of a lot better. 
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PP:Alrighty, then, what’s your address and stuff? 

D: The band is an outlet for a lot of messages and beliefs of ours. 

We’re just trying to educate people in our own way, or just trying \C T' * 
to let people know our views and let people think about it. *: 

M E: PO Box 71287: Pittsaburgh, PA 15213. 

•* tsv . 



Well, Richie from Into Another does it, no? 

PP: So what is “Black Cat” about? 

I don’t know, isn’t that they one that goes like “cool 
cat, alleya alleya...”? It’s about someone who thinks 

he’s really somebody. 

PP: It has that 50s feel as well. 

Fabric is a hardcore band from England. 
They like to rock out & talk to people about 
fairly esoteric things (and how...). Crack out 
your BBC history books for parts of this 
interview. This is an anonymous interview 
performed by someone in Belgium with dif¬ 
ferent members of the band. All names have 
been changed to protect the innocent. 
Cheers! 

PP: Which Fabric members are in 
Skinned Teen right now? 

It’s Chris & me, we try to fool the kids 
pretending we’re rockin’’ young girls 
while in reality we’re 27 year old me. 

PP: So how did Chris manage to sing 
that high? 

Yeah, when I play it I put sunglasses on, it 
looks very cool on stage. 

PP: I also heard Skinned Teen do some 

Fabric covers. 

We just do “Seven,” maybe we’ll do a split 7” with Fabric. 

PP: So how “big” is Fabric right now in England, you 
guys are in NME [that’s New Music Express for all you 
yanks] & Melody Maker. 

There’s 2 ways to be successful in England. You sell a 
lot of records and people come to see you or you man¬ 
age to get into the music papers, it’s just enough if one 
of them likes you to be covered in there, even if no one 
likes you that much. 

PP: And just to have someone new on the front cover. 

Exactly. So they did put us in their papers for a couple 
of months, reviewing our shows, but it seems to be 
dried up now. It’s no problem to me, some people 
bought a record or came to see us that way, but at the 

end of the day it doesn’t really matter, 
‘cause there are so 

many bands in that 
fuckin’ paper. I 
hope they give the 

LP a fair review and 
maybe some new kids 
will check it out and 
come to a show. 

PP: Did you man¬ 
age to see John 
Peel while doing 

your session? 

No, we hoped so but he 
only was present at one 

session, which was the 
Jimi Hendrix one. 

PP: Wasn’t he at 
The Fall’s session as 
well, knowing it’s his 

fave band? 

Yeah, also Snuff said he 
was around but that was 

a big lie, they tried to make everyone believe so. 



@ Interviews 
PP:What about the Danzig act you promised during 
your last visit in Belgium, you were going to play 
“Mother” so we could sing along. 

We were going to do “Snakes & Chris, but we didn’t get 
it together. 

PP:What about Andy’s vocals, there are not Danzig like? 

He doesn’t string words together like some bands do, not 
as obscure as Fugazi, if you read them they make sense, 
these are things that happen to him all the time. He’s not 
a judge, just saying his little part about things. A lot of 
bands, like Krishna or communist ones, they’re writing 
that song ‘cause there’s a message at the end of it. 

PP: Are you trying to be meaningless on purpose? 
Well, Andy does a song where he sings like Danzig, but 
we didn’t play it. It’s called “Shake it.” 

PP: Sorry? 

Well, it’s about hating 
people... probably. I 
don’t know, it’s some¬ 
thing about “I can see... 
I need to be loved.” 

PP: Didn’t I hear that 
somewhere else??? 

Yeah, sounds like 
The Smiths and we 
ripped “A Student Boy” 
from Sam Cooke, they’re 
our big influences. 

PP: Do you put humor 
in your lyrics? 

In the bands yes, 
but not in our lyrics, we 
do silly stuff on stage, 
but the songs are 
really serious. 

PP:What was the 
song about AIDS over? 

It’s Andy’s imagining 
one of his friends dying 
and what he would do, 
but then he says it did¬ 
n’t happen to him, so 
why is he actually saying or 
thinking this. 

Everything we do has a meaning. We just don’t push it 
down your throat. We can’t say we’re pro-this or anti- 

that ‘cause we disagree on a lot of 
things within the band. 

PP: Well, you were all 
drunk when you 

arrived here 
last night, do 
you have that 

in common? 

No, Chris the 
drummer is SxE. 

PP: Let me guess, 
he’s the driver? 

Yes! 

PP: So if he 
starts drinking 

you wouldn’t have a 
driver anymore? 

Well, he has straight¬ 
edge tattoos, so he 

has to stay true, 
or he’ll look like 

an idiot!! 

PP: Anyone of 
you like Tom Cooper? 

Well, we never dis¬ 
cussed him in the 

band. See what comedians I like. 

PP: Faulty Towers!! 

PP: It’s not based on a true story?? That’s fucking funny as hell! 

It’s just an idea, people may say it’s cheap, but the song 
says it hasn’t happened it reality—yet—so it’s just sort 
of thinking. He writes songs like others write stories. 

PP: Do you pay a lot of attention towards lyrics, at one 
hand they seem very personal... 

They’re not really personal, not like Current or Vine or 
that kind of band. 

PP: It’s like a message you have to dig for? 

PP:We went to see “Alio Alio” at the theater. 

Oh no, fuck off, I was only 13. 

PP:You were a big fan! 

It’s just so rough! I saw it last night on TV, and thought it 
was worse than Benny Hill, all these half-naked women. 

PP: Any comedies you want us to watch? 

No, I don’t like comedies, just “East Enders” 



PP:You never wished “Neighbors” was made in England? 

No, but it’s a good program, I watch it every day. 

PP: Who is your favorite character? 

It used to be Harold, the old vegetarian. 

PP: Well, over here he’s still in it ‘cause we’re two years 

behind you. 

No way!! I’d move over here just to watch it. 

PP:You remember his daughter Kelly? 

Yes, I do 

PP: I really lover her, I cried for days when she died. 

Wasn’t she the vegetarian, feminist protester? She was cool! 

PP: Aren’t you secretly into Benny Hill? 

When I saw his show in the US, they showed parts 
which were worse than what they showed over here, lots 
more tit’s & ass, kind of like that. I mean, I like kind of 
carry-on films, direct, when it comes to shitty English 
humor, but apart from that... Benny Hill wasn’t really 
that funny. 

PP:You think he really had a relationship with Michael 
Jackson?? 

What!! 

PP:And probably owns all the rights to the Elvis song catalog. 

I couldn’t believe he owns the Beatles catalog, and the 
elephant man! Crazy. 

PP: So you see yourself as an artist, ‘cause you spent 
money on things you don’t need to survive? 

If I have a bad addiction, it must be phonebills, which 
is why I don’t have a phone at the moment. 

PP: Is SxE killing the weak? 

Well, I’m still alive. 

PP: How did it feel once you put the bottle to your lips 

again? 

Pretty good, I was never SxE really... it was all a big lie. 
I smoked pot before I started drinking again, I just felt 
SxE was not a part of my life anymore. 

PP: So how does it feel to see all those straightedge kids 

here? 

Well, if I see those your kids, they will most likely not be 

around that long... 

PP: But most of them here are 23 or older! 

That’s cool. I mean, the whole place is great here, the 
effort people do to put up bands, etc.. Also, the 
non-smoking inside was cool. 

PP: Well, that’s what 
the Sun said when he 

died. 

Well, he’s married 
now to Elvis’ 

daughter. 

PP: There was an Italian guy who told me a lot of 
Italians bought the Doughnuts CD ‘cause they’re 
women & there’s a myth in Italy about Sweden & 

women. SO I told him to say this to the band, but he’d 
rather commit suicide. 

It’s ridiculous, I’ve heard of them but never seen the 
record. All I know is that they are an all girl band 
from Sweden. 

PP:Their lyrics are so poor...They’re like Mean 
Season with wigs on!! 



The Smears are a really great 

garage-punk band from Indiana 

who are making quite a name 

forthemselves through tour¬ 

ing for their debut CD, 

’Love is Fer Suckers”. If 

you haven’t had a 

chance to check them 

out yet you should, 

as they’re a 

really fun band live, 

on record andto talk 

to. They’re one of my 

favorite bands as well. 

This interview is with 

Kathleen and Elena. 

Interview by Jon Parks 

PP:Your new Ep “Smears in the Garage” is a lot of 

fun, very eclectic, whose idea was it? 

Kathleen: Basically it was Lee Joseph’s (producer of 

theGirls in The Garage compilations). We had always 

reallyappreciated that 60’s girl/garage kinda stuff. It 

was funand cool and it kinda laid the groundwork 

for...you knowthere were a lot of girl groups in the six¬ 

ties but they alljust kinds died out. There’s always 

been this big backlog ofsongs done by girls in a poppy, 

catchy style that we liked.Anyway, Lee Joseph 

approached us with the idea of doing somecovers and 

putting out an EP, we liked the idea, said sure and it 

was born. 

PP: What’s that hidden track at the end of the CD? 

K: What? What do you mean. 

PP: There’s like a hidden song six minutes after the 

last song ends. 

K: Really, I’m gonna 

have to listen to that, 

(laughs). I’venever real¬ 

ly listened to it. I 

hate that, you know. 

You putthe disc in the 

player, listen to it, it 

ends and you’re justsit- 

ting around. You’ve got your hands down your pants 

andall of a sudden this song comes blaring out and it 

usuallythis silly little thing that they put on like track 

137 or whatever.... 

pp: What were your reasons for choosing the songgs 

decided to cover? 
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a few months away from 

doing our west coast tour 

and we were kinda like 

“Oh yeah, oh yeah, we’ll 

get to it” amd we were 

just kinda fuckin around 

with it. I had a few ideas 

about it myself and I had 

a friend of mine who is 

really into girl garage 

groups and he told me 

about the song “What a 

Way to Die” by Suzi 

Quatro. He’s like “Man, 

the Smears have got to 

cover this song they’ve 

just got to” so he gave me 

a tape of it and I learned 

it and Gretchen (Holtz, 

bass/vocals) learned 

“Hurtin Kind”. It was just 

songs we wanted to play, 

songs that appealed to 

us, that were interesting 

and kinda different from 

what we were doing. Plus, 

it also helped that they 

were simpler and we 

could learn them in the 

five minutes before we 

were supposed to record 

them. It was kinda 

bizarre really, we had a 

couple of songs worked 

out to do and Lee was like 

“Well, you guys should do 

this song” and we’re like 

“Well, we don’t know that 

song” and he’s saying “It’s 

easy come here, I’ll show 

it to you”. So while 

Elena’s laying down the 

drum track, Lee’s teach¬ 

ing me the guitar part 

and we’re trying to figure 

out what the lyrics are. It 

was all pretty slap—dash. 

PP: So whose idea was it 

to do the infamous “Cum 

Into My Mouth” song ? 

K: Well we used to cover 

that song live and umm 

Gretchen’s a big fan of 

Billy Childish and he 

wrote that song for the 

girls he would do stuff 

with they were called Thee 

Headcoatees. It’s a song 

based loosely on Billy 

Childish’s “Come into my 

Life” but they changed it 

and made it “Cum Into My 

Mouth”. Instead of “I 

want you little girl to come 

into my life” it became “I 

want you little boy to cum 

into my mouth”. It was all 

really tongue in cheek, 

har-de-har-har. That was 

one of thee first songs we 

used to do actually, we 

did that one with our old 

drummer Heather but it 

just kinda stuck around. 

PP:You and Gretchen did 

really well with the pouty, 

hillrodthing on “Hutin 

Kind”, did you always want 

to be “HEE-HAW” girls? 

K: (Laughs), Yeah, actual¬ 

ly I grew up in a place that 

didn’t have HEE-HAW on 

TV, I didn’t get to watch it. 

It was really rural, I was 

totally deprived. I had to 

live the HEE-HAW, not 

watch it on TV. I had to 

drive to Indianapolis to do 

anything and that was 

like an hour away from 

where I grew up. So me 

along with the few mal¬ 

contents in High School, 



we’d all get together and 

someone would borrow 

their Mom’s car. We’d like 

drive all the way to 

Indianapolis and hang out 

in this kind of hipster-dam¬ 

aged area called Broad 

Ripple and we’d think we 

were so cool. We’d go to the 

coffeehouse and like drink 

coffee, wear black, buy 

music and we’d think we 

were the coolest. Then we’d 

get back in the car and go 

home to drunk redneck 

hell. I’m gonna pull Elena 

away from the porch here 

where she’s playing with 

ants so she can talk to you. 

Elena: Hi, well you know 

you’ve taken me away 

from my observations. 

PP: Yeah, sorry about 

that. Gretchen told me 

you were child- like but I 

had no Idea. 

E: Yes, but I guess I’m 

having like a dual per¬ 

sonality thing here. 

PP: So you guys recorded 

the new EP out in 

Hollywood, did you have a 

lot of fun out there? 

E: Yeah we did. It was 

kinda weird there of 

course because you 

know, it’s Hollywood. We 

got to drive around a little 

bit and see some crack- 

houses. It was wacky. 

PP: Did Gretchen get to 

walk up and down Sunset 

Strip in platform shoes 

like a rock star? 

E: Yeah, actually we just 

dropped her off there for a 

couple hours and she just 

walked up and down 

there. Funny thing, when 

we came back to pick her 

up she had a lot of 

money... (laughs) no just 

kidding. We didn’t get to 

put our hands in the con¬ 

crete, we did meet 

Warrant and Guns and 

Roses and we partied with 

them and got really 

drunk... no not really. 

Actually, our trip there 

was amazingly devoid of 

encounters with rock 

stars and other Hollywood 

types. We just worked, I 

guess we had kind of a 

boring visit. 

PP: What's it like being 

the only married Smear 

amongst all their punk 

rock debaunchery? 

E: Married life actually 

makes me enjoy and crave 

this even more I suppose. 

Being married and living 

with my inlaw family in 

what basically has become 

a suburb of Chicago 

(Merriville, Ind) It gets 

kinda restless. I mean it’s 

a nice place to go back to 

after being on tour but I 

usually get restless quick¬ 

ly and I just wanna get out 

again. I mean if it weren’t 

for my husband, I don’t 

know..he works and he 

makes it possible for me to 

go out on the road and 

spend money. 



Horowitz records. My mom would have me lis¬ 

tening to this before I was born. 

PP:What do your parents make of 

all this now? 

E: Actually they 

are proud of me. It’s funny 

because a while back I remem¬ 

ber her saying that she hated all 

music with drums. Any music 

that had drums in it she just real¬ 

ly didn’t like so maybe that’s why 

I started playing drums. Now 

though they’re really excited. They 

saw us play. Actually the first time 

they saw us play was at my wedding 

reception. We only did like four songs, 

I was playing in my wedding dress with 

my veil flowing across my snare drum. 

They recently got to see a real show 

and my Columbian grand¬ 

mother who fortunetely 

doesn’t speak any 

English was there and 

the rest of my family 

and they all got to see 

what it was really like. 

Ever since then 

they’ve been really 

excited and supportive 

about the whole thing. 

PP:The rest of the band is kind of vague concerning 

how you ended up joining, did you hop out of a space¬ 

ship and just have a couple of beers with them or what? 

E: Yeah, you know, I asked them not to go around 

telling about the whole spaceship thing to just anyone 

but I trust you to be careful with that information. I 

wouldn’t want the government to find out. I try to lay 

low. I’m not really sure how I got in the spaceship. I’m 

still trying to figure that out. I have some weird scars 

on my back and crop circles but I’m a little scared to 

have it checked out. 

PP: What’s the real story? 

E: Let’s see, the boring story is that I somehow ended 

up in Bloomington and I had a drumset that I really, 

really longed to learn to play and I didn’t really have 

anywhere to do it. So I put out the word that I was 

looking for rehearsal space and a teacher. I really did¬ 

n’t figure that I’d end up in a band but a mutual 

acquaintance knew that I was searching and put me 

in toch with Kathleen and Gretchen. About a month 

later we got together for the first time and had a real¬ 

ly good time. 

PP:What kind of a background did you have musical¬ 

ly before this? 

E: Well, I’d played guitar in a couple of other bands 

before the Smears. I guess I was a little 

musical project for my parents. 

> . Before I was born they would 

play like Ruben- 

stein and 
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Twilight deepened, became 
dusk. I remember wandering that 
early dusk in search of solitude, 
seeking a lonely silent place where 
I could try to fit together the pieces 
of my shattered life. The boy I loved 
had died a junkie death. I had 
loved him, body and soul, for eight 
long years; and yet I wasn’t allowed 
to attend his funeral. His family 
did not want me there to remind 
them of their son’s sexuality. 

So I wandered the night, so¬ 
ber and somber, trying to stifle the 
sobs that gathered in my throat. I 
found my way to the waterfront, 
to a place along the train tracks 
where his lifeless body had been 
found. 

Wind rushed past me, bring¬ 
ing the stink of the Sound. Waves 
splashed upon distant stones, and 
I approached the liquid echo of 
their noise. The great gray expanse 
of water moved before me, remind¬ 
ing me of the blue rush of life that 
had once flowed within his veins, 
those pulsing stems of life that 
contained his junkie doom. He had 
mocked my quaint abhorrence of 
drugs and booze. Would he laugh 
at how I began to drink since his 
death, at the glasses of absinthe I 
had raised in memory of our lust? 

We had laughed together of¬ 
ten, mocking our occult verse in 
praise of decadence and death. 
Oh, how we had paid romantic 
homage to the tomb. And now I 
know that there is no real beauty 
or romance in stilled flesh and the 
lifeless heart. There is only his 
chilly hand, his dead eyes, the blue 
lips whose warmth I would taste 
no longer. 

Night’s bitter cold shook me 
from my morbid memories. I 
shoved my hands into the pock¬ 
ets of his leather jacket, felt the 
chunk of cheese wrapped in plas¬ 
tic. He and I had often taken 
cheese to a rocky spot at a water¬ 
front park, would toss bits of 
cheese into dark creviced areas 
between rock and broken stone. 
We would wait and watch, and 
soon the tiny shapes would ven¬ 
ture forth, the waterfront rats who 

sensed our offering. I smiled at that 
memory, and walked toward the 
place under the erratic flicker of elec¬ 
tric lamps. 

Above the sound of wind and 
waves I heard another noise, a hu¬ 
man voice raised in muted song. I 
hesitated, not wanting to meet any¬ 
one. Yet as I listened, something in 
the soft singing beguiled. The song 
seemed to somehow beckon me. My 
boots crunched upon the pebbles 
that lined the path leading to the 
park. My footfalls must have carried 
to the singer, for the voice suddenly 
ceased in singing. I looked, and saw 
the shape of a person kneeling on 
the ground, covered in a blanket. 
The figure rocked slowly to and fro, 
and as I crept closer I could hear 
the faint whispered singing of the 
esoteric song. 

It was a woman. From her lean 
and squalid features I took her for 
one of the city’s many homeless 
denizens. She held a kind of bundle 
in her arms. Her dark eyes glim¬ 
mered with hostility, gazed deeply 

into my own. I felt a moment’s fear. 
There was something in her eyes, 
a weird kind of crazy rapture, that 
chilled my blood to look upon. 

I knelt a few feet from her. 
Fearful as I was, I wanted so to 
listen to her song. The eerie tune 
bewitched me. The guttural lan¬ 
guage was like none I had ever 
heard. It amazed me that a human 
mouth could form such alien 
words. 

She turned her head and 
sang to the water. The bundle in 
her arms moved of its own accord. 
Perhaps, like so many of the tran¬ 
sients I had seen, she carried a wee 
puppy, her one source of compan¬ 
ionship. That idea made me fear 
her less. Overwhelmed with the 
need to communicate, I took the 
cheese from its pocket and un¬ 
wrapped it. 

“I like feeding this to the 
sewer rats,” I told her in a nervous 
voice. “They get so hungry this 
time of year.” She watched me in 
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silence as I tore off chunks of 
cheese and threw them to the 
rocky surface below. When again 
I looked at her, she was staring 
strangely at my face. “Want some?” 

She smiled, and her body 
shook in silent mirth. Then her 
mouth cracked open and she sang 
in full voice. Her eyes, turned 
again toward the dark water, were 
glazed with madness. I felt stabs 
of icy terror along my spine. Those 
weird words of her song sounded 
inhuman and fearful. I began to 
panic and leaned upon my hands 
so to get away. 

Her singing ceased. She 
gazed upon the water with excited 
eyes. Following her gaze, I saw 
nothing. But as I continued to look 
I suddenly noticed a patch of mist 
floating slowly toward us, gliding 
over the water. I thought at first 
that it reflected moonlight, then re¬ 
alized that its odd glowing came 
from some other unknown source. 
But what kind of light could form 
such hints of strange shades in the 
body of dull mist? And what were 
those colors, hues that seemed to 
writhe obscenely in nameless opal¬ 
escence? 

Again she sang, with quiet 
reverence. The mist wormed 
closer. Soon it pulsed inches be¬ 

fore my face. It seemed to move like 
some living thing. A wisp of its es¬ 
sence unwound, drifted toward me. 
It smoothed itself against my brow. 
Vision blurred. Blood seemed to 
thicken and cease flowing in my 
veins. My skull throbbed in rhyth¬ 
mic pain. The woman’s decadent 
singing sounded as though it came 
from one million years away. How I 
longed to join in her song, to mouth 
the vile language that my numb lips 
could not utter. 

A cloud of oppression seethed 
inside my mind, seeped into my soul. 
I felt myself tip like some drunken 
thing. I did not feel my face crash 
into the pebbled pathway. 

Awareness came as a dull ache. 
Brittle fingers helped me to find my 
balance. I rose upon my knees. The 
woman knelt beside me, her thin fin¬ 
gers clutching my shoulders. The 
blanket had been laid out upon the 
grass. On it rested a tiny puppy. The 
beast was very still. I could not tell 
if it was dead or merely sleeping. I 
did not think it could sleep in such 
cold weather. I had never felt such 
chilliness. I shivered, moaning, and 
the weird woman hugged me tighter. 

Above the animal was the misty 
thing, pulsing with its queer color. I 
sensed that it had been awaiting my 

recovery. The air tingled with ap¬ 
prehension. The creature beside 
me heaved frantic breath. I 
watched as the mist began to lower 
and spread itself over the wee 
pup’s body. My blood iced as I saw 
the pup’s head move sluggishly. It 
lived, but only just. My intense love 
of animals shook me from my dull¬ 
ness. 

“Your pet!” I shouted. 
She rocked me in her em¬ 

brace. “Not mine,” she whispered. 
The mist enveloped the beast. 

I could faintly make out the tiny 
creature’s form, and watched in 
horror as its flesh rippled, began 
to shred and dissolve. The mist 
grew opaque with crimson cloudi¬ 
ness. 

I could do nothing but shut 
tight my tearful eyes. A hand ran 
its withered fingers through my 
hair. Dry lips pressed against my 
ear. “It does get hungry this time 
of year,” it mocked. 

That was when my mind 
snapped. I lost myself within a 
hysteria of frenzied screaming, ac¬ 
companied by the howling laugh¬ 
ter of the thing that held me tightly 
in her arms. 



“The Nation of Adults must be 

overthrown!” 

A thousand fists flew into the air 

in a fluriy of support. Twice as many 

voices screeched out cheers of excite¬ 

ment and anticipation. The makeshift 

public address system yelped out a wave 

of feedback, overpowering the cheers 

until the orator took a step back. 

He began again, “No longer will the 

people of this earth be slaves to the re¬ 

pressive, self-important, monotonously 

droning ways of the dictatorial class of 

adults!” 

Again the cheers rippled atomically 

through the converted circus tent. The 

words of the girl on the podium lit the 

fuses of every assembled member’s soul. 

Power, action, and unity burned in 

the air. The grandeur of its smell brought 

in newcomers by the dozens. Banners 

flew triumphantly, informational pam¬ 

phlets were snatched up as quickly as 

they could be pulled out of the box, and 

hundreds of plastic, brightly colored 

barrettes bobbed innocently in the af¬ 

ternoon sun. 

‘Together our common dream will 

become reality. We will walk this planet 

in glory. We will fill it full of our beauty, 

our compassion, and our passion for life. 

The day will come when the last televi¬ 

sion set is destroyed. That will be the 

day of our victory...the day of our free¬ 

dom. All hail the Children’s Imaginary 

Army!” 

A boy of about sixteen stepped on 

to the rickety platform with a second Mr. 

Microphone. Blue inky drawings covered 

his slightly chubby, bare stomach. Like 

the other occupant of the stage, a faded 

flowered skirt covered his legs to the 

middle of his thighs. The boy nervously 

popped the joints in each of his toes and 

his fingers. He raised the microphone 

and began to chant the words to the 

march. 

The entire assembly forcefully 

pushed out of the tent and on to the 

city’s fast food commercial strip, Boars 

Drive. Car horns honked incessantly, 

but were no match for the united cries 

of “C. I.A.... C. I. A.... Soon the Children will 

have their day!” 

CIA 
Wave upon wave of people climbed 

over any car in their way, gloriously cas¬ 

cading off the roofs. 

There were as many seven year 

olds as there were twenty-seven year 

olds, and equally many of each age in 

between. Perhaps a dozen of them wore 

the same type of Wonder Woman 

underoos and many more had almost 

identical sun dresses and overalls. The 

few feet that were not bare and caked 

with dirt were clad in white foam flip- 

flop sandals or neon green jelly shoes. 

By the time the police units made 

their way through the chaotic mess of 

traffic, most of the youth had reas¬ 

sembled in the city park. Bean-balls and 

frisbies flew. Three separate games of 

tag were in full swing, and countless 

other kids, faces covered in chocolate 

ice cream and Kool-Aid mustaches, 

crawled on the soft grass, continuing the 

never ending search for four leaf clovers. 

☆☆ 

Sebastian wandered up the lush 

front lawn of his family’s house in 

Meadow Brook Heights. He flung the 

screen door open and slid in between it 

and the heavy wooden door before it 

could shut again. After fumbling with 

the knob, he pushed the second door 

open. The outside door, no longer sup¬ 

ported by the maroon backpack he had 

flung over his shoulder, clanged shut 

with personality as he stepped up the 

threshold. 

“Hi Hon,” rang out mechanically. 

Sebastian mouthed the words as they 

echoed through the Cape Cod from the 

living room. His mother’s sing-song voice 

drove Sebastian absolutely out of his 

mind. 

“Come in here, Seb.” A second 

later, when her son poked his head into 

the room, she continued, “Tell me. How 

did it go? Did you get one?” 

Sebastian answered, “No,” but one 

of the guests on the talk show his mother 

was watching had made some witty re¬ 

mark. She had forgotten to listen for a 

response. 

Sebastian tramped back through 



the tastefully decorated house, heading 

straight for his room. He flicked on the 

light, and kicked some clothes out his 

way. After tacking all the things back 

on the wall that had been blown loose 

by the fan, he swung his bag onto the 

unmade bed and sat down next to it. 

After unzipping the bag, he pulled out 

the various pamphlets and fliers that he 

had collected earlier at the rally. 

The first was a poorly photocopied 

booklet entitled “The Philosophy of the 

C.I.A.” His eyes wandered across the 

pages, seeing but not ingesting their 

contents. 

“Adults are, by nature, vulgar, vil¬ 

lainous people....” 

“...Of course age is never a deter¬ 

minant of adulthood, attitude is....” 

His mind drifted away. It was like 

a high. It was as if the speakers had 

known exactly what he had been feel¬ 

ing. They didn’t just think these things; 

they lived them. That was the difference 

between him and them. And then there 

was Natalie. He had never met a more 

intense girl in his life. She had known 

right away that he was a newcomer. 

He relived the whole thing in his 

head. How she had walked up, wearing 

only a bra and the tell-tale flowered skirt, 

and a few ear and lip rings. Natalie. 

Natalie. Natalie. He kept saying it over 

and over again. They had gone outside, 

and sat on a little hill a few yards off 

from the tent. It seemed like forever that 

they talked, mostly about the Army and 

its ideas. Scribbled on one of the papers 

was her phone number. He pawed 

through the heap until he found it. He 

set it aside and began reading again. 

“Any display of childish ease is cru¬ 

cial in the on-going battle.. .Always drink 

with a straw. Use bendy ones if at all 

possible, but if you are stuck with plain 

ones at least make silly noises by blow¬ 

ing in them.” 
“Sebastian, dinner!” came from 

downstairs. 
He brushed his curly brown hair 

out of his eyes and slinked to the dining 

room. Sebastian worked very hard at 

ignoring his parents for half an hour. He 

interrupted his silent spell only once to 

ask his mom if they had any drinking 

straws. 
“We haven’t had a straw in this 

house since you were three years old.” 

His father, who had arrived home 

from work just before they had sat down, 

looked up from his plate and asked, “Do 

you need it for a science project or some¬ 

thing, Seb?” 

“No. Never mind.” 

His father, figuring he was on a roll 

because he had gotten a response, 

asked, “Did you get a job?” 

His mother piped in, “Yeah. You 

never told me.” 

Staring blankly at the table, 

Sebastian answered with a short, “No.” 

Five minutes later he stood up, put 

his dishes on the counter top by the sink 

and returned to his room. After a while 

his mother knocked on the door, asked 

if he was doing his homework, then left. 

Sebastian smiled to himself. He was get¬ 

ting better at lying to his parents. Ex¬ 

hausted, he went to sleep early. He had 

to get up early for another wasteful day 

of school anyway. 

☆☆☆ 

Sebastian sensed that something 

was wrong as he ascended his driveway 

after school. His mother was looming 

inside the screen door with her lips taut 

against her teeth. He forced a brief smile 

and mumbled, “Hi,” hoping desperately 

that she wasn’t mad at him. 

She whipped a soggy bus transfer 

out of the pocket of her tan khaki pants 

and shoved it in his face. 

“What the hell is this?!!” she de¬ 

manded. 

With all hope shattered, Sebastian 

searched desperately for the answer his 

mother wanted to hear. Coming up with 

absolutely nothing, he stuttered, “A..a..a 

bus transfer.” 

“And where did I find it?” attacked 

his mother. 

Dropping his head, as if in utter 

defeat, Sebastian bit his lip, and barely 

audibly said, “In my pocket.” 

“Good answer. I always knew you 

were smart. Now, here’s the next ques¬ 

tion. What...the fuck...were you 

doing...in the city yesterday?” 

“Job hunting?” Sebastian almost 

begged. 
“Yeah. My ass, you were job hunt¬ 

ing. Now you’re lying to me too. You were 

at that, that ‘convention’ thing weren’t 

you?” 

Not a word. 

“Weren’t you?!!” 

Then with more strength than he 

had ever had before, Seb ran his sleeve 

across his eyes, and chokingly re¬ 

sponded, “Yeah. So?” 

“So get your ass up to your room 

before I whack the shit out of it.” 

He didn’t even care anymore. 

“Mom, I’m a god damned junior in high 

school. I’m not your little frickin’ baby 

anymore!” 

“Don’t you ever talk to me like that 

again. Think I care that you are some 

big hot shot high schooler now? I don’t 

want to see your face again tonight.” 

He pushed past her, ran up the 

steps, slammed the door shut, and 

blasted his stereo as loud as he could. 

Hugging his legs close to his chest, 

Sebastian slid under the covers of his 

bed. His mother fling the door open, 

slammed her fist against the POWER 

switch on the receiver. 

“If you turn it on again I’ll smash 

it.” 
She slammed the door shut again 

as she careened out of the room. 

Three hours later the phone rang. 

Sebastian peered quickly out the win¬ 

dow that overlooked the front lawn. His 

mother was still gardening. Being Thurs¬ 

day, his father wouldn’t be back from 

the golf course for an hour. After the 

third ring he decided to answer. 

Quietly, “Hello?” 

“Uh..hi...is Sebastian there?” 

‘This is.” 

“Sebastian? Sorry, it didn’t sound 

like you. This is Natalie—from the C.I.A.” 

Holy shit, holy shit. She called! 

“Uh..er..hi. What’s up?” 

“Actually, a lot. No one is listen¬ 

ing, right?” 

“Uh-uh. Why?” 

“There is going to be an unan- 



nounced demo in Clyde Park tomorrow. 

That is in, uh, wait...” 

He finished for her, “...Hazel Lake. 

The Army wants to have a demonstra¬ 

tion in Hazel Lake? No way. The police 

would have them out of there in seconds . 

Hazel Lake is even worse than Meadow 

Brook Heights.” 

“Exactly. That is why it is abso¬ 

lutely necessary. Anyway, can you 

please please please come?” 

“My mom found out. I’m not going 

anywhere but school for months.” 

“Um...Okay. Meet me at the main 

entrance of your school at 12:30.” 

“Yeah, right,” he said sarcastically 

into the phone. Then hearing steps, he 

whispered, “Shit. I have to go.” 

“Be there.” 

“I can’t.” 

“Just be there.” 

“Okay, fine. I got to go.” 

☆☆☆☆ 

He still couldn’t believe it. An orth¬ 

odontist appointment. He hadn’t had 

braces since freshman year. Well, he rea¬ 

soned, they don’t have any reason not 

to believe me. 

Seb wandered back and forth in 

front of Central Heights High’s front en¬ 

trance way with his hands in his pock¬ 

ets. She was ten minutes late. His heart 

really was pounding, just like in the 

movies. A beat up station wagon passed. 

He started to move towards it until he 

realized it wasn’t her. Where the hell was 

she? 

Around the corner came a click¬ 

ing noise, followed by Natalie riding a 

little bike with a huge banana seat. Her 

baby face beamed at Sebastian as she 

yelled, “C’mon.” 

He climbed on behind her, com¬ 

pletely confused. 

“You rode all the way up here?” 

“Sure. It only took...,” she glanced 

down at her plastic watch, “...like forty- 

five minutes, or something.” 

He shook his head in disbelief. 

“How did you get out of school?” he 

asked her. 

“I told them I had an orthodontist 

appointment,” she answered. 

This was nuts. 

“Let’s go. We have to hurry,” she 

prodded. 

When they arrived in Hazel Lake, 

they ditched the bike and tried to look 

as inconspicuous as possible. Natalie’s 

red Superman cape didn’t help. 

When they finally made it to the 

park, Sebastian recognized three or four 

others from Wednesday. Within fifteen 

minutes almost a thousand “children” 

came streaming in. The crowd was 

mostly high school age kids and up be¬ 

cause school was still in session. The 

Army didn’t encourage skipping until 

high school. Kites and banners alike flew 

across the park. The members of the 

Children’s Imaginary Army chased each 

other with dandelions, drawing yellow 

marks up and down their bodies. Of 

course the clover search was going on, 

but most of the kids were involved in a 

massive sing-a-long. The cement was 

quickly covered with chalked-in hop¬ 

scotch and tic-tac-toe games. 

More than half had stripped down 

to underwear. Some wore nothing at all. 

Sebastian wanted to, but he was embar¬ 

rassed. Little. Scrawny. Not one positive 

thought about his body came to mind. 

Natalie understood. She really liked him, 

though she had known him only days. 

She stayed there, under the tree with 

him, fully dressed. 

Sebastian truly thought he was in 

heaven. He watched as the children 

jumped around and kissed each other. 

The second the TV crews arrived 

everything changed. What if his mother 

saw him on the news? He had to hide. 

Outside the park’s fence a hundred 

or so mothers that looked like his gath¬ 

ered to jeer at the Army. The kids went 

nuts. Some screamed at the tops of their 

lungs. Others rolled in the dirt. People 

were flicking each other off left and right. 

Sebastian stood by the tree paralyzed 

with fear. 

Natalie tried unsuccessfully to 

comfort him. “Don’t worry. That’s what 

the Army trains them to do when there 

is opposition. It will blow over.” 

Seb felt a blunt weight smash the 

back of his skull fractions of a second 

before someone shoved him to the 

ground. He spit dirt out, and tried to 

turn his neck to see what was going on. 

A uniformed police officer shackled his 

legs and arms together. He glanced over 

to where Natalie had been. She was lay¬ 

ing next to him in a similar position. 

The police officer screamed his 

rights into his ear. 

“You are under arrest for a public 

display of imagination. You have the 

right to remain silent....” 

Next to him, another officer told 

Natalie the same thing, adding in “nu¬ 

dity in public” to her charges. 

“I have on all my clothes,” she 

managed to get out before being kicked 

in the mouth. 

The police officer ripped off her 

shorts and threw them on the ground. 

“Fuck you!” she cried. 

“Sure,” said the officer as he pulled 
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Out. Walking my dog. Moving along. Trees 
and breezes. Cool and calm. Swishing of the wind 
in my ears and my hair. Dog is bouncing around 
and yipping and yapping. Running all over the 
place with boundless energy. 

He’s a small dog. Not very big at all. Light 
brown. Typically doggish looking. But what 
should you expect? 

Where we walk—who knows? We’re just 
walking. Routinely. Our one day routine. Not 
really a routine. It’s different all the time. Up 
and down the sunny side of the street and across 
the grass, trying to find the sunniest part. Into 
the park and out of it again. 

I am careful to avoid other dogs. On leashes 
or otherwise. Most dogs are on leashes. My dog 
isn’t. Other dogs usually go into a barking fit 
when confronted by my dog. I guess they’re afraid 
of life without a leash. My dog thinks that they 
don’t understand it because they’re so used to 
living with a collar. I suppose he’s right. He is a 
dog, after all. 

It’s simpler to walk by ourselves. No one 
else. We get where we’re going quicker. Wher¬ 
ever that is. 

We’re not from around here. Both of us are 
from New York City. Winter there was not good. 
It was too cold. We couldn’t walk around in 10 
degrees below freezing weather. Sitting home 
withered the spirits of both my dog and myself. 

We had to get moving to Florida. Warmer climate 
year round. We can just about always walk. 

Sometimes we walk to bars. I like to drink. 
So does my dog. It keeps us warm when its cold; 
when we’re feeling that way and when we really 
are that way. My dog likes wine. I like bourbon. 
It goes down hot. Your stomach’s a bed of warm 
coals. Dog just sits there for a while. So do I. 

We get around to a lot of different bars. 
Sometimes it’s trucker bars, sometimes it’s gay 
bars, sometimes it’s sports bars, and there are 
other kinds with not so easily nameable crowds. 

Sometimes we wind up 
with more than just a drink— 
more than just the company of 
a bottle and each other—more 
than just looking around for 
here or there. Occasionally a 
third party drops by. Or fourth, 
even. There are people wher¬ 
ever we go, it seems. And they 
usually want to talk to us. I 
guess its just the way we look 
that makes people think that 
we’re just the ones to talk to. 

“Lookit those two guys 
over there, they look like they 
have nothing else, nowhere to 
go, let’s go and lay our prob¬ 
lems on them.” 

That’s what they say. 
Probably. 

We’ll just go out to lie 
there and mind our business, 
looking around to see where 
we’re at, but people are always 
attracted- to us. They stick 
around us like moss. After 
we’ve had a few drinks, after 
our tongues and ears are loos¬ 
ened up a bit. And we’ll listen. 

Maybe we’ll say something 
back. Maybe we won’t say any¬ 
thing. We don’t always mind lis¬ 
tening. We’ve talked to a lot of 
people who have been to a lot of 
different places. But it can wear 
on our nerves after a while. Sit¬ 
ting in the same place, hearing 
the same inert stories. 

Then I stop listening. 
Sometimes I look into my drink 
and pretend that the place has 
burned down around us or I 
pretend that I’m just not there. 



Usually, though, I will get up and walk 

away. 
My dog is more polite than I am. He’ll 

usually listen long after I’ve closed my ears 
to the tales of hard times and the hard 
places of someone’s repetitive life. Or my 
dog will scratch at my leg and we’ll go to 
take a walk to relieve ourselves. 

We met a man with eleven toes once. 
Really. He even showed us. As a matter of 
fact, he wouldn’t take his foot off of the 
table. A man can’t drink his drink with 
someone’s grubby six-toed foot in his face. 
My dog tried to distract him by running 
away with his boot, but before he could 
snatch it the man (whose name was Aldo) 
decided to show us how he could drink beer 
out of the boot. And he could. He called 
his boots cockroach killers and said that 
he had a friend buy them for him for five 
American dollars in San Juan. I said that I 
was sure that he had. Aldo said that he 
had never been to San Juan himself. My 
dog yipped. Then we got up to leave. 

Aldo stayed. 
We’ve never met anyone in a bar who 

was ready to go anywhere. 
As we paid our tab and left the place, 

we heard Aldo introducing himself to some¬ 
one else and asking them if they wanted to 
see his eleventh toe. 

We tried buying our own drinks at the 
liquor store, so we wouldn’t have to deal 
with the people in the bars and we could 
walk while we were drinking, but that didn’t 
work out. The place was getting robbed 
when we walked in. There was a young 
black boy with a gun. He said that my dog 
was a cute pooch and I said that my dog 
wasn’t a pooch he was a chihuahua. Then 
he told me that he had a dog when he was 
a little kid that ran away. I told him to 
please stop because I’d heard that story a 
million times before that his dog had ran 
away and it made him so sad and he never 
forgot it and he never had another dog like 
that one. The boy said no that he never 
had another pet after that because his 
daddy didn’t like taking care of pets. I told 
him it was all the same thing because it 
was. I’d already been there. No point in 
going back. 

The liquor store owner was still lying 
face down on the floor, his hands clasped 

over the back of his balding head, where 
the boy had told him to lie. He was stretched 
out so still, he looked like he was riveted to 
the floor. He was starting to look up at us 
having this conversation about pets. We 
were talking so long the boy didn’t notice 
the police pulling up in front of the store. 
Then he turned around and there they were; 
flashers flashing and pistols waving. Lots 

of them. 
The boy ran out and tried to get away. 

Two police officers both shot him in the back; 
they weren’t about to let him go anywhere. 
The boy dropped and lay motionless on the 
pavement. L picked up a bottle of bourbon 
and a bottle of wine and dropped my money 
on the counter and tried to shuffle on. But 
the police said they needed me and my dog 
for questioning so they packed us in a car to 
bring us to the station. 

We don’t like cars. We don’t like the 
feeling of being pulled around. It’s like the 
car who is deciding where you go, not you. 
We’d much rather walk. 

And the cops wouldn’t let us drink our 
wine and bourbon, either. 

While the cops were carrying us 
around in their cop car, one of the police¬ 
men, whose name was Carl (the other ones 
name was Ron and he had a lisp) told me 
that I should shut my dog up, who was yap¬ 
ping at the cage between the police and 
ourselves. He said my dog should shut up 
right fucking now or he would throw it out 
the goddamn window. I didn’t think he was 
kidding. Carl’s face had a hard look to it 
and he had hard, immovable features. It was 
a stereotypical rotten cop face. Ron lisped 
that Carl thoud calm down becauth the 
captain told him that if he didn’t improof 
hith attitude he could kith hith job goodbye. 
Carl said fuck off you lisping faggot. My dog 
yipped on. I agreed with my dog: I’d already 
been to this place and it wasn’t where I 
wanted to go. 

Before we even got to the station, a call 
crackled fuzzily across the radio; interrupt¬ 
ing the static that filled the car. I was busy 
looking out the window at the passing signs 
and the streets that I’d never been down so 
I didn’t hear what was being said. My dog 
did but he didn’t tell me. He can be playful 
sometimes when you really don’t want him 
to be. He’s just a dog and doesn’t always 



understand everything. 
Carl breathed, "Damn,” and the black 

and white car screeched a U-turn, halting 
traffic. Off we went. Back the way we came. 
Flashers flashing and sirens sirening. 

We raced along some highway me and 
my dog had never been on. I thought there 
were so many turns we’ve never taken. It 
will take a lifetime to walk them all. 

The police car was going very fast. 
Faster than Ron was comfortable with. 
Some people just can’t stand moving fast, 
some people can’t even stand moving at 
all. Carl was yelling at everyone to shut 
up and Ron was telling Carl that he ith 
going too fatht and to thlow down. 

Carl did not slow down. 
He didn’t want to have to worry 

about moving he just wanted to BE there 
already. A lot of people are like that, too. 

He stretched his policeman neck 
around to yell at my dog again and 
crashed the car into a concrete divider 
at a 45-degree angle. The car went up 
over the divider sideways. Me and my dog 
flopped around the backseat while the 
cops took care of flopping around in the 
front seat. Then the car touched down, 
still sideways, on the other side of the 
road. Rolled over a few times and settled 
on its roof on a patch of grass between 
Exit 7 and the road. 

Me and my dog squirmed through 
the rear window. When the car flipped 
over onto its roof, all the windows had 
shattered. The cops hadn’t climbed out 
and my dog thought at first that they were 
not awake. For the first time in the en¬ 
tire ride, Carl was quiet. 

We started walking down the road 
then we turned back because we had for¬ 
gotten our bourbon and wine. But when 
we looked at the car again, it was on fire. 
Quietly, though. Then Ron and Carl in 
the front seats started moaning and 
coughing. There was so much smoke that 
we couldn’t find our drinks. We did pull 
the cops out of the car, though. Being 
inside a burning police sedan is some¬ 
where no one wants to be. 

Then and there we decided never to 
buy our own alcohol again. 

We walked home from there and it 
was a long walk. I think Ron and Carl 

must have been burned some because they 
didn’t get up to walk with us. But then, we 
really don’t like it when people walk with us 
anyway. It spoils the walk. 

We hardly passed any one at all on the 
walk home. Just a few cars until we turned off 
the main road. 

In that way Florida is a very different place 
than New York City. Very different. You can 
walk for two hours in Florida and never see 
another soul. Sometimes I feel like we’re lost. 
And that’s good because why should we know 
where we’re going? No one else does. You can 
stop a dozen people on the street and ask them, 
Hey, buddy, Where are you going? None of 
them will know. Some people when you ask 
them will just tell you to fuck off. (And that 
doesn’t happen more in New York, it’s just a 
myth). Maybe some of them will tell you that 
they’re going to the supermarket or to the video 
store or to get their hemorrhoids removed. 

But that’s not really where they’re going. 
Because what do they do when they get there? 
They get up and go somewhere else. No one 
knows where they’re REALLY going. Where 
they’re REALLY going to end up. 

When you get where you’re going that 
should be the only place you go. Where you’re 
going is not a stop along the way, it is your 
FINAL destination. When you get where you’re 
going you can rest and you don’t have to go 
anywhere anymore because you’re already 
there. You’re already where you’re going. You 
can stay there. Rest. 

Most people who understand this just think 
that where they’re going is death. That’s when 
you’re done, that’s when you reach your end 
point. No. They’re wrong. Because when you’re 
dead you’re nowhere. NOWHERE. You’re not 
where you’re going because you’re not anywhere. 
So how can you be there if you’re not anywhere? 
You can’t. Nowhere is definitely not THERE. 

That’s what we spend most...actually, all 
of our time doing—looking for where we’re go¬ 
ing. Where we can go where we don’t have to 
go anywhere any more. Where we don’t have 
to leave because we’re already there. 

Yep. It’s good when you know you’re lost. 
Then you can finally start looking for where 
you’re supposed to be. 

Haven’t found it yet. 
But I’m still looking. My dog too. 
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MID HUDSON ARTIST 
COLLECTIVE NYS D.I.Y. SHOWS 

NEED YOUR SUPPORT FROM 
FAR BETWEEN ALBANY, 

PITTSFIELD MA, DANBURY CT, 
MAHWAH NJ, MIDDLETOWN, 
ONEONTA. SEND SASE FOR 

EVENT INFO & KEY CONTACTS. 
SEND $5 FOR POST-PAID CD 

COMPLICATION#1 W 
FESTERING GOBS OF PUS, 

MXYZPLTX, AUNT WAYNE, 
HEINOUS & EARSHOT 

OR LICK MY PLASTIC DOG DICK! 

I MHAC DALE LN, ELKA PK, NY 12427. 

| SHOWS EVERY 6 TO 8 WEEKS 

914-626-8110 
E 

PUNK SUCKS 
The new comp, featuring (mostly) har^^ln^MjnroloOTodsong^y: 

Pennywise 
Sublime 
Voodoo Glow Skulls 
Ten Foot Pole 
No Use For A Name 
Jughead’s Revenge 
White Kaps 
Strung Out 
Naked Aggression 
Quincy Punx 
The Boilweevils 
Fighting Cause 
Glue Gun 
Boris The Sprinkler 
Overiap/Red Fish iForeisn add $2 

Distributors 
call for 
wholesale 
info: (714) 

280-1326 

LIBERATION RECORDS 

mmt 

88 Fingers Louie 
Fed Up 
Funeral Oration 
Good Riddance 
Unwritten Law 
Bouncing Souls 
H.F.L. 
Blink 

The Living End 
Supemovice 
F.Y.P. 
Everready 
Straight Faced 
The Neighbors 
Home Grown 

6633 Paseo Del Norte/ AnnhMm, CA 92807 

Cash or Money 
Order only to: 
DAVID TABA 
No Checks!!!!!! 

their first full length. 
9 incredible songs 

don't miss out 
Out in early June, 

evr 24 
CD-Sll.Oa LP & CASS-$8.80 

COpper /excellent 
* * ( release 

drag queen ^excellent 

send $ 1 for a catalog 
equal vision records 

111 w. 24th st. 6th floor 
new york, ny 10011-1912 

stores go direct 
call 212.627.3205 



AMD IMH/LE THERE'S 
ST/U TfME> 

OEADGUV WORK £ THIC CDEP 
(INCLUDES THE WHITEME/H" 7") 

DGADGUYFIXATION ON 
A CO-WORKER LP.CS.CD 

( THE NEW 4LBUM OUT IN SEPTEMBER) 
$WEET qtESEmK 
EMTfTCED THEm 

Me DEAD f/oi 
SHOULD BUT I# 

STfU AVAILABLE: 
Gt/fDED BY ITO/CES F/tST JAPANESE spin 

CYCLE, THE MEW BOMB TURKS PRUNk ON 

COCk. AUOy PAPER THIN FRONT, 

BtKOUAC TUBER 

worn 
po box 1575. new york, ny 10009 

email: punker01@aol.com 
send a buck for a catalog and sampler cassette 

Four brand new pop-punk gems 
available on CD-EP or 7” vinyl. 

Produced by Macs Giorgihf 
(word famcxjs producer of ecreecHng 

Weasel t the Queers, the Boljweevfls. the 
grnears. ard Toxic Reasons} 

ill 
J 

CD’s $IO ppd 
CDEP’s $6 ppd 

7"s $4- ppd 

Other stuff: 
Screeching Weasel “Enemies’’ CD 

Screeching Weasel “Anthem" CD 

SW/Bom Against SpCt CDEP 

The Queers "Beat Off” CD 

The Queers “Surf Goddess" CDEP 

YakkecLj SchmackacLj comp 7” 

Purk USA 16 band comp CD 

Send checks or money orders to: 

Sonic Iguana Mailorder 

PO Box 4035. 

Lafayette. IN 4-7903 

xjr vA/rth the Queers in August & £ 
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Truth is corner'd in Scripture to a streaming fountain; if her waters flow 
not in a perpetual progression, they sick’n into a 

muddy pool of conformity and tradition. 

—John Milton, Areopogitica. 

Bureaucratic Censorship 
Fred Woodworth is the long-time publisher of 

The Match, an anarchist journal from Tucson, 

Arizona. He is no stranger to the abuse of 

authoritarian power, both from officials and 

from people who just don’t like his publica¬ 

tion. He says.'Tve had my bellyful of (cen¬ 

sorship). I used to have coin-operated 

newsstands—about 10 of them—here 

in Tucson. One day in 1977 the author¬ 

ities seized every single one of them 

and, according to what I later heard, 

trashed them by running them 

through a trash compactor I never 

could afford to replace them, and while 

I could in later years have picked up one 

or two and set them up again, by that 

time I was printing it myself, so it wasn’t a 

tabloid, it was a lot more expensive to pro¬ 

duce, and by then I no longer could get by with 

charging 10 cents a copy from the coin-operated 

stand—or even 50 cents 

or 75 cents. So 

I never sold 

another copy' 

out of a coin-op stand. Basically, 

they censored me completely out of existence on that market.” 

Introduction 
Compromise can mean a lot. In the following, 

while not discussed as thoroughly as possible, the notion 

of compromise comes about.Tom Frank, who edits The 

Baffler, elaborated best on the subject: It’s hard, infeasible 

in most instances, he says, to make a living as an inde¬ 

pendent writer these days. If you want to write and 

make a living at it you often have to treat your writing 

like any other job. Most zinesters take their writing so 

personally, they won’t do that. Otherwise they wouldn't 

be publishing zines. 

This article discusses problems independent 

publishers face, dilemmas that force publishers to retain 

their integrity while tending to remain in obscurity. Or; as 

is more often the case, editors compromise themselves 

in order to support their art. Advertising is an obvious 

example: somebody pays you to print an endorsement 

for their product something you may not otherwise do, 

but it helps get the next issue out. Distribution through 

large distributors, who take a large cut of sales, is anoth¬ 

er fact of the publisher’s life. 

Probably the most dramatic obstacle publishers 

face is censorship, a vague, sneaky concept that never 

seems to die. Publications have been censored since 

the day they’ve existed. From religious doctrines 

that revised age-old religious principles, to con¬ 

temporary xeroxed fanzines that question 

mainstream standards, the written word 

has always had a tendency to piss people 

off.John Milton, a free-speech enthusiast, 

wrote the protest essay Areopagitica in 

1644. The text criticized the English 

Parliament for de facto licensing of all 

publications in limey-land. Approval of 

printed matter had to be granted by 

the government prior to its dissemina¬ 

tion to the public.This kind of pissed off 

ol’ John, so he churned out a lengthy 

essay loaded with big words and ancient 

anecdotes that argued for a free and open 

spread of information. (Incidentally, Milton later 

favored censorship in certain areas while work¬ 

ing as a censor himself). Unbeknownst to Milton at 

his time, people would still be struggling with the funda¬ 

mental notions of a free press long after he was dead. 

The U.S. considers itself civilized, way beyond a time when 

governments had direct control over the distribution of information. 

It is common, however, to see a muddied handling of how information is dissemi¬ 

nated. The government often doesn’t need to exercise censorship. People them¬ 

selves can form lobbyist groups, grass roots organizations, churches, or exist as 

business or quasi-govemmental entities, all of which can 

effectively retain a loose, systematic reign over what kind 

of information is and is not appropriate for people to be 

exposed to. The government doesn’t have to tell record 

companies to put warning labels on CDs, a citizen’s group 

can do it for them. In truth we are in control of ourselves 

in a lot of ways we tend to casually disregard or outright 

ignore. Since our society is structured to place a lot of 

freedom on the people, as opposed to the state, a great 

deal of power lies with the individual.That power is often 

abused when it comes to respecting the freedoms of 

others. The system-wide attitude toward deviants and 

subversives is no different than among the deviants and 

subversives themselves. In a lot of ways it’s worse. 

People with power exercise it in whatever ways 

necessary to get their point across. As we will see, it’s 

often ordinary people that carry out most censorship 

today. This isn’t to say there is not a system-wide hier¬ 

archy the restricts many freedoms we as humans have. 

There is. But any type of authoritative entity that exer¬ 

cises control over independent publishing is responsible 

for creating obstacles that hinder the flow of the writ¬ 

ten word. 

To illustrate how these obstacles are placed, 

we will first look at Fred Woodworth. 



In addition to local authorities outright stealing his newsstands Fred says fed¬ 

eral agents wanted The Match extinguished as well.'The FBI visited my printer in 1970 

or 71 and tried to get the guy to stop handling The Match even then.” Moreover”the 

Post Office discarded every single copy of the issue of The Match for February, 1977, 

I think it was. As far as I know, no copy of that one was ever delivered.” 

You'd think with such heavy-handed governmental intervention in 

The Match’s endeavors, other bastion’s of free speech, such as local 

libraries, would be more sympathetic. Nope. Not according to 

Fred. “In about 1985 my publication and that of my friend Jeff 

who was then publishing Black Star, were kicked out of the 

University of Arizona library—that is, they wouldn't even let Jeff 

give his away in the lobby as all the local shoppers, tabloids, etc., 

did; and mine was not allowed to be in the reading room in a 

single reading copy. We wound up raising a tremendous amount 

of hell about this, and did manage to get some support from a com¬ 

munity weekly, now defunct. With the threat of something winding 

up in court, the university’s lawyers managed to hammer out a big 

press coup that 'allowed' us to distribute in the library, but now everybody dis¬ 

tributing there would have to follow ‘guidelines’ about the esthetics of newsstands. 

You guessed it: the 'guidelines’ were vague and orally transmitted only, the 

mainstream local rags put in classy professional stands, and we who had started the 

whole thing were frozen out. Only now because the university had made a ‘conces¬ 

sion,’ nobody was interested anymore in the fact that we still couldn’t distribute our 

publications in the goddamn library.” 

Fred doesn’t ask for this treatment, but he readily tells about it: "I 

could write several thousand words more about this issue all alone. For 

instance, there was a public bulletin board in the library, and when 

I posted an open letter to the head librarian on it, my letter was 

removed instantly. I printed copies up and kept coming back— 

over and over they were taken down. Finally I built up some 

publicity about the fact that not even this criticism was tolerat¬ 

ed, while right-wingers’ bizarro comments on the bulletin board 

(such as one suggesting that the way to deal with anarchist pub¬ 

lishers was via homosexual rape) were allowed to stay up for two 

weeks at a time. (In fact, that vicious bit of graffiti even had an 

amusedly approving note from the head librarian appended to it— 

something on the order of’Maybe so!’) 

“Anyway, I kept this going for a while and finally made ’em leave my open 

letter up, but the library censored off the return address ofThe Match so that stu¬ 

dents couldn’t even order a copy from me! The official bureaucratic response there 

was that my having The Match return address on my letterhead amounted to 'adver- 

tising on University property.’” 

You can’t get The Match in Tucson, Arizona, anymore. Its existence has been 

officially declared null and void, yet Fred continues to publish in less visible light. 

“At this time, not one single copy is put out for sale or reading in the 

University of Arizona library here, the public library in any branch, or 

any bookstore or newsstand in Tucson. Not one copy is sold. I 

leave a copy or two in a cafe downtown about once a week, and 

it’s always gone the next time I come in, but it may well be just 

thrown away by the owner” 

What can be done about this kind of censorship? 

“Nothing," Fred says. “When the Tucson bureaucrats stole my 

coin newsstands (complete with money and copies of the publi¬ 

cations inside) I tried to interest the news media, ACLU and any¬ 

body else who might listen. I reached a deaf ear everywhere. No 

dough to pay a lawyer.. I just had to eat it." 

The Problems with Distributors: 
More Censorship 

With the small-press fever getting hotter, you would think there’s hope 

for marginal voices to be heard. We do have a free press in this country after 

all. It says so in the Constitution. 

Freedoms conflict though. You may have the freedom to pub¬ 

lish, but your right to distribute your words may be severely limit¬ 

ed as businesses also have the freedom not to promote what you 

say if they don’t want to. What if coffee shops were forced, by law, 

to sell The Match? The commotion would be immeasurable. 

Society has standards—imposed by force or by its own 

doing—that it follows. People who think, act and dress different¬ 

ly than Sally and Joe Average are left in the 

dark, often where the rest of society 

would prefer them to stay. Fortunately, 

with the small press comes the small- 

press distributor When the powers and masses that be rigidly enforce mainstream 

standards, those supportive of the small-press step in, network and provide distribu¬ 

tion outlets. Quite adequately, small press distributors such as Fine Print Distributors, 

Desert Moon Periodicals and Tower Magazines have been distributing small-titled pub¬ 

lications to bookstores, record stores and chain stores around the U.S., and even stores 

overseas. Where those distributors haven’t been able to help the smallest of publica¬ 

tions (Desert Moon Periodicals habitually sends back form letters to fanzines— 

fanzines they send letters to asking for a copy—saying glossy, two-color, 

full-size formatted magazines would increase their chances of being 

distributed by them), smaller distributors and mailorders take up 

the slack It sounds great. In theory it works. 

In reality, well, in reality people don’t have very nice things to 

say about distributors of underground publications. With pay¬ 

ment, consistency, sending back returns and censorship, some edi¬ 

tors go so far as to say the only difference between smaller D.I.Y. 

distributors and large, corporate-owned distrib¬ 

utors is one of mere size and volume. 

Jim Goad, editor of the nasty, 

grotesque, politically incorrect offensive 

and... highly popular ANSWER Me!, is one of those people. He 

acknowledges the fact that his magazine's content (the latest issue, about rape, is filled with 

photographs and graphics of mutilated bodies, genitalia and corpses) will turn people, even 

fonmer distributors, away. In fact he credits Daybreak Distributors in Boston for openly 

admitting to refusing ANSWER Me! on the grounds that it was 'too disgusting to look at.” 

But what happens when distributors suddenly don’t like the content of 

your zine after not having problems in the past? Speaking specifically about the 

Austin,Texas-based Fine Print Distributors, Jim says: "As they had request¬ 

ed, I sent them 1,000 copies of ANSWER Me! issue four. They appar¬ 

ently found it too offensive, or their stores found it too offensive, 

to sell. No problem so far. 

“Ignoring my instructions, they sent the copies back to LA Since I'm 

now in Fbrtland, the copies were bounced back from LA to Austin. I 

cleaned up their misunderstanding about my new address. When I 

asked their representative to send the copies to other distributors 

instead of to me (the postage would have been less for 

them, since the distributors in question were 

closer to them than I am), the representa¬ 

tive (Tom) hung up on me. 

“Just to spite me, they sent all the copies back 

to Portland, forcing me to pay postage a second time as I re-routed the copies to 

hungry distributors.This extra postage so far has cost me over $200. 
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“It gets worse. Being the curious type I am, I opened one of the last boxes 

before sending it out. On every copy they had affixed a big, fat, unremovable ‘Fine 

Print’ sticker with bar-code, date of sale, etc Then they individually shrink-wrapped 

each of the thousand copies. And then, it was only then that they realized it was too 

offensive and sent the copies back to me. 

“As far as I’m concerned, these copies have no resale value. If I 

were ordering ANSWER Me! through the mail, I wouldn’t want to 

receive it with a big, ugly 'Fine Print’ sticker.The face-value loss to 

me is $3,950. Even counting Fine Print’s massive 55% discount, 

the loss is still $ 1,775. 

“Although Fine Print stated that they rejected this issue 

for economic, not content-oriented, reasons, I’ve heard through 

the grapevine that they told another distributor; 'We don’t dis¬ 

tribute Nazi literature...why should we distribute this?’ So obvi¬ 

ously, they had some ’moral’ objections. But to my mind, the only 

one who’s acting'immoral’ is Fine Print. I’ve always been honest and 

fair with them, to the point of tolerating their claims of 

innumerable, invisible 'affidavit' returns from them issue after issue." 

Similarly, but paling in comparison, after Blacklist Mailorder had been consis¬ 

tently taking 20-30 copies of each issue of Second Guess, I received a box from 

them filled with all the remaining copies of issue #8. Blacklist had reordered #8, an 

audio zine, and was now sending back the reorder and the remaining copies of my 

initial shipment. In the box was a letter from Missy saying: "I’m sending back the 

remainder of the Second Guess #8's—the reorder was actually a mistake, and some 

of us here decided that we no longer want to carry it, finding it offensive 

and not really worth our time to deal with (since we all volunteer; we 

feel we can be pretty picky about what we carry).’’ 

It put me in a bind. I only copied a small amount of #8 

and had already crossed it out of my old catalog. I didn’t list it in 

my new one which had been copied a few days earlier. I had 

considered them all sold. I called Missy and asked her what the 

problem was. She said she didn’t really know because, it turns 

out, only one person at Blacklist had a problem with Second 

Guess. Somehow though, when she wrote the letter that one per¬ 

son was “some of us." She wouldn’t tell me who it was, nor could 

say she tell me how the issue in question was offensive. I asked her 

to have this person call me so I could find out what the deal was. 

I never heard another word. Not until issue #9 came out and Brian Of, a 

Blacklist volunteer, e-mailed me after reading a copy he bought at Epicenter (who 

has been selling Second Guess without problems), basically apologizing for what 

happened and saying that Blacklist was still interested in carrying Second Guess. I did 

send them another issue feeling Brian was kind enough to resolve the matter intel¬ 

ligently. It turns out the one person who had a problem with Second Guess dropped 

out of the punk scene shortly after trying to have Second Guess banned from 

a mailorder her heart apparently wasn’t into in the first place. 

Censorship? You decide. 

The funny thing about censorship is how its viewed. What 

gets censored is what is unpopular to somebody in a position of 

power to declare it unacceptable. Since people put themselves in 

that position it can’t be argued that only officials or government 

entities can censor. For example, tossing publications off news¬ 

stands, like militant lesbians did in Seattle to the lesbian sexuality 

magazine On Our Backs, was preventing its distribution altogether. 

Providing prearranged, consistent distribution in one instance and 

denying it on moral grounds the next comes close to censorship. 

Joseph Gervasi had a related experience. His zine, No 

Longer A Fanzine, is in some ways a typical punk zine. It has amateur, typewritten lay¬ 

outs and loosely-placed graphics. But what sets it apart is that NLAFz has a strong 

will and is challenging. Joseph, bored with leftist politics, interviewed radical rightists, 

but didn’t necessarily endorse their views, in a recent issue. An anarchist bookstore 

in Joseph's area, which had been carrying NLAFz, suddenly decided it best be No 

Longer Carried At Wooden Shoe. Joseph suspects the reason Wooden Shoe dis¬ 

continued carrying his zine is that “they don't believe in the free exchange of ideas. 

They’ll present ‘alternative points of view’ as long as those points of view are those 

of a tiny minority of homosexuals, ‘people of color’ and guilty left-wing 

activists." Joseph tried to find out exactly why Wooden Shoe, a store 

he openly promoted over the radio at one point in time, decided 

not to carry No Longer A Fanzine. His calls were unanswered. 

Had Joseph been called back, I bet he would not have 

received a straight answer. A common tactic is to twist language 

around when censoring, to make what really happened appear 

something entirely different. By twisting her language around 

Missy at Blacklist made Second Guess unaccept¬ 

able by taking one person’s view and 

making it a more prominent group view. 

Either more than one person really did 

have problem with Second Guess, or Missy is a liar. 

Whether or not this is censorship is debatable. As with ANSWER Me! and Fine Print, 

and No Longer A Fanzine and Wooden Shoe, these incidents are fucked because they 

were arbitrary and poorly handled. Blacklist liked Second Guess before and after #8, 

but it was #8 they didn’t want to carry.They sent it back at my expense. 

Censorship or not, Blacklist’s selection process is flaky at best. If one per¬ 

son out of who knows how many has control over what zines Blacklist will carry, and 

when, zinesters are obviously going to look at Blacklist's practices with sus¬ 

picion. Ben Weasel said that after what they did for Second Guess he 

wouldn’t sell them copies of his zine Panic Button. "I don’t like 

Blacklist," he says, “'cause of their screwball, arbitrary ideas of 

what offends their sensibilities and what doesn’t. Hippie punks 

have never impressed me, particularly when they're as snobby, 

self-obsessed and sanctimonious as most of the people at 

Blacklist." Jen-Angel, editor of the digest fanzine Fucktooth, 

echoes this criticism: “I’ve had problems with Blacklist, mainly 

because the zines they carry are run by one 

person and subject to that person's 

opinion, when I for some reason had 

held them to higher standards than that." 

Perhaps the problem is holding such organizations to these standards. In 

the same space as Blacklist Mailorder is Epicenter Zone, a not-for-profit record and 

zine store. It too is collectively run by volunteers.This collective, like Blacklist, also has 

problems with deciding what will and will not be sold there. Sometimes people will 

walk in off the street to volunteer their time at either place. Does that give that per¬ 

son the right to say certain zines shouldn't be sold there? 

Apparently so. Just ask Aaron Muentz, editor ofThe Probe.The Probe is 

a zine chock full of reviews, interviews and amusing, drunken anecdotes. 

It also has photos of tits. Boy tits and girl tits. Some people at 

Epicenter don’t like that The Probe has photos of girl tits. 

Aaron tells his story: “Aside from a few encounters with 

individuals of the religiously far right, Epicenter is the only place 

I’ve ever had a problem.The first issue was taken from the shelf, 

denounced as pornography, and thrown in the trash.The same 

two girls that did that met me at a party a couple of days later. 

One of them hinted I could interview her 

band and the other one slept with me. 

She explained that she didn't have a 

problem with me personally, but felt my 

zine was inappropriate for a PC. haven such as Epicenter. She promised 

not to do it again and I didn’t have another problem until the second time I brought 

in copies of issue #2.1 was surprised because I had both male and female nudity. 



I wrote Epicenter a letter and said they were objecting to sex, not sexism. I com¬ 

pared them to the fanatical Christian who used a black marker to cross out all the 

private parts, circled the word masturbation and wrote ‘SICK!’ on Probe # I. 

“Timojhen [a Epicenter volunteer] called me and said to bring it back in and 

he’d make sure it got on the shelf. Recently the place has gone through some 

changes. I guess Timojhen quit so I went in there and this girl I've never 

seen before refused it. I told her Epicenter took the previous issues 

and she said/Really?? Well I feel uncomfortable with it as a woman.' 

She didn’t read any of it. She just looked at the cover and flipped 

it open to a few pages. I use pretty tame photos. I don’t attempt 

to shock or offend anyone. My own mom buys extra copies to 

give to her friends and clients.The only objections seem to come 

from really far right Christians and the politically correct. It even 

seems wrong to label the objectors politically cornect.The Probe is 

distributed by AK Press and was sold on tour by the band 

Propagandhi.You can’t get much more politically correct than that 

"I think it’s more a case of people who were brought up in 

households where anything sexual was a forbidden evil. Some also argue that 

‘pornography’ (which in this case seems to refer to any girl not wearing clothes) 

causes violence against women. Those people aren’t taking The Probe in context. 

There is no objectification of women in Devon’s interviews with [porn stars] Aja and 

Cristy Canyon or in the dominatrix stories. If anything it’s the men that are made to 

look silly in this issue. Last issue it was easier to defend because there was only one 

other male on the main staff. Everything from lay-out, cover art, guest writers, to all 

of the photos were done by women. I didn’t do that for credibility. It just 

worked out that way. This issue we mostly happen to be a bunch of 

disgusting het males. I also interviewed my roommate who was vio¬ 

lently raped twice. Her experience testifying against her attackers 

in court was just as ugly. As a result she learned to have a basic 

dislike for most sex in media—everything from romance novels 

to Penthouse, but she thinksThe Probe is fun. She finds women’s 

magazines more disgusting. 

“Anyway, Jacqueline Prichard used to work at Epicenter 

and she’s naked on the cover of this Probe. She told me the next 

time she’s in the city she wants to go in there and raise a little hell 

about it. It’s kind of insulting when people reject you just because 

you’re naked. I’m also naked in this issue, but the girl didn’t open it 

to that page 50 so I don’t feel quite the same indignation.’’ 

Is it confusion, denial or embarrassment that causes people to act patroniz¬ 

ing toward things that appear unlike themselves on a surface level? Is it a combina¬ 

tion of all three? I’ve never understood the mentality that justifies censorship of any 

kind. Like Christianity, it just doesn't make any sense. 

Jim Goad doesn’t take the censorship of ANSWER Me! personally. But he 

does have a militant approach against the censor mentality. As an example, he 

says Epicenter carries the ANSWER Me! book (a compilation of the first 

three issues of ANSWER Me!). Issue #4, he says, miffed some 

Epicenter sensibilities: “Those free-thinking radicals over at 

Epicenter ^ejected Issue #4. It’s worthwhile to note that some of 

their heavy hitters also fell for Chocolate Impulse (a purposely 

sloppy fake zine done by Jim and Debbie Goad) and probably 

saw this as a way to retaliate. Oh, Well. Check back in ten years 

and see who won the cultural war." 

The Small-Press Mainstay: 
Payment 

Aside from moral dilemmas, where distributors are also judged is by their 

ability to effectively distribute publications and make sure payments are made for 

what is sold. On payment, Blacklist Mailorder has been consistent about sending 

zines the money due to them. Jen-Angel says so. So do others. Larger distributors 

could learn from Blacklist in that regard. 

Fine Print, for example, has problems with paying on time. For Fred 

Woodworth,this could mean him going hungry.“Right now (November?, 1994) Fine 

Print Distributors ... owes me around $ 140 for issue 88 of The Match which was sent 

to them in June, 1993.1 called Fine Print up this July and pointed out that I 

had a letter from Fine Print from about two years earlier bragging that 

they fronted money to a lot of publishers. The letter spoke of how 

they’d even paid in advance to somebody or other who needed 

to have the dough to go to a funeral. So, I said, how come you 

can’t come up with what you owe me, right now??? 

“I wound up canceling my arrangement with Fine Print and was 

told that since I was canceling, they would not pay for my Summer; 

1993 issue (remember; it’s July, 1994) for‘another 120 

days.’ I started laughing on the phone, and I 

said, What do you take me for? What a 

bunch of crap!’ 120 days, indeed. 

“What this is is censorship.They used my money 

to perhaps make loans to preferred publications. But since my publication (which is not 

preferred) is clearly not in their track of periodicals to be granted an advantage, I am 

at this moment, late 1994, still awaiting payment for the Summer '93 issue.' 120 days’ 

will be up on Nov. 26th, but I doubt very much that I will get paid even then.There’ll 

be some other excuse at that point, and even if I did get the dough, Jesus—that's 17 

months after I had to confront the expenses of printing and mailing it!” 

Fine Print has what they call an “automated tracking system" by which 

they can supposedly track the zines they sell. Since many of the peri¬ 

odicals they carry sign an “affidavit" contract with them, editors 

have no way of knowing for themselves how many copies are 

actually sold. Fine Print says that in order for publications to 

receive back unsold issues, or at least the tom off covers, they 

would lose distribution, as most stores, according to Fine Print, 

won’t do copy returns. One of Fine Print’s representatives said 

they base actual copies sold on the word of the store. They rely 

on trust, saying that if they suspect stores of 

under-reporting sales, they’ll cancel 

their arrangement with them. 

Jim Goad says this practice is a guise 

for distributors to claim copies as unsold.'The distributors to be wary of are those 

who demand that you consign magazines to them on what is known as an ‘affidavit' 

basis—no full-copy returns, not even returned mastheads. They simply claim how 

many copies were unsold, ’destroy’ them, refuse to pay you for them, and you are 

forced to believe them and swallow the loss. I stopped dealing with these distribu¬ 

tors around Issue #3—we had thirty distributors, only two of whom dealt on the 

affidavit basis.Twenty-eight of our distributors sold clean out—guess which two 

claimed hundreds of invisible unsold copies? Against Bob’s better wish¬ 

es, I won’t allow you a second guess." 

Giving the benefit of the doubt, such distribution practices 

may be legitimate, as a lot of cost is involved in sending back hun¬ 

dreds of zines or tom off covers. From the publisher’s perspec¬ 

tive though, I wonder why it is hard for the stores Fine Print deals 

with to send back cover sheets when distributors such as Tower 

Magazines will send back each unsold issue and charge the cost 

back to the publication. 

How sales are figured is one aspect 

of distribution. Making sure zines 

receive their money is another Fine 

Print has failed in at least that respect. Probably in the interest of get¬ 

ting big and popular, Fine Print has literally shortchanged the small-press that gave 

them their name—and their money. 
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The Good Distributor 
Contrasting Fine Print’s flaky business practices,Tower Magazines, the maga¬ 

zine distributor for the Tower chain, seems to have its shit together by being sup¬ 

portive of the small press. Joseph Gervasi of No Longer A Fanzine says:'Tower has 

always been fair to me. They are my largest distributor, and thanks to them 

(and, specifically, Doug Biggert, the head ofTower Magazines) I’ve met 

a lot of great people, got interviewed in Time (they didn't use me) 

and Details and made some money. I have no problem with deal¬ 

ing with Tower, and don’t condemn anyone who does." 

Jim Goad, however always has a gripe: "Although Tower 

is one of the better distributors regarding prompt payment, 

they saw the need to send out a warning package to all their 

stores concerning our new issue.The package consisted of about 

20 shrunken-down xeroxed pages from the issue accompanied by 

heavily cautionary text. They erroneously stated that our‘purpose 

was to offend.’They also stated that they weren't trying to ‘cencor’ 

anything. Personally, I’m more offended by misspellings [than] by any¬ 

thing in our new issue." 

Good, reliable distributors are hard to come by. Tim Yohannan has been 

lucky enough to have Maximum Rocknroll distributed through Mordam. He explains: 

"We go through Mordam, which is an umbrella for a bunch of different entities. 

Mordam sells direct to stores and it also sells to other distributors. Mordam guar¬ 

antees our payment whether Mordam gets ripped off or not.They take 15 percent 

for that service which is totally worth it to me, Mordam (has a system of) col¬ 

lective protection amongst all the different entities within, so if some¬ 

body’s gonna rip us off, well then they aren’t going to get the next 

Lookout record when it comes out. It protects us and it especial¬ 

ly protects the smaller labels that are within Mordam "The prob¬ 

lem with Mordam: It carries, according to their June, 1994 cata¬ 

log, a mere seven different publications. 

So publishers are forced to either rely on smaller D.I.Y 

distributors who are often highly unreliable and selective about 

what they will carry. Or editors do business with larger distribu¬ 

tors who tend to favor larger, inoffensive publications and care more 

about making money. 

Ethical Considerations 

of Distribution 
I thought there would be criticism about zines using more mainstream out¬ 

lets, such as Tower Magazines, for their distribution. Maximum Rocknroll has held a 

consistent stance against large corporations, especially those involved with selling 

aspects of culture, mainly music. A recent article in Maximum’s "major label" 

issue took no prisoners when discussing trends of independent punk 

bands such as Bad Religion and Green Day signing to major labels. 

Tim Yohannan went so far as to criticize Lookout Records, a fast¬ 

growing independent label, for allowing its releases to be sold to 

Caroline. Caroline, a distributor partly-owned by a major label, 

buys from Lookout’s distributor Mordam.The criticism also fell 

on the shoulders of Jello Biafra, owner of Alternative Tentacles 

Records (also a Mordam-distributed label), for consistently hav¬ 

ing an anti-establishment stance and allowing its records to be sold 

through Caroline. Simply put, the larger Mordam-distributed labels 

received what their owners considered to be unnecessary jabs. 

I too found this criticism to be insignificant. Maximum 

Rocknroll is distributed through Mordam as well, albeit not to Caroline, and it is avail¬ 

able on a monthly basis in chain stores such as Tower and Barnes & Noble. 

When asked about the connection, and why he makes an exception for 

Tower Tim replied: "I make a distinction between Tower and other chains mainly 

because Tower from day one was interested in distributing us long before punk was 

hip or whatever. There’s a guy at Tower who is totally into zines and not only has 

bought Maximum, but he buys small zines, medium zines, whatever, and has gotten 

them all over the world. All these johnny-come-lately’s, like Barnes & 

Noble and this mega-chain and that, who are now interested in buy¬ 

ing zines, fuck them [Maximum is available at Barnes & Noble.— 

Bobj.They weren’t doing it because they give a shit, whereas the 

guy at Tower—he’s a zine freak and he has totally been sup¬ 

portive of independent zines since the early 80s. We have anti¬ 

corporate stance at Maximum but we do make distincti$ns; for 

instance, Epicenter is a corporation. They are incorporated, so 

should we be anti-Epicenter? No, I think it has to 

do with what they're all about. Not that 

Tower is so wonderful, but Tower has 

always, way back in 77, stocked punk 

stuff... in most of their stores." 

Larry Livermore, co-founder of Lookout Records and editor of his zine 

Lookout finds Tim’s justifications to be glowingly inconsistent with what is printed in 

Maximum. He says,‘The word ’corporation’ is virtually meaningless in terms of the way 

it’s used and misused in punkland," he says. "Maximum Rocknroll itself is a corporation 

in everything but name, i.e., it's a big business, and one of the main reasons it's not legal¬ 

ly a corporation is because if it were Tim Yohannan might have to relinquish some of 

his absolute control. But to ask whether it is ‘consistent’ for MRR to deal with 

Tower or whoever is ridiculous: the only thing MRR has ever been con¬ 

sistent about is that whateverTim says is okay is okay, and everything 

else is fucked. End of that story. I think it’s hard enough for zines to 

get out to the public without placing artificial restraints on them 

in terms of how they get distributed." 

Aaron, creator of Cometbus, says he’s concerned about 

chain-stores because they threaten small book shops who have 

been supportive of the small press.‘‘I deal with distributors who 

sell to B. Dalton and all the K-Mart shops, 

but I specify not to sell Cometbus to 

the chain stores." Furthermore, Aaron 

offers his view on the economics of pub¬ 

lishing: "I am (excited) about what’s going on right now in the small press, fanzines 

and small publishers really taking back the industry and the excitement of the print¬ 

ed word. I’m amazed by the variety and amount of people that tie into our com¬ 

munity. It’d be great if we can stay self-sufficient and exciting and vital without hav¬ 

ing to worry about money too much. Either way, in the mag business being broke is 

not so good, but being rich would probably be worse. Luckily, we don’t have to 

worry much about that." 

Advertising 
Worrying about money is something most editors do, especially 

if they spend a lot of it on their publications.To help get around this, 

many editors turn to advertising. Some do so blindly, without con¬ 

sidering how advertising can potentially affect a publication’s tone. 

Imagine, you just started a zine and Epitaph's zine-scouts get word of 

it.They want the latest PENNYWISE CD reviewed. 

They also want to give you $50 for an ad. Do 

you take it? Do you review the CD? Give 

it a good review? Does Epitaph's money 

change how you feel about their music? What about when 

they start calling you, bugging you to give them a good review. [Note: Epitaph does all these 

things.] For some naive, punk kid, Epitaph’s cash might be considered gold. 



Here’s an actual dilemma with advertising: Pete Menchetti, editor of a free 

Reno tabloid called Enema, depends on advertising to keep his publication afloat. 

"Twenty percent of my zine is ads," he says. "That’s not necessarily something I like, 

especially considering I only have eight pages, but I would rather give my zine away 

than have to ask people for money. Ads don’t color my opinion of a publication, 

unless they’re from a major corporation. In fact, I like to see ads from 

independent underground publishers, musicians, etc. Maximum 

Rocknroll wouldn’t be nearly as interesting without ads.The under¬ 

ground ‘movement’ of publishing and music wouldn’t exist with¬ 

out some form of advertisement....” 

Pete admits, though, that he gives products he advertis¬ 

es special treatment in his zine: "I definitely appreciate when 

people advertise in my paper and they do end up getting extra 

plugs at times, for several reasons. For one, their ad lays around 

my desk for weeks, and the advertisement works on me. For two, I 

can make references to their ad in my column or whatever I hap¬ 

pen to be writing. I don't give better/worse reviews to people who 

advertise or don’t.That’s dishonest." 

Pete’s situation represents an ethical dichotomy. On one hand you don’t 

necessarily give the product advertised a good review, but the money from the ad 

may color your opinion, especially if your publication’s existence depends on it. As 

Pete admits, that ad may lead you to "plug" that product a little more. For labels like 

Epitaph Records, which buys ad space in just about any zine, enough plugs eventu¬ 

ally means they will achieve gross amounts of success in marketing their bands. 

Advertising in punk-land has become this critical. At one point 

advertising in independent publications often served more of an infor¬ 

mational role, to see what new records were out in a time when it 

was harder to get them distributed, for example.Today this is still 

true, but mainstream marketing standards have also crept in so 

that it’s not uncommon for independent record labels to spend 

thousands of dollars on advertising. 

As a result, the division between ad-based income and 

ethical standards gets blurred, and too many publications fall into 

the trap of allowing advertisements to run the publication in order 

to keep costs down to little or nothing. Tom Frank of The Baffler 

explains: "(You) should ... be suspicious of anything that is free, since 

there’s almost certainly an ulterior motive involved. The truly inde¬ 

pendent journals, on the other hand, are what is called ‘subscription-driven,’ which 

means they make their money from sales and subscriptions, not advertisements. 

These are very rare in the world of big publishing. In fact, the only one I can think 

of off-hand is Ms. magazine, which was started as a serious feminist journal in the 

60s, but by the late 80s had become just another Vogue or Elle, thanks to advertis¬ 

ing. Wanting to restore the magazine to its original state, its editors stopped pub¬ 

lishing for a year and relaunched it as a subscription-driven journal with almost 

no ads. Sure, it costs more than Elle or Vogue, but it's a real magazine 

that publishes real thoughts." 

Jim Goad equates advertising in the print media to the 

music world: "Imagine the uproar if someone placed ads in 

between songs on their record or between scenes in a movie. 

Is the printed word somehow a lesser art form?" 

Tim Yohannan takes a slightly different position in that 

he says advertising has no affect on how bands get treated in 

Maximum Rocknroll. "Some magazines would sell as many pages 

as a particular advertiser would want. We limit it to one five-by-five 

ad per advertiser per issue so that it keeps it more democratic in 

a certain kind of way. We have no qualms about trashing a record 

that someone has advertised, or conversely, you don’t have to do an ad to do an 

interview or get a review in the magazine. It doesn't matter at all.The way the mag¬ 

azine is set up (is that) the worse thing that could happen is that no one likes the 

magazine anymore, no one buys it and we stop doing it That’s okay because it’s not 

my livelihood. It’s my passion and I’m definitely not going to compromise my passion." 

"We have cut our own throats many times and have lived to tell about 

it. I want to be in that position. It feels great. I need to be able to say, ‘Caroline, fuck 

you. I don’t want you to distribute us, (and) I don’t want to run your ads.’ I need to 

be able to have that freedom. 

"If other people need to make money off their publication, 

cool. I just hope they can maintain their independence and integri¬ 

ty. When they start taking a lot of corporate ads in orderto pay 

those bills and to get the glossy cover and to be competitive, 

then I start to wonder about just how independent they are. 

They could not take an anti-corporate stance even if they want¬ 

ed to. They’d be fucked." 

Cost, Quality 

and Compromise 
The trend to produce zines has left the underground flooded with 

countless self-made publications: most of them not very good. The Match editor, 

Fred Woodworth, considers this problematic. He says the zine explosion has left us 

with a situation akin to that in which "when everyone speaks, nobody listens."The 

rising popularity in punk has turned people on to an increased amount of commu¬ 

nication, the reason for fanzines in the first place: to cover a lifestyle that was being 

trivialized, or more often ignored, by a clueless mainstream media. (Incidentally, 

this continues today: a recent article in Time magazine quoted none 

other than Combetbus, Mudflap (they called it Mudslap), Die, Evan 

Dando, Die, and other such zines.) The idea that the small-press is 

democracy at its finest, that anyone can partake, is a fair asser¬ 

tion. The problem is a lot of people lack effective communica¬ 

tive skills, much less basic technical know-how on how to effec¬ 

tively reproduce their ideas. 

Doing a zine automatically means people will send you their 

zines. For hours on end I’ve read through ill- 

thought out, poorly constructed, logical¬ 

ly inconsistent, pieces of crap. Despite 

this, I appreciate that everyone can do 

a zine. Expression of one’s self can be a healthy practice in 

self-confidence, and a lot of people can benefit from doing a zine and communicat¬ 

ing with others they wouldn’t ordinarily communicate with. Just knowing that you 

are doing something rather than nothing is good enough for some people. 

But it’s one thing to do and another to sweat. When self-aspiring 

zinesters put pen to paper, or finger to keyboard, I can only imagine how little , 

thought goes into what’s being said. Even if it does, a certain gift for creating is often 

needed in order to make a publication great.The fact is, some publications 

that have been around for awhile are completely dull. Some people 

can pull off doing a zine, some cannot. I wrote this article out of 

frustration, in part because I feel so much of the human existence 

is inundated with performing the meaningless, and also because 

the meaninglessness disseminates and our society becomes a 

glut of mediocrity.To put it simply, with few exceptions, the pub¬ 

lications I respect are small, relatively unknown and often unpop¬ 

ular even within the underground where they 

reside. Part of this is natural, a lot of it is 

economical and I’m sure those two are 

interdependent on how morality plays 

into the equation. But the fact remains, there is so lit¬ 

tle out there that is great, even good. As a result, it makes for cheapened publishing 

standards. 



Jim Goad offers this as to why this is: “I'll never make statements about the 

relative quality (or lack thereof) in ANSWER Me!, but I’d bet my life that I spend 

more time working on an issue than anyone in existence, D.I.Y or not. That isn’t 

because I’m a good person, it’s because I’m an obsessive psycho. It’s also because I'm 

competing against slacker morons, a breed which has flourished under the 'punk' 

enshrinement of unprofessional idiocy. To my mind, the original intent of 

punk was that professionalism wasn’t nearly as important as passion 

an assertion with which I still agree. Somewhere along the line, 

though, punks forgot about the passion and made unprofession¬ 

alism a religion of its own. Lack of talent and commitment are 

now seen as virtues. Americans are a lazy bunch, and I fear that 

all the young’uns out there are even lazier than their forefathers. 

Excellence—of any sort—is viewed with suspicion in America. 

Excellence is uncool, dude.’’ 

As an example Jim says that “the idiots at Blacklist rejected 

the first issue of ANSWER Me! but ordered ten copies of Chocolate 

Impulse, a purposely shitty ‘hoax zine' we produced to dupe all the 

zine boobs. It just proved that if you make it bad enough, the D.I.Y. lemmings will 

gobble it up. Slickness-phobia is the zine community’s brand of reverse racism.” 

Devaluing quality could be partly why there is such a low-cost standard on 

zine pricing. While the spread of information has democratized itself, with most 

mainstream newspapers costing about 50 cents or less so that just about anyone 

can afford them, punk zines seem to follow this trend as well. Information should be 

cheap, a typical punk zine’s price would seem to say. 

HeartattaCk, a newsprint fanzine out of Santa Barbara, is about 50 

pages and costs only 25 cents. They rely on advertising to cover their 

expenses and there is no profit motive involved.Thoroughly enhanced 

in HeartattaCk’s pricing is the notion that all things punk cost noth¬ 

ing or close to it.Thoroughly lost in this idea is sound reasoning. 

First, most punks are middle class and can easily afford 

$2 fanzines, well above what HeartattaCk charges. That alone 

nullifies the argument of zines being inaccessible because of their 

cost. Second, zine-makers who sell their zines for 25 cents will 

have a hard time keeping themselves, let alone their zines, self-sus¬ 

taining without some sort of compromise. Most zinesters work 

jobs. Jobs, chances are, that probably support the very things many 

fanzines criticize, such as working at a fast-food joint owned by the 

same hierarchy that owns Green Day. 

Tom Frank says independent zines should be priced for what they’re worth. 

To complain about prices that are too high is a waste: “This is a simple error that peo¬ 

ple make because there are so many publications that are free or very cheap: daily 

newspapers, ‘alternative’ weeklies, etc. What they don't realize is that these papers are 

'ad-driven,' i.e., subsidized by their advertisers. To say that such an arrangement biases 

what they publish would be an extreme understatement. Most publications in 

America exist mainly to serve advertisers: just go to any'journalism'school 

and you can find that out very quickly.‘Content’ is just there to catch 

the eye and pique the interest, to get you to read the ads. Of course 

they’re free. Just like TV is. That doesn't make it all right." 

Tim Yohannan says having a job for him keeps his reali¬ 

ty shaped in an important way. “I have a regular job, I like going 

to ft, I meet different kinds of people than I would normally 

meet, I have to work with other people... I’m just a lowlife, blue- 

collar worker and I like that. It keeps a lot of things in balance and 

in perspective. It’s totally important to my psychology and stability 

that I have that. Otherwise all I would be dealing with is punk rock¬ 

ers and I would get sucked into this mono-dimensional music scene. 

I think if you get sucked into it, your reality perspective changes a lot. I don’t want 

that to happen to me." 

Tim is also in a position where, theoretically, he could revamp his poli¬ 

cies at Maximum and turn it into a for-profit enterprise. He chooses to keep 

Maximum the way it is, and he chooses to work. Most people don’t have that choice. 

Joseph Gervasi’s outlook on jobs is typical for most people who see 

beyond a nine-to-five existence: They are virtually forced to partake in a process 

that is devoid of any real meaning and benefit to them. Joseph says: “I am 

a writer. That’s one of the few things I can do very well. When I sell 

my soul at a dead-end bullshit job, I know that what I am doing to 

live isn’t me. When I write, I am using my talent. If I could live off 

my talent instead of just scamming writing or computer time at 

my jobs, then I would be living the life I want to live without 

engaging in soul-crushing slave labor. 

“Pnovided I persist to publish creative and challenging work that I 

feel is important then I have not sold out Selling out is 

working like a slave in a job you loathe." 

Jim Goad relates the same sentiment 

“Is it more noble for me to make money 

typesetting business cards and resumes for jerkoff Century 

City lawyers than by publishing a magazine which is very dear to my heart? How so?” 

For some people, the same standards seem to apply to music and fanzine 

production. It’s not a rare occurrence to read in the Maximum Rockroll zine reviews 

section complaints of zine prices being too high and looking “too slick,” similar to how 

CDs are criticized for; well, for being CDs, and for looking and sounding good. 

Arguing against these kinds of aesthetic standards is Alex Coolman, for¬ 

mer editor of the small and virtually unknown Monster Zine. He says: “I 

have yet to find anything politically worthwhile (witness Tim Yo’s 

Maximum Rocknroll agenda) or musically radical in the punk scene. 

Punk rock for me is a never changing parade of people who view 

politics as a choice between fascism and anarchism, and music 

as the thing produced by mixing screams with power chords.” 

Match those screams and chords with a Xerox machine and 

slapped-together graphics and you get the readable medium of 

punk. Alex says, "The true artists (very few of whom are punks) 

really do have to struggle with integrity and 

should give anything to make their art 

the way they think it should be made. 

Even if it means struggling in obscurity until 

death. But having said that I think it also must be admitted that real artists are fre¬ 

quently helped, not hindered, by corporations.The punk view of corporations as evil 

monsters is, like all things punk, incredibly simple. In real life, art and money some¬ 

times go together.” 

Still, Tim explains Maximum Rocknroll’s pricing: “We charge $2 for 

(Maximum). We'd actually like to charge less and could afford to charge less, but the 

problem is that then there would not be enough profit in it... for the distribu¬ 

tors to make it worth their while to distribute. So we actually have to 

keep it at $2 so the distributors and stores can make enough money 

to make it worth their while to order it. 

“People should charge for their zines what they need to 

charge to at least break even or put out enough money to put 

out the next one. If they can’t afford to keep doing ft, they’re 

cutting their own throats." 

Is the answer to charge just enough to keep your product afloat 

and nothing more? That sounds like, as if editors 

should, in the punk world, cower to what 

is true for the mainstneam;that is, living off 

of something other than your talent—in 

this case, writing.Tom Frank presents a harsh reality about writers today. “I 

once read some statistics on how few people make a living writing in America, and they 

were truly disheartening. Now lots of people make a living from the media in some 



form or another, but very, very few of them are actually able to write what they want 

to. It would be wonderful if we could enable a group of people to both write what 

they want and make a living from it. 

"I’m not sure how this could conflict with the D.I.Y. aesthetic, unless you 

were absolutely prostituting yourself, as the vast majority of publications in this 

country do. But to allow people to write about things other than how 

much they love their favorite celebrities, and to also pay them for it, 

would be an astonishing boon. Just ask anyone you know who’s 

tried to make a living as a writer.” 

So are we left with two options, to be broke and ethi¬ 

cally sound, or to be a whore? Many of us are whores in one or 

another anyway so where are the lines drawn? 

Without compromise, small publications are ultimately 

left to fend for themselves. Or they have to find a niche. 

ANSWER Me! is so dramatic and of such quality that even though 

Fine Print and others won’t carry it, Jim predicts he’ll make about 

$11,000 on his latest issue. Marginal publications like The Match 

save face by being self-printed. Being around for a long time and establishing a 

reputation is another key factor to survival. Nobody is going to get rich from D.i.Y. 

publishing, and chances are most won’t ever make a living from it. 

But it is something to consider. 

I don’t call for a revamping of the zine “revolution.” I’m not saying editors 

should charge $6 for fanzines just so they don’t have to hold “real” jobs. If nothing 

else, what has been discussed is asking for an increased awareness about the reali¬ 

ties editors are faced with when doing things for themselves. 

People need to take into account what they are doing and why 

Censorship, for whatever reasons, is always a slap in the face to the 

intellectual process of discussion; and, inherently zines are gener¬ 

ating much of the viable discussion going around these days. To 

alter that because it doesn’t fit with one group’s view only puts 

us back to the days of Milton’s Areopagitica. Distributors need 

to be more aware of their role in handling the small-press. 

Somewhere along the line of trying to do publishers a favor, they 

forgot fundamental aspects to the small-press, basic things like pay¬ 

ing on time, or at all. Distributors also need to carefully rethink their 

moral positions. Convolving one person’s point of view and tag¬ 

ging a group's name all over it is shoddy and careless. Ordering 

1,000 copies of ANSWER Me!, ruining them with bar-code stickers and then send¬ 

ing them back is fucked. Fine Print paying over a year late, despite their “accurate” 

tracking system, is fucked. And so forth. These things, in addition to being just bad 

business, are a slap in the face to D.I.Y. publishers and the D.I.Y process in general. 

A lot more goes into independent publications than most readers could 

ever imagine. If all the editors I heard from spend at least an hour or more a day on 

their publications, aside from their jobs, school and personal lives, that says a 

lot. I’m not sure exactly what. Maybe independent publishing is a lost 

endeavor after all. Much of what's being said in zines has been 

already said, many times over often better. Even still, it is hard to 

gain a wide audience going the D.I.Y. route. 

You could say that struggle is what keeps ideas pure. 

That’s fine. What kind of statement is it, then, when those 

sweating their asses off to create a quality product, to put pas¬ 

sions onto paper, find their work shit on, rejected and ignored, 

not just by the clueless status quo, but by those claiming to pro¬ 

vide outlets for supposedly underground ideas—people who 

should know better? 

Such people jeopardize the independent function by selfish¬ 

ly trying to make it a process for self-selected endeavors, be they economically 

based—whichever brings in the most cash—or morally based—the reaffirmation of 

their own beliefs and the rejection of ones with which they disagree. When this 

process is toyed with in the ways this article illustrated, we cannot depend on each 

other. And if we can’t depend on each other, we can't depend on anybody. 

Postscript 
Just after I began editing this article, Fred Woodworth sent me a let¬ 

ter saying he has yet to receive money owed to him by Fine Print 

despite numerous phone calls and letters. He says Fine Print told 

him they didn't have his correct address even though they sent 

him “junk mail... correctly addressed.” Fred writes:‘This is real¬ 

ly a pathetic situation. Small publishers like ourselves are real¬ 

ly being taken for a ride by these creeps, and I’m damned 

tired of it. I wish we could all get together and exert some 

kind of force on ratty distributor outfits that take our stuff and 

give us runarounds in return. My own 

runaround with Fine Print has even 

more dimensions than I've related, 

with them doing other incredible stuff 

that I’m too tired to relate, and you’re too bored to hear; right now. It all points 

up to the need to perhaps have some kind of small-press organization that could 

as a collective grab these fuckers by the throat and force them to come up with 

timely and fair payments. Alternatively, we need some means to circumvent them 

completely and reach newsstand readers directly (though I'm beginning to think 

that may really be impossible anymore, considering how the distributors have 

sewn up the bookstore/newsstand deal). It's a racket, and we are victims of 

racketeers. We certainly can’t turn to the government for help; not 

only would it not help us, it would probably put the bite on US 

for not conforming to 5,000 regulations; and anyway our cred¬ 

ibility with readers would plunge into the toilet. No, if anything 

is done, it has to be on lines of solidarity: collective refusal to 

deal with ripoff outfits, etc. 

“I don’t mean to imply that I'm resourceless; I’m not. After 

25 years, I have a huge mailing list. But lots of small publish¬ 

ers don’t, and the distributors have 'em by 

the nuts. All I know is, the idea of a 

free small press seems to be getting 

lost in all this.” 

In other news, Jim Goad has informed me that a book¬ 

store in Bellingham, Wash, is facing legal charges for selling ANSWER Me! #4, a 

magazine considered “pornographic” by local authorities. The case garnered so 

much media attention that Jim and Debbie have encountered anonymous 

threats and may face legal hassles of their own. When asked if he was going to 

go after ANSWER Mel's creators, the Bellingham D.A., according to Jim, replied: - 

“No comment.” 

On a positive note, just as this article was being completed I received 

a check for $150 from a much talked about zine. Apparently at 

year’s end they had some money left over and sent it to 150 

fanzines to help them out. This gesture is admirable and 

should be noted. Despite the hardships which independent 

writers, editors and publishers face, these kinds of acts, no 

matter how large or small, are reason enough for us to keep 

doing what we’re doing. In the end maybe only a few people 

will care, but that’s more than enough for 

some of us. 
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RECORDS , 

528 WHITE OAK, ROSELLE, II 60172 ‘l < 

Sidekick Kato will be touring with 
Poonjab and Jerkw ater on the east 
coast through these dates; June 17 
to July 9th, 1995. 
For more info, and/or help, call 
Brian "Mr. Swiftkick" Peterson 
at (312) 384-5813. 
Slapstick will be touring the w est 
coast during the first two weeks of 
July. 
Apocalypse Hoboken will be 
touring the east coast during July 
aswell. Stay tooned for more info. 
Support our bands on tour. Thanks. 
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Ransom Note 
Recordings 

The Complete Social Unrest Studio Recordings includes:- 

Making Room For Youth/Rat In A Maze/SU2000/Before The Fall/Now & Forever 

On 2 Compact Discs $11.90 each. 

This Fall New Studio album produced by Billy Joe of Green Day 
New Red Archives PO Box 210501 San Francisco CA 94121 
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, . VIOLENT SOCIETY ON TOUR JULY 20TH 

STARTING IN NASH,DC,CINCI,COLUMBUS OH CHI 
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PATCHES, PINS, STICKERS, SHIRTS 
PATCH....$1.50 _ 
PIN.$1.50 f)/ 
STICKERS $1.50 FOR THREE 2X5 - 
SHIRTS.. $8.00 2X SIDES WHITE 

ON BtiACK 

PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
USA....$3.50...SURFACE 

• - f6-00- • - AIR. . .SURFACE. .$5.00 
JAPAN..$6.00...AIR...SURFACE..$5.00 
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extent #5 
Shades Apart, 

Deadguy, 

How to Silkscreen, 

photos, articles, 
more. 

extent #4 
Split Lip, Still Life, Dave 

1 Smalley, Tidbit 

V' Fanzine, 

• ■ ^ * FarsideTour 

■' Diary, How 

r-‘* • to make a 

zine, more. 

Former "zine of 

the month" in 

j^tr* MRR. Ef is 40 
pages 

Br newsprint, filled 

with gnarly stuff, 

r You’ve heard about it, 

now find out for yourself. 

$l.50ppd ($3 world) each, 

or $2.50 ($4) for both. 

Wholesale: $.60/$.95 each 

(10 or more) 

EF c/o John LaCroix 

148 Hillside St #2 

Boston, MA 02120 

Tel/Fax 617-566-0385 
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* * Lookout! Records fans: check this shit out NOW! ** 

underhand 
B U R E K A , C A LIFO R N I A 

DESIRE 
BELIEVE IN ME 

Only Have Eyes 

First 500 
on Clear Vinyl 

S3 postpaid 

sorta like mm PAY oh AMPHETAMINES after 
listening to 26 consecutive hours of HUSKER PU records. 

Mutant Mutant Pop Records 
Pop 5010 NW Shasta, Corvallis, OR 97330 

<3 

THE THESfS.- 

7&Vi 

Mutant 
Pop 

WILL BE 

Epitaph 

COLLECT THEM ALL 
■cm THEY rock: 

CHEaP!D^=#3 each 

NIP-01 UNDERHAND 
Rippin’ cool punk from Northern 

California. First 500 on CLEAR, 

MP-02 ROUND 9 
Five tracks of tuneful Oregon ska- 

punk. First 500 on RED. 

MP-03 BORIS!!! 
Rev. N0rb and the Sultans of Goof! 

First 1600 on PURPLE, WHITE, 

ORANGE, YELLOW, GREEN, 

CLEAR. (That’s an average of <300!) 

MP-04 STINK 
Smart SLF-flavored Seattle punk. 

First 500 on BLUE. (June 25) 

MP-05 AUTOMATICS 
A Portland car crash between THE 

QUEERS and THE HI FIVES. 

First 500 on PINK. (July 15) 

‘Definitely our most sub-doofus single to date.” -N0rb 

BORIS the SPRINKLER 
G REE N BAY, WISCONSIN 

Drugs & Masturbation 
(Extended Pacific Northwest 

Hit Novelty Single Version) 
:• BACKED WITH 

Yeah Yeah + Yeah Yeah No 

First 1600 
on Colored Vinyl 

Rev. Norb completely resolves his Pickies envy.* m 

PRESSEP IN SIX COLORS OF VINYL!!! 
(Purple, Orange, Yellow, Green, White, Clear) 

Mutant Mutant Pop Records 
POP 5010 NW Shasta, Corvallis, OR 97330 



VICTORY IS HARDCORE 

■11 iif# in 
: 

VICTORY 

Lookinglasself 
These Buffalo, NY natives are redefining hardcore 
with their original unexplainable sounds. 
VR13: LP/CD/CS 

One Truth 
This SxE hardcore band from LA have taken the 

scene by storm. This is the real thing. 

VR16: LP/CD/CS 

Debut 
The debut from Louisvite's best. An intense 
mixture of hardcore/noise that’s 100% punk. 
VR26:LP/CD/CS 

Mailorder Prices: 
LP/CS: $8.00 • CD: $11.00 

Send Orders to: 

P.O.Box 146546, Chicago, IL 60614 
Send $1.00 for our huge catalog of music, merchandise, band tour info and over 1000 releases from other labels. 

Upcoming summer releases: SNAPCASE ep, DOUGHNUTS MLP, 0.LC. 7” (formerly Meanstreak), 
CAUSE FOR ALARM/WARZONE split 10”, STRIFE ep and Video. 

Phone: (312)666-8661/2 

Fax: (312)666-8665 
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U.S.A. 

LP/CS $7 • CD $10 
DBL7"/MCS $6 • MCD $8 

Canada 
LP/CS $9* CD $11 

DBL 7"/MCS $7 • MCD $9 

Europe 
LP/CD $12 

DBL 7"/MCD $10 

Asia 
LP/CD $12 

DBL 7"/MCD $10 

Stillsuit 
Green Spock Ears 

Dbl. 7”, CD, CS, 

Yuppicide 
Dead Man Walking 

LP, CD, CS 

Bad Trip 
Buzzy 

LP, CD, CS, out in May 

Send a stamp for our mailorder catalog 

with other released e3 merchandise to: 

Wreck-Age • 451 West Broadway, 2N 

’New York, NY 10012 

Long Before You Could 
Buy Punk Rock At Wal-Mart 

MIDDLE CLASS 
A Blueprint For Joy 

1978-1980 

Pioneers of California Hardcore. 
This history lesson captures the 
late '70‘s suburban sound : loud 

fast, and tense. Smart and cynical 
Middle Class stood apart from the 

English punk inspired bands of 
It’s day. Singles,demos, and live 
Very influential. Very neccessary. 

CD VL.T002 
t / o > / 

; I 
i 

Also available from Velvetone 

_r 7 Deadly 5 L_ 

yELVfTONE 
Velvetone Records 
3621 Eagle Rock Blvd. 2nd Floor 
Los Angeles, CA 90065 
phone / fax (213)254-4449 
E - mail i velvetpop@aol.com 
mail order- CD- $11.00 ppd 7”- $3.50 ppd 

velvetone records are distributed by : revolver, get hip. cargo, dutch east, and Caroline 



NOTHING COOL - Debut CD M 
"DON’T TELL ME WHAT TO DO" Ej 

OUT NOW ON CLEARVIEW 
Also Available- Hjg 
THE DREAD 

" CAN'T (JET AW AY" LP 
CD and LP $8.00 ppd (U.S.), $10.00 
(World). Send cash, check (yes we’ll 

take vour fuckin' checks) or money order to- 

CLEARVIEWI 

CLEARVIEW RECORDS 

2157 PUEBLO DR. GARLAND.TX 75040 
Distributed b\ Skull Due eery. Profane Existence. Rot/ and Cargo 

SCREW 32 
UNRESOLVED 

CHILDHOOD 
ISSUES 

14 
LP 

OQT NOW! 
SCREW 32 

UNetsom» o«L&»toc® ras*s 

> , 

f 

AND. 

FULL LENGTH 
CD LP 

a ton of new songs from 
punk rock local heroes, a t,I, 

LOOK FOR THESE 
IN STORES OR 

send us a s.a.s.e. rar a catalog 
WINGNUT RECORDS 
1442A WALNUT ST. SUITE 59 
BERKELEY,CA 94709 
*!®saar 
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■■: Well, I have a Special DlY file in store 
for all yon straight-edgers out there. Yep, it's 
the DIY guide to making jug wine! It’s time to 
lose the edge, because today I’m gonna show 
you how to throw together some simple 
ingredients from yOhr cupboard to make 
wine. It’s fun, it’s easy, and it'll give you a 
great headache the morning after you drink 
it. What'a dlC'*®'■>|f!f^' 

|!!||||:1fe first thing you need to make your 
jug wine is a jug. Otherwise, it wouldn’t be 
called jug wine, wbultj it? So, find a one gal¬ 
lon glass jug spmilllere. I’m talking about 
the kind of jug dial has the little loop for your 
finger. You know, the kind you see in movies 
about hillbillies, except preferably in clear 
bottles. Sometimes you can buy apple cider in 
these jugs, or maybO a local supply store 
might have them available. There might even 
be one hiding out in your parents basement 
somewhere, just waiting to be used. 

Anyway, get yourself a jug and some 
liquid bleach. You’ll want to clean the jug out 
with warm water and the bleach, so that 
there t^on’t be as lhany impurities in your 
wine. If you don’t do this, weird tilings will 

Jgrow in your jug along with the wine, and it 

' will taste horrible course, if it tastes hor- 
jfmlli anyway, you can always blame it. on 

iMftftlies). IfUm gjjgt all of the bleach' j 
.i||ls J|||it ofjthe Jfjg after you are done. 
Bleach in your wine l® exactly tasty or 
good for you either. 

How to make jug WineJ 
by Mark Hanford 

■ ;v The other thing you’re gonna need is a 
large balloon. One that will stretch wide 

enough to fit over the top of the bottle. This will 
be our airlock, and I will discuss its use later. 

Now it’s time to gather the ingredients 
for your wine. The first recipe I’m gonna tell 
you about uses items that are readily avail¬ 
able at any grocery store, or you might1 
already have them laying around your house, j 
This recipe makes some pretty wicked tasting 
stuff, though, but it is palatable when mixed j 
with your favorite citrus soft drink. It sorta 
turns it into a wine cooler. Anyway, we’re 
doing this for fun, regardless of how the final 
product turns out... right? 

So, you’ll need 3 twelve ounce cans of 
grape juice concentrate—the frozen kind you 
buy in the freezer case at the supermarket. It 
can be the cheap stuff. It won’t make much 
difference. You’ll also need 2 cups of regular 
white can sugar (the stuff you use every day 
on your cereal}, and 1 package of baker’s 
yeast, which is usually located on the same 
aisle as the bags of flour in the store. 

Let the frozen grape juice thaw out, 
and pour it in the jug. Toss in the two cups 

of sugar after that, then dump in the yeast 
(make sure that the yeast isn’t lumpy— if it 
is, crush it until the lumps are gone). Then, 
fill the jug up the resl df thfe way with luke¬ 
warm water. Finally, put something over the 
top of the jug and shake it so that everything 
mixes together pretty well 

J 



l||g Now. take the balloon you found earlier 
(if you're lucky, it’ll say something cool on it, so 

fti||;:;;wiieh it expands you'll have a jug with-a 
message), and put it over the top of the jug. 
Don't inflate the balloon at all, just stretch it's 

mouth oyer the mouth of the jug. The balloon 
will act as an airlock to keep oxygen and impu¬ 
rities from getting to the wine, but will allow 
the carbon dioxide which occurs from the fer¬ 
mentation process to expand from the bottle. 

Put the bottle in a warm (70-80 degrees) 
place, and let it be. When the balloon starts io 
expand, you’ll know that the yeast has started 
working and that the fermentation process has 

begun. Check your wine every day, and when 

the balloon seems to be getting pretty full of 
carbon dioxide, gently pull an edge of the 
mouth of the balloon away from the mouth of 
the bottle. This will let the carbon dioxide rush 

■ without letting any oxygen get in, because 
§§| the pressure from the balloon. Don’t deflate 
|ihe- balloon entirely, because then oxygen will 
be able to get into the Wine and ruin it. 
illfl Continue checking your wine. After a 
week or ten days, the balloon should stop 
expanding. That means the fermentation 
process is done, and the wine is ready to drink. 
However, there will be a bunch of yeast caked 
to the inside bottom of the glass jug, so care¬ 
fully pour the wine into another container (a 
clean plastic jug would work), trying not to dis¬ 
turb the yeast deposits. You probably will have 

: half an inch of cloudy wine left in the glass jug 
flgyou pour carefully. Dump this out. It won’t 

fcturt you to drink it, but it won’t taste good 
either. The other option is to siphon your wine, 
using a clean piece of plastic tubing, from one 

jug to the other. Jf you are careful, and don't 
§ti<ek the ttibing in the yeast deposit, you will 
probably come out with a better end result. 
Illlfls Cap your plastic jug and throw it in the 

fridge to cool. That’s all there is to it It’s fun, 
it’s easy, and it’s definitely DIY. Realize, of 
course, that you can buy a jug of cheap wine at 
the store that probably tastes better, but what 

kind of fun is that? 
more involved in your 

wine-making, the best idea would be to visit 
your local brewing store. Here you’ll find vari¬ 
ous extracts for making wine, along with 

champagne yeasts, and corn sugar, all of 

which will yield a better flavor than using ordi¬ 
nary household items. In addition, bakers 

yeast will only ferment the wine to around 14% 
alcohol content, while champagne yeast will 
run around 17 or 18%. 

' If you’d like to try making some more 

challenging and better tasting wines, a good 
source might be found at your local library. 
There have been a bunch of books written 
about home wine making, some of which give 
recipes specifically for making wine in gallon 
glass jugs. One excellent source that I’ve found 
is by H.E. Bravery. It’s called “Successful Wine 
Making at Home." It was written 20 or 30 years 
ago, and gives a number of recipes for making 

wines from different fruits and vegetables! 
If you don’t drink, that’s cool (yeah, for¬ 

get what I said about straight-edgers above) but 
if you do, and want to try a truly interesting DIY 
experiment, then grab a jug, some sugar, yeast, 

and grape juice, and start brewing. 
Mark Hanford (hanford@primenet.com) 



Ask Your Mom, Doc Hopper’s 
long-awaited follow-up to their 
classic debut. CD and LP only. 

Those wacky Canucks 
are at it again on this 
ripping 2-song 7”! 

The Queers team up 
with Sinkhole on this 4 
song 7”, featuring an 
original and a cover 
from each band. 

* I  -I ii Bender Funny Kar CD/CS 
Also available: Bugjuice ;Que Vaf CD/CS 

Doc Hopper Aloha CD/LP/CS 
Sinkhole Donkey 7" 
Sinkhole Groping For Trout CD/CS 
The A.G's Cirkus Berzerkus CD/LP/CS 

CD $9, LP $6, CS $5, 7" $3.50 ppd in US 
Send SASE for catalog 

9 Maplecrest 
Newmarket NH 03857 

(603)659-7516 
fax (603)659-2651 m ■ Records 

TOMORROWS STARS • • • ‘TODAY! 
TIN RIVER JUNCTION 

im Bins jtncuoK 
,! r i 

. .i. ! . 

;; j 
m 'i i. ;■ 

7" - (EDT.OF 500) 
DRUNK IN SAN FRAN' 
b/w "LACKLUSTER" 

SPACE TRASH NOISE That 
Scrambles Your Brain. More 
Expansive Than Two Hits of 

Ecstasy ! Annoys Parents. 

S/T DEBUT 
CD RELEASE 

The Band That Puts EMO In 
BehEMOth. It Packs More 
Punch Than A Six Pack Of 
Jolt Cola. New LP In Fall 

LONG ISLAND NEVER 
Be SOUNDED SO GOOD 

FEATURING : 
Bello Lamb.Contagious Drip 
Mind Over Matter, Scarab 

Science Diet,Tin River Junction 

"Olfactory Hallucination" 
b/w "Hard Day’s Night" 

Pop Songs As Sweet As A 
Gallon Of Coke Syrup. More 
Hooks In Their Songs Than 

In Grandpa's Tacklebox ! 

FREE OFFER I Order TIN RIVER JUNCTION 7" , Get Their "Loon" / "Build" 7" FREE Until OCT. 1995 

FREE OFFER ! Order BUBBLEGUM CRASH! 7", Get Their LOVEBLOOD 7" E.P. FREE Until OCT. 1995 

PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE : 7" - $4.00 - DOUBLE 7" - $6.00 - CD - $10.00 IN U.S. ONLY-OVERSEAS WRITE 

BEHEMOTH SOUND RECORDINGS 
P.O. BOX 874 LINDENHURST,NEW YORK 11757-0874 

E-MAIL US : BeSOUND @ AOL COM 

DISTRIBUTED BY : K , DUTCH EAST , BLACKLIST , COMM 4 



NEW<% 
ON OUR OWN 
WEW LABEL.'// 
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lOCKIE CHUN PROTECTING HIS COPV 

OF USS THUN ME “mMING FUN OF 

THINGS VOU DON'T UNDERSTAND 

Winch thot he got mso from fur 

SiOUT FOR S7ppo 

IsTlLL AVAILABLE: HUPSON "OUT OF CAS" 7" $3ppd 
BINCO MUT 'MEANEST MAN' 7" $3ppd 

FAR OUT REC. COMP \V 17 SO.FLA PANPS $7ppd 



LOS\CN_.kXX7SSO^: — PoWjtW cd 
DEATH/GRIND/H.C. KINGS FROM SANTA FE. ON TOUR WITH NEUROSIS IN JULY! 

LOGICAL NONSENSE 
“soul pollution” cd 

Herky Jerky Hardcore 
from New Brunswick, NJ 

COINMONSTER 
“candybowl” 7-inch 

Heavy Prog./Punk from Pittsburgh, PA 
Full-length CD out in September! 

BAY OF PIGS 7 inch 
Metal Salsa from NYC 
Very Rice and Beans 

PO BOX 20307 
cds: $12 

NEW YORK, NY 
7-inches: $4 

100 
ost-pai 



Record Reviews 

Why has our panel of reviewers become such a mens club?? Eric 
Action (EA),Matt Berland (MB), Darren Cahr (DC), Will Dandy 
(WD),Jon Entropy (JE), Bret Van Horn (BVH), Dave Larson (DL), 
John Zero (JZ), Dan Sinker (DS) 

guage I don’t understand but they seem to be a 
moderately political antifascist type hardcore 
band. But for all I know they could be advocat¬ 
ing fascism because all I saw was the word 
“Faszyzm” a bunch of places, so, you take your 
best guess. They’re pretty descent musically 

but tiy saying their record company’s name 
three times fast.(J.Z.) 

. (Nikt Nic Nie Wie, Zielona 16, 34-400 Nowy Targ) 

American Trust-s/t, tape 

Very cool sounding older punk stuff. 
This is kinda hard to place, but it falls 
somewhere around early 80’s punk. It 

sounds a bit like the Circle Jerks, but 
much more raw and a bit faster, but it has 

an early 80’s spirit to it. The lyrics are pissed 
off and pretty good; overall a good use of cash.(JE) 

(Forrest McCorkle,72l Walker Springs Road apt #1-3 Knoxville,TN 37923) 

100 Watt Halo —s/t, 7” 

Clever enough to come up with catchy punk tunes, smart 
enough to subvert them with weird crap at every turn. 
“Weapons for Kids,” for example, could have been the next 
MTV hit, but these guys go out of their way, to through in 
noise, strange vocal stuff, and a difficult to follow structure, 
making the song interesting enough that you can actually lis¬ 
ten to it more than once without growing bored. They also 
have a song called “New Youth Kool,” which wins some points 
right there. “Spartan Masterplan” sounds like its about to be 
“Waiting Room,” or some other great early Fugazi song, 
though the mediocre production slows up its momentum a 
bit. A very promising single from San Diego, where there are 
allegedly a couple of decent punk bands. (DC) 

Goldenrod Records, #31,3770 Tansy, San Diego. CA 92121 

The 5.6.7.8's-Stereo Sound, CD 

These three girls from Japan do it exactly the way it was meant to 
be done. They do it fast, sloppy and get the job done. Surfy and 
garagey tunes including a couple of classic covers. The 5.6.7.8’s 
do it once again. I even heard they beat up Shonen Knife and 
stole away their boyfriends. Fourteen songs is a bit much for this 
kind of music, they all start to blend together. Most (or maybe all) 
of these tunes are from previous 7 inchers. (EA) 

(Au Go Go Records, GPO Box 542d Melbourne Vic 3001 Australia) 

Aferra-W Naszych magich Twarzach.cassette 

A photo reminiscent of Auschwitz adorns the cover and the 
music isn’t much more uplifting. But it’s got a catchy tune 
and really isn’t that bad at all. I feel dumb cause it’s in a lan- 

Anal Cunt-Greatest HitsVol. I,CD 

What more can be said about Anal Cunt? This is non-stop 
grind/death core that is a shade beyond pissed off. This CD has 
about 669,542 songs on it, with demos, live stuff, hard to find 
7”s, etc.. This shit is so fast and heavy it’s like putting any other 
“grind” bands in a blender set on liquify. I don’t know of any 
human being who could listen to this entire CD at once without 
their head exploding. This is a great CD, but be warned. (JE) 

(Vacuum Records, PO Box 40959 San Francisco, CA 94140) 

Animal Farm-You Cannot Call This Peace, 7" 

A pretty cool release here. Pretty slow noisy punk rock. It’s a 
little sludgy, but nowhere near anything like an AmRep band 
or anything. The singer is pretty sludgy sounding himself. 
This is a decent record, but I must admit I didn’t buy it when 
I saw it in a store, but just got it for review. Average chunky 
hardcore, buy it if you dig it. (WD) 

(Discontent Records; Milwaukee,Wl 53203) 

Apatia-Bog, Honor, Ojczyzna Faszysm(it*s in Polish), tape 

Polish punk rock. This definitely sounds eastern European in 
the metal influence and occasional heavy riffs, but on other 
melodic and lighter parts reminds me of bands such as Acid 
Rain Dance. A good release, and my somewhat ability to speak 
Polish tells me the lyrics are anti-fascist, anti society, etc..(JE) 

(Nikt Nic Nie Wie, Zielona 16 34-400 Nowy Targ Poland) 

Appalachian Death Ride/Geraldine-split 7” 

Both bands are “na na” rockin’ kinda music, if you can 
believe that. But I think “rockin”’ is maybe too complementary 
a word. The Ginks are rockin’, these guys are... failing?(J.Z.) 

(Anyway, 118 E.Patterson, Columbus, C)hio 43202) 



Record Reviews 

Battalion of Saints-Death R’ Us, CD 

One of the greatest punk bands ever have all their releases 
now on one CD. They have reunited, but considering most of 
the old members are dead I question how “authentic” the new 
BOS is, but the two new songs are pretty good. The rest is all 
the tracks from the old BOS releases. You MUST buy this. It’s 
fast screaming old punk, it’s got that old Raw Power feel to it, 
except less metally. The song ‘second coming’ is one of the 
best punk songs ever. Now if I can only see them with Total 
Chaos(coming to a town near you).(JE) 

(TAANG, 700 Pismo Ct. San Diego, CA 92109) 

Beef-Johnny Cash Ep, 7” 

This is tough to compare to anything. Straight up, no lies, 
kinda radio style music. I know the college crowd would like 
this as well as the teenagers. The first side Johnny Cash is 
great “Someday they’ll catch me and take all I own. But I can 
play Johnny Cash while I sink like a stone.” The B-side 
Sanford and Son, is kinda the same, introspective and college 
radio sounding. I wouldn’t say to run out and buy this one 
but at least pick it up and read the lyrics. (EA) 

(Beef, 901 Lancaster St. Albany, NY 12203) 

Blanks ‘77-Chelsea Girls, picture disc 7” 

Blanks continue to kick it with the classic ‘77 style (hence 
their name). A couple of really cool tracks on this that just 
kick butt hard. I don’t know if this is a new thing, but they 
seem to have some melodic bass that I never noticed before. 
Neato, goes great with the silly guitar leads. Ya gotta love 
blanks! (WD) 

(Headache) 

Blood on the Saddle-4 song, 7” 

I can’t believe this is on Kill Rock Stars. Both the cover art 
and the music looks and sounds like nothing they have every 
put out. Congratulations Slim Moon. Hillbilly p-rock. I like 
this kind of stuff. It is silly, fast paced and takes little to 
nothing seriously. There will always be political bands but for 
awhile it was hard to find fun music to listen to in the punk 
rock community, hee haw let’s go, hee haw let’s go. (EA) 

(Kill Rock Stars, 120 NE State #418 Olympia,WA 98501) 

Butthole Surfers-The Hole Truth...and Nothing Butt, CD 

Oh shit yes! The REAL Butthole Surfers before they went 
major and turned into a metal band. One of the weirdest 

bands ever to grace the earth in their 
prime, this includes songs from 

their 1983 demo, older 
live stuff from 85-93, 
and a cool interview. I 
love the old Buttholes, 
but describing their 
“music” is very hard, 

gj-’ Psychedelic punk per- 
f:‘. haps? Get this, it’s a 

classic in strangeness 
and great music.(JE) 

(Trance( Touch and go), PO 
Bo 25520 Chicago, IL 60625) 

Canned Travolta- s/t, 7” 

I hate bad novelty music, so I was absolutly terri¬ 
fied to put this 7” on my record player to write this 

review. Let me explain: Canned Travolta bills themselves as “the 
worlds worst disco punk band” the record is pressed up on pink 
wax, and they have recruted the cowboy from the village people 
to be a “special guest” on the record. Plus, they cover a Brady 
Bunch song. Factor all those things together, and maybe you 
can see why I was so reluctant to listen to this. Perhaps it’s that 
exact reluctance that made be pleasantly surprised when it 
turned out to be pretty good. Granted, it’s still novelty music, 
but it’s GOOD novelty music. (DS) 

(Go Kart Records PO Box 20 Prince Street Station NYC 10012) 

Capitalist Casualties/Ulcer^split 7” 

Okay, so you probably all know who Capitalist Casualties are and 
how they’re really really good and cool grind/hardcore stuff. In 
fact their incredible. Ulcer is worthy of sharing the flipside. They 
are totally cool with screeching fast parts with maniac high- 
pitched, scratchy vocals. Of course they can also get slow and 
sludgy. Be on the look out for them because they’re incredible! 
So, four killer tracks each, what more could you ask for? (WD) 

(Six Weeks; Athena & Jeff; 2262 Knolls Hill Cr.; Santa Rosa, CA 95405) 

Carmine, CS 

They warn against being normal on the inside cover and they 
certainly are not. Um, they’re not bad, but it’s not something 
I could listen to all that often. I like the violin thing, it works. 
The guy’s voice sounds like a Jello Biafra type of thing. The 
guitar is sort of whiny. I wish there’s some way I could 
express this, but I’m sure a lot of people who would be read¬ 
ing this review would love this. It’s experimental New Wave. 
NEW WAVE, that’s the phrase I was thinking of. Right there. 
Violins, horns, poppy feel, yep, that’s it. (MB) 

(610 S. Dubuque St.; Iowa City, IA 52240) 

Cause ‘N* Effect- tape 

Wow, a French punk band? Yeah, it really is. Ranging from 
fast to mid-slow tempos, Cause ‘N’ Effect plays well-per¬ 
formed melodic punk/hardcore. The vocals sound very clean, 
like Snuff or Reason To Believe, and it keeps my interest bet¬ 
ter than most US bands. My only complaint is the recording 
quality, which is muddy at best and mostly jumbled. (BVH) 

(Cargnelli Sandro: Res L’endos Du Manoir, 25 Nue Du Pont Creon, 14000 

Caen, France) 

China White-Addiction, CD 

This is melodic punk rock. It’s pretty fast and has that chuk- 
ka-chukka-chukka type of guitar riffing(I hope you get that). 
They sound quite a bit like Sofa Glue, except maybe a little 
more riff oriented. They even have a few hot licks, scary. 
Worth checking out.(JE) 

(Lethal Records, PO Box 14868 Long Beach, CA 90803) 

Chinchilla, s/t, 7” 

An excellent , slightly abrasive pop band from southern 
California, led by a woman who sounds a bit like the front 
chick for the band that sings the theme to Melrose Place. 
Musically varied, and the kind of thing that stands up to 
repeated listens, “Batman” is very catchy — I’m humming it 
right now. The other song, “Cyberella,” has a name that’s too 
cute by half, but has a cool, early throwing muses thing going 
that works very nicely. Highly recommended. (DC) 

Goldenrod Records, #31,3770 Tansy, San Diego. CA 92121 



Chuck-Bulaville, CD 

Begins with a sample from the 
movie ‘Grumpy Old Men’ but ends 
up being tight melodic hardcore... 
wadaya know, they’re from Long 
Beach. Wow this is the most inno¬ 
vative thing I’ve heard in years. 
The musicianship is astounding. 
Chuck has molded a sound of 
their very own. Wait till the kids 
get a hold of this. By the way. I’m 
lying. Any band that says thank 
you to their ’’chicks” gets a zero 
from me.(J.Z.) 

(Lethal Records, P.O.Box 14868, Long Beach, 
CA 90803-1414) 

Civ-Can’t Wait One Minute More, 7” 

Gorilla Biscuits was one of my 
favorite hardcore bands ever, so 
when I heard that they were basically reformed as Civ I was 
STOKED. This is a good 7”. Not quite the earth shattering, 
mind blowing experience that I was looking for, but not every¬ 
thing can be “Start Today”. The title track is a little on the 
poppy side, but the b-side is pure hardcore through and 
through. I guess these guys are on Atlantic already. Weird. (DL) 

(Revelation Records P.O. Box 5232 Huntington Beach, CA 92615-5232) 

ilittfe 

bands they cover. It’s okay, but it lacks a 
general air of excitement. Total 
grind/crust-core. It’s ok, but it 

I really doesn’t do much for me. I’d 
rather hear what kind of songs 
these guys would write too. (WD) 
(Vacuum Records; PO Box 40959; San 

Francisco, CA 94140) 

g£. Crunch-Ran-core, 7” 

One look at the cover and you 
think, “cheesy poppy punk,” but 

NOOO! This is really cool crusty 
hardcore kinda like Masskontroll if they 

were goofy. Fast, blazing songs that are just 
incredibly fucking cool. Wow, don’t judge a book by 

it’s cover! This shreds! (WD) 
(Crunch do Federico Lisfera;Via Rocciamelone 13; 10090 Villarbasse; 

Torino; ITALIA) 

Curl — Fox, 7” 

Propulsive, dark, chugging, dissonant, syncopated, clanking, gui¬ 
tar heavy, emoish, these guys remind me a bit of Tar, actually. 
Their music has a dull, matte finish to it, like a piece of iron. I like 
this a lot, even if they’re from Scotland. Actually, I should note 
that they sound nothing like any other band from Scotland that 
I’ve ever heard, which is a fairly decent compliment. (DC) 

Class Records, 5 Patterson Terrace, East Kilbride, Glasgow, Scotland, G75 OBA 
Counterfeit Bagel/Roadapple-Split 7” 

Counterfeit Bagel sounds a bit wet behind the ears, almost 
like the songs were written in the studio. Roadapple uses 
their effects processors way too much. (BVH) 

(Spontaneous Leprosy Vinyl Products, P.O. Box 16275, San Francisco, CA 94116) 

Crash and Britany-Kids Love You, LP 

I didn’t think that I would like this much from the look of it, 
‘cause it just screams “Olympia” on the outside. I was pleasant¬ 
ly surprised to find myself seriously grooving on this. I would 
compare them to Rikki Tikki Tavi, but I doubt that most people 
ever heard of them, so instead I’ll just say that’s this is sort of 
an Emo-core band with female vocals and that great quietpret- 
ty/loudfrantic style. A very, very good record. (DL) 

(Monopoly Records P.O. Box 3026 San Diego, CA 92163-1026) 

Deceptacons-Kill Your Family,7” 

I loved watching the transformers when I was little. I’d almost 
forgotten about them. But I remember I always wanted to get 
one of the action figures but my mom would never let me 
because she said the show advocated violence. Finally, one 
Christmas, she breaks down and buys me one, but she bought 
one of those bullshit spin-off replicas that look like a trans¬ 
former but don’t do any of the neat shit that the real ones did. 
Anyhow about this band, they do a spiffy cover of “Pay to Cum” 
by those glorious homophobes, Bad Brains. And in the bottom 
right hand comer of the back cover there’s a neat little drawing 
of Yoda. So aside from being reminded of my childhood toy trau¬ 
mas, it really wasn’t too revolting listening to this record.(J.Z.) 

(jedi Records, 145 Independence Dr., Morrisville, PA 19067) 

The Creamers-all girl kung fu army, CS 

Maybe a female-singing version of Bad Religion. It’s really 
slick for a tape, but I’m just not getting it. I could draw the 
same old comparisons to L7, but I won’t. It’s a bit more 
wanky and metal. (MB) 

(Goofball Music) 

The Creepers-Ten Minutes of Trouble for the Man, T* 

Five months of hearing Dave Hake rave about the Creepers 
sets some pretty high expectations for this release. Glad to 
say, it meets ‘em. It’s a hybrid of rockabilly, punk, noise, and 
a car wreck, it’s gotta good beat, and I can dance to it. Worth 
it for the insert alone. (DS) 

(Cerebellum Records PO Box 40308 St. Paul MN 55104) 

Cripple Bastards-Frammenti Di Vita, 7” 

A cover band? I guess. And not only that, but they just cover 
hardcore bands. Although if no one told me they were covers I 
would honestly not know because I’ve never heard of any of the 

Diesel Queen-Hooked on Moronics, CD 

The Diesel Queens are offensive, stupid, barely tolerable and 
often hilarious. They’re heirs to the poo-rock of the Meatmen 
(though they are not in the same league as Tesco Vee), and 
they share the same purile sense of humor (the song titles 
“Parlez Vous ‘Pou Pou’” and “Assman” sum up everything you 
need to know). When it works, its very funny (their cover of 
Dion’s ‘The Wanderer” comes to mind). When it doesn’t work 
(the sub-Frogs “Man Boy Love” jumps immediately to mind) 
it’s just dumb. If you like this kind of thing, you’ll like this, 
and you know who you are (Come to think of it, you’re proba¬ 
bly on a list somewhere with the FBI). If you don’t like this 
kind of thing, you’ll want to vomit. Which is probably okay 
with them. (DC) 

(Sympathy For The Record Industry, 4901 Virginia St., Long Beach, CA 90805) 

Dillinger Four- Higher Aspirations Tempered and Dismantled, 7” 

After seeing the D4 transform from an OK band to an incredible 
band, I couldn’t wait to slap this disk down & dance around my 



bedroom the minute the record arrived in the mail. When it 
did arrive, I did just that. It’s been about six weeks since I got 
the record, and you know what?? I’m still dancing, just as 
hard & just as happily. This is a fucking awesome release!! 
One of the best this year, I’d say. D4 play a fast, catchy pop- 
punk with a definite hardcore tinge to it. Imagine sticking 
Rancid & Green Day in a blender, hitting puree, and then giv¬ 
ing the drink to Lance from J-Church for an energy burst— 
that’s the sound of the D4. Buy or Die Buddy!! (DS) 

(Cerebellum Records PO Box 40308 St. Paul MN 55104) 

Dirt Merchants- s/t, 5” 

There’s something about a 5” that is so cool, I would be 
happy to have this just because of its size. Almost as an 
added bonus, the music is fucking AWESOME!! One side is 
light & airy sorta poppy, but not too poppy. The other side is 
noisy, loud & obnoxious. Brilliant. (DS) 

(Zero Hour 1600 Broadway Station 701 NYC 10019) 

Dive-s/t, 7” 

Not new school sounding punkish metal hardcore. I would call 
this a pretty solid release by a band that was actually ready to 
put a 7” out, which is a rarity these days. I swear I can hear 
the phlegm in the vocalists throat. Better than most hardcore 
7”s. Bonus points for the “Star Blazers” graphics! (DL) 

(Figure Four 35 Eliab Latham Waye E. Bridgewater, MA 02333) 

Dog Faced Hermans-Bump & Swing, LP 

You know how Maximum Rock & Roll criticizes Alternative 
Tentacles for being too “Arty”? Well, it might be because of 
records like this. I’m out of my league here ‘cause I just don’t 
know what to say about this. Uh, it’s got horns.Female 
vocals.... It’s recorded live. Yeah. The sound quality is awe¬ 
some for a live record, so if you’re a fan then I suppose you 
will love this. (DL) 

(Alternative Tentacles P. O. Box 419092 San Francisco, CA 94141-9092) 

Dub Narcotic Disco Plate- s/t, 7” 

I think this is the name of the band, it’s hard to tell. Anyway, 
I got two 7”s this issue that could fit into the catagory of 
“disco”. Canned Tuna does it better. Dub Narcotic... is just 
kinda boring, hollow & stupid. (DS) 

(K records Box 7154 Olympia WA 98507) 

Edsel- No. 5 Recitative, 7” 

Three points for great packaging!! This release comes in an 
interesting folded sleeve. Packaging is important; always 
remember that. This is kinda slow, kinda loungy, kinda 
twangy, really nice music. It sounds almost like a harder, less 
lush Eggs (and if you don’t know who Eggs is, then you 
should go out right now & buy buy buy). The songs keep you 
interested, with tempo & volume changes. Good job, kids! 

(jade Tree) 

Egghead-Peer Pressure and Satan Demo Tape 

Um, do I really have to review this? The Dead Milkmen at age 
13. (BVH) 

(30-28 34th St., Suite 4G, Astoria, NY 11103) 

Emily XYZ- wordcore volume 8, 7” 

As with every wordcore release, this is interesting. This fea¬ 
tures both Emily XYZ and Myers Bartlett reading in tandem. 
The double voice effect is really facinating, sometimes they 

speak the same 
things at the 
same time, and 
other times the voices 
split & go off on tangents of their own, only to 
come back by the end. What holds this relase 
together is the poems (I’d call ‘em stories) they’re great 
& totally entertaining. (DS) 

(Kill Rock Stars 120 NE State Ave #418 Olympia WA 98501) 

Engine Kid-Angel Wings, CD 

It used to be hard, when listening 
to Engine Kid, to remember that peo¬ 
ple from this band were in such clas¬ 
sic Hardcore bands as Brotherhood, 
Galleon’s Lap, and Resolution. It does¬ 
n’t seem so far fetched anymore. Loud 
and heavy seems to have replaced slow and quiet (Slint- 
like) in the Engine Kid arsenal. Up until this CD I had regard¬ 
ed the ‘Kid as “OK” - now I absolutely love them. Check this 
CD out. (DL) 

(Revelation Records P. O. Box 5232 Huntington Beach, CA 92615-5232) 

Everready-Reinheitsgebot, CD 

This sounds just exactly like a cross between Pinhead 
Gunpowder and Screeching Weasel. I’m a sucker for this kind 
of thing, and this particular CD is very good, but there is an 
awful lot of this sort of thing around these days. Oh well, if you 
like “East Bay” stuff then I’m sure you’ll love this. (DL) 

(Slurr/Liquid Meat P.O. Box 460692 Escondido, CA 92046) 

The Ex-Disturbing Domestic Peace, CD 

Very political lyrics mixed with VERY strange music. The guitar 
has natural distortion and plays really high, and the music is 
mid-tempo. This is of course a re-release of the 1980 LP. This 
band is a classic punk band, so maybe my lame description of 
the music will work(hoping most people have heard them 
before). Get this thing, the lyrics are great.(JE) 

(The Ex, PO Box 635, 1000 AP Amsterdam, Holland) 

Exploding White Mice-We Walk Alone, CD 

We Walk Alone is rock-n-roll. The cover is worth a thousand 
words. It is a fake live shot with each member posing in a 
seventies rock star pose with long hair swaying. Nothing 
ground breaking but ya know those three chords work well. 
The dictators did it, the Ramones did it, and the Exploding 
White Mice are trying to do it. (EA) 

(Au Go Go Records, PO Box 542, Melbourne 3001 .Victoria Australia) 

Fabric-Feel good hit of the year/2 pounds, 7M 

An English band with one very good song (“2 pounds”) and 
one mediocre song (yep, you guessed it, the “feel good hit of 
the year). I guess for how much a ‘45 costs, it isn’t too much 
to ask for two good songs, but hey — this is the 1990s. Kind 
of good sense of melody, just need to get a bit more consis¬ 
tent. Promising though, very promising. (DC) 

(Machination Records, Jeroen, P.O. Box 90,8500 Kortrijk, Belgium) 

Field Day-Friction, CD 

Take Pennywise + Bracket, etc. and slow it down (quite a bit), 
add more chorus vocals, keep it slick, and this is what you 
get. The outstanding thing about this CD is the fact that it 
has this lament-y feel that I really can’t even try to explain 



that makes me want to keep listening unlike about 50% of 
the other type of stuff like this. (MB) 

(Lethal; POB 14868; Long Beach, CA 90803) 

Flying Saucers-What is Wrong with Modern Youth, 7” 

This could be big. Like fellow Buckeyes Brainiac they do the 
Jon Spencer Blues Explosion. Except they don’t quite get it 
right. Two covers Teddy Bear and Wild Wild Women and two 
originals Killbilly and Hodaddy Surf. There is a lot of stuff 
cropping up lately and this is better than most. Recording is 
done the right way, fuzzy and such. If you haven’t listened to 
the earlier JSBX then go get that first. (EA) 

(Burnt Sienna Records, 207 Powhatan Ave, Columbus, OH 43204) 

Funeral Oration-s/t, CD 

They got it right. Right here, they have it. It’s like melodic 
hardcore with more pop influence. Bob your head, bounce 
around with your best girl and dream about days on your 
porch listening to old Bad Religion and Crimpshrine, etc. 
Kay? Yeah, fuck yeah. (MB) 

(Hopeless; !59IOVentura Blvd., I Ith Floor; Encino, CA 91436-2804) 

Fun in the Kitchen, CS 

If a tad bit of new Beastie Boys was mixed with a whole lot of 
very old Beastie Boys and recorded it on a crappy old boom 
box, you’d get this. Yah? (MB) 

(27 Wood Way; Cohasset, MA 02025) 

For Love Not Lisa- s/t, 7” 

This 7” sounds a lot better at 45 than it does at 33. But, either 
way, it’s pretty boring hardcore with a definite Pearl Jam influ¬ 
ence. Is there a reason the name sounds like Gene Loves 
Jesebel? It’s not that bad, but it’s pretty uninspiring. (DS) 

(Theologian Records 200 Pier Ave Ste 2 Hermosa 
Bch CA 90254) 

Fracture, 12” 

Total fucking coolness. Destined for greatness indeed 
Take melodic hardcore and add a bit of three chord 
and slap in a bit of fuzz and DIY and -presto!- 
Fracture. Poppy, fuzzy, great. Indescribably 
neato. Hand painted/silkscreened cover 
and all that. I’m actually singing along to 
“No Way DNA” in the shower these days. 
Got it? (MB) 

(Energy Network; 206 Montgomery Ave.; Oreland, 
PA 19075) 

Free Kitten-Nice Ass, CD 

Well here’s a supergroup: Kim from 
Sonic Youth, Julia Cafrtiz from Pussy 
Galore, Yoshimi from the Boredoms, 
and some guy named Mark who’s from 
some other band, I can’t remember 
which, like, Weezer or something. 
Anyway, they rock severely. They’re 
what I wish Sonic Youth still sounded 
like — amateurish, loud and totally 
obnoxious. Cafritz and Yoshimi are 
obviously a good influence on Kim, who 
was getting downright matronly in recent years. “Rock of 
Ages,” particularly, should be played in every high school in 
America over the public address system. They are totally 
fucking hilarious, completely lo-fi, and very much in the 
Pussy Galore tradition of intentionally bad musicianship put 
great effect. “We’ve got a lighting crew/we’re Kitten and we’re 
better than you!/Big Amps!” What more needs to be said. 
Except, “Like Henry Rollins/I’m a real cream puff’ (DC) 

(Kill Rock Stars, 120 N.E. State Ave., #418, Olympia, WA 98501) 

Freemasonry/Scout- split, LP 

One of the better split full lengths I’ve heard in a while. Both 
bands are really good, playing a shouty-dissonant hardcore, defi¬ 
nite Fugazi influence here, but they both move beyond just cheap 
imitation. Double points for the mim-zme/insert that comes with 
the record. (DS) 

(Lunchbox Records PO Box 55361 Atlanta GA 30308) 

Geraldine-7” 

Fairly bland punkabilly-type stuff, nothing to write home 
about. The Harmonica solo on side 2 is pretty cool—when you 
figure out that it’s a harmonica. (BVH) 

(Flux Records I23A Grosvenorst,Athens,OH 45701) 

Godhead Silo- Elephantitus of 

the Night, LP 

More noisyness & crazyness from the 

terrible twosome known as Godhead 

Silo. If you like 'em, you’ll really like this 

release, as it’s more of the same, if you hate 'em, 

then you’ll still hate 'em ‘cause this is more of the 

same. My only complaint is that I wish it was more of a pro¬ 

gression from the last album, instead of just more of the same. (DS) 

(Kill Rock Stars 120 NE State Ave. No 418 Olympia WA 98501) 

Grappling Buskers-nosleeptoomuchcaffeinerawbastards, CD 

I say his voice is really cool, but Sophy doesn’t like it. It’s, oh 
come on you know, melodic hardcore (all I got this month 
basically). It fits the mold perfectly. It does it well. Hint: some 
of the stuff on these small labels is better than the stuff 
they’re copying. Got it, kids? (MB) 

(interidol; POB 47; Port Washington, NY 11050) 

Grout —What Is Given Back, 7” 

Political punk. Right on observations about the inequalities of 
the American education system, the American political sys¬ 
tem, the problems of the inner city and hypocrisy in general. 
Unfortunately, the music is by the numbers hardcore, with¬ 
out anything to really sink your teeth into. Only “Human 
Through Sharing” does anything interesting musically. Great 
ideas, guys, you just need some work on the songs. (DC) 

GO-AR., Grindelalee 139,20146 Hamburg, Germany 

Hagfish-7” 

Hagfish rocks in a way that reminds me of some of Rocket From 
the Ciypt’s faster stuff, but less riff-oriented. The vocals strive to 
sound like John Reis, but fall a little short at times (which isn’t 
necessarily a bad thing). If you’re looking for a kinder, gentler 
version of RFTC, then Hagfish may be for you. (BVH) 

(BYO Records, P.O. Box 67864, L.A., CA 90067) 

Harriet the Spy- Circle A Indicator, 7” 

Points for great pacaging-a bunch of multi-colored postcard 
type things are thrown in each 7”. This sounds kida like a 
hybrid between Huggy Bear, NOU, and Unwound, so you’ll 
probably like it if you like any of that. Pretty good (DS) 

(no label address) 
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Haynes Boys-M ary haven Family, 7” 

Didn’t he change his name to John Mellencamp? (BVH) 
(P.O. Box 02341, Columbus, OH 43202) 

Robyn Hitchcock-lnt. Pop Underground LV, 7” 

Don’t forget your roots. This is just Robyn and his guitars 
and harmonica. His songwriting is brilliant and his music is 
just what it needs to be: something for the words to wrap 
around. It is nice to see Robyn still has it in 1995. Oh yeah, 
obviously this is folky and stuff but that doesn’t mean it can’t 
be punk now does it. (EA) 

(K Records, PO Box 7154, Olympia, Wash 98507) 

Honeybunch- s/t, 7” 

This is normally the kinda stuff I love, slow, twangy, melodic. 
But for some reason it’s not doing anything for me. (DS) 

(K Records Box 7154 Olympia, WA 98507) 

The Hoodlumz-Skin of the Soul 7” 

Reverb-drenched, mid-tempo, rock-punk that has too many 
cheap guitar solos. Nothing too Earth-shattering here. (BVH) 

(Delirium Records, 1655 N Mountain #104-297, Upland, CA 91784) 

Iceburn-Poetry Of Fire, CD 

If you are familiar with Iceburn then I would say that this 
probably sounds exactly like what you would expect. But, 
since I’m not that familiar with them I can’t be totally sure. 
For those of you who don’t know what they are about I will 
say that Iceburn are probably the ultimate example of “pro¬ 
gressed” hardcore. Their “songs” average out at around 15 
minutes and are some kind of jazz/hardcore fusion. I think 
it’s very cool. (DL) 

(Revelation Records P. O. Box 5232 Huntington Beach, CA 92615-5232) 

In between-...the Way She Moves, CD 

Total 175% DI-fucking-Y. Photocopied insert, etc. It sounds 
like some guys who sort of learned to play and decided to put 
out a CD to celebrate the occasion. One of them really likes 
the Misfits. One of their songs was written and recorded while 
the bassist walked his dog. Yeah? (MB) 

(360 Harvest Ridge Rd.; Stratford, CT 06497) 

Infant Mortality/Violent Society- East Coast Assholes, 7” 

Infant Mortality is drunk old anarchy punk; they sound a lot like 
Public Nuisance or similar bands. The lyrics are about hating 
society, etc..Violent Society are similar sounding but a little 
harsher. They still have a old punk rock feel. This record is pret¬ 
ty catchy and addictive; it’s definitely highly recommended. (JE) 

(PunkRockRecords, 304 Evers StWyckoff NJ 07481) 

In Vain- s/t, 7” 

Judging from the art on this record (skulls & torture scenes), 
I would have expected a chugga-chugga hardcore band 
instead, it’s a pretty cool hardcore band with a good sense of 
melody and hardly a chugga-chug in sight. Refreshing. (DS) 

(Youth Power Records PO Box 3923 Manchester, CT 06045-3923) 

Ipecac/Opposition- split, 7” 

Opposition plays a pretty boring grind/hardcore mix (imagine 
the Lard song Forkboy with a few mosh parts thrown in, and 
not as clever), while Ipecac plays pretty slow, noisy crap with 
a metal feel to it. (DS) 

(Figure Four 35 Eiiab Latham Way E. Bridgewater MA 02333) 

J-Church-The Precession of Simulacra, 10” 

I’m sorry to say, this is the only bad J-Church release to date. 
Now granted, J-Church on a bad day is still 1000 times better 
than most other bands, but it’s still depressing when a band 
of such quality as J-Church puts out a bad album. Much of 
the problem with this album is the production, which is over¬ 
ly tinny, and sounds kinda like it was recorded in a shoe- 
box—the exceptions being the live tracks tacked onto the CD, 
which sound like they were actually recorded in someones 
butt. I’d get other J-Church releases first, if I were you. (DS) 

(Jade Tree 2310 Kennwynn Rd. Wilmington DE 19810) 

Jack Black-Got it ifYou Want it..., CD 

Jack Black is basic 3chordpunkrock with a touch of a feel of 
rockabilly. It’s catchy ion the way that you wanna bounce around 
but still feel genuinely punkrock. But it IS fun for the whole fami¬ 
ly. My sister thought it was the best thing I got this month. (MB) 

(Double Deuce; POB 515; NY, NY 10159-0515) 

Jack Killed Jill-Well, CD 

Revik Delfin has a great voice — full of spite, sort of like jello 
biafra during his early days, with a less of a nasal twang — 
which can carry a band pretty far. They also can write pretty 
damn catchy verses, which carries a band even farther. Solid 
poppy punk, with a tiny bit of an edge to it. I do wish they’d 
write a chorus good enough to deserve their fantastic verses, 
however, and I wish they’d remember that not all songs have to 
begin with a bass line. A band with a lot of promise, so long as 
they don’t indulge the sub-Concrete Blonde crap they throw 
out on “Mirror Mirror” and “Listen.” Repeat after me: Johnnette 
Napolitano is not a role model. All in all, though, a pretty good 
album which implies better albums down the road. (DC) 

(New Red Archives, P.O. Box 210501, San Francisco, CA 94121) 

Jawbreaker-Live at 924 Gilman St. - 8/11/90, 7” 

OOOOOOOH! A Jawbreaker bootleg! WOW! These guys are 
one of my favorite bands ever! The recording is pretty surpris- 
ingly good and I don’t mind it being a bootleg since they’re 
major now. They do some funky things in song of the songs to 
make it entertaining and different than the released versions 
of the songs. There’s even an unreleased song “You’re Right” 
(at least I think it’s unreleased and if it’s not someone please 
tell me where to get it!). Anyway, this is damn cool and if you 
like Jawbreaker this is highly c! (WD) 

($3; PO Box 2192; Bloomington, IN 47402-2192) 

Jon Cougar Concentration Camp/Jon Cougar Punk 

Explosion, 7” 

I don’t know what’s wrong with me but I always 
thought that this was a crust band. Oh well, 
they’re the exact opposite ... Green Day to 
be exact although there are obvious 
Jawbreaker influences. There’s 
some neat-o parts with Jaw- 
esque samples in the back¬ 
ground and a stinky cover of 
a Sprung Monkey song. 
I’m sure they’re a bunch of 
friendly beer drinkin kinda 
guys so it sure wouldn’t hurt 
to pick up their record.(J.Z.) 

(missing records, P.O.Box 710456, 

Santee, CA 92072) 



The Joykiller^s/t, CD 

They’re on Epitath, so you know exactly what to expect. Big 
Guitars, Fast Guitars, Crystal Clear Production, Big 
Choruses, Harmonies. The usual. And, as usual, it’s pretty 
cool. Sort of in a Pennywise vein (as opposed to an Offspring 
vein) though (and don’t take this the wrong way, boys) the 
lyrics suck. But hey, you can barely understand them, so 
who cares? And you’ve got to respect a band that turns the 
line “Seventeen Dead!” into a catch phrase. (DC) 

(Epitaph, 2798 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90026) 

Kuolleet Kukat-Kyynelkaasua!, 7” 

“God Bless You!” Oh sorry, that’s a band name and title, not 
someone sneezing. With the joking aside (and what cool jok¬ 
ing it was! Yeah right!) this is a pretty neat record. Usually 
bands that don’t sing in English annoy me, which I know is 
stupid, but it’s just true, however this is cool because you 
can just hum along (or try and sing to it) because you would¬ 
n’t be able to understand regardless. It’s pretty moderately 
paced hardcore that would remind me of something like Aus- 
Rotten if the recording didn’t make everything sound so 
smooth and sedate. Anyway, cool record! (WD) 

(Tomppra/Fight-Records; Pikkupiiankatu 3 A 10; 33580 TAMPERE; FINLAND) 

Leap Frog Society/Catapult- split 7” 

Leap Frog Society sound a bit like a less crazy FYP. The are 
pretty fast at times, but not quite hardcore. Imagine if FYP 
were serious and you’ve got em. Catapult are lighter and 
more melodic, but still churn out some slower punk rock. 
They are like a lighter and slower version of melodic hardcore. 
A pretty damn good 7”(JE) 

(Bucky Records c/o Boyde Weager, Box 72671 Las Vegas NV 89170 

served with better production — there’s actually enough going 
on to warrant it — but this is just fine. They’re good enough 
at what they do to pull off instrumental stuff, and they do a 
song about Mario Van Peebles. (DC) 

(Airline 61 Records, P.O. Box 1265, Metairie, LA 70004) 

Marcus Noise-From Blood to Bubblegum, CD 

A band that keeps veering dramatically from being interesting 
to being very tiresome, often in the same song. I’m not sure if 
they’re promising or fatally flawed. They’re definitely preten¬ 
tious (the separate lyric book entitled, “Lyrics from Marcus 
Noise’s From Blood to Bubblegum” tells you everything) and 
they clearly think they have more to say than they actually do. 
However, there’s no denying that they come up with some good 
stuff, especially when they occasionally think that they’re in 
Cop Shoot Cop. Kinda punky, weird sampled noises from time 
to time, strange guitar harmonics, loud guitars. When it works 
(like on “Second Hand”) it’s awesome. When it doesn’t 
(“Cranked”) it’s just lame. You might like this, you might not. 
I’ll probably put the good songs on a mix tape. (DC) 

(Angry Seed, P.O. Box, 8838, Minneapolis, MN 55408) 

Chaz Matthews, CS 

A really DIY feeling, really punkrock type of thing. The best 
way to describe this would be to say it was an extra extra 
poppy ‘77 punk type of thing, which is good. The drum 
machine doesn’t even bother me. This is actually pretty 
damned cool. (MB) 

(10 Jamaica Way # 12A; Boston, MA 02130) 

The Meanies-10% Weird, CD 

Melodic hardcore in the vein of a less catchy Lag Wagon. Like 
take that band and add a bit more of classic punk (a la Ramones 
+ Dead Boys) and then you’ve got this band. Notice that they’re 
from Australia, that’ll definitely help you figure this out. (MB) 

(Au Go Go;GPO Box 542; Melbourne Vic 3001 .Australia) 

Mekons-Untitled I and 2, CD 

Only the Mekons would be this dumb. The two songs on this 
disc are polar opposite. The first is slow boring, kinda of like a 
monk’s chant. It made me want to light a bunch of candles and 
talk about how shitty life is. The second song, Untitled #2, is 
an upbeat Elvis sounding tune. It made me want to crush all 
the candles and pull the shades up and rejoice life. (EA) 

(Quaterstick Records, PO Box 25432, Chicago, IL 60625) 

Mengele, CS 

I don’t know what the hell they are talking about or what the 
sample things mean, but this is cool. It’s ska as hell and it 
makes me wanna bounce around my room giggling like a 
small child. I mean, I don’t know my ska, but if it’s all this 
good, I want in. (MB) 

(Nikt Nic Nie Nie; Zielona 16; 34-400 NowyTarg; Poland) 

Meowouch-Ropeburn, Cassette 

Grrrl... This is DIY at its brilliance. TWo girls doing a Bratmobile 
sort of thing, except there is bass. This would have been ground 
breaking about 5 years ago. Today, it is refreshing to see home¬ 
made tapes made with such care and fun. Makes me want to 
smash every CD I can find. The music itself has everything bass, 
guitars, record scratching, etc. The vocals are beautiful and all in 
all, A+. Write these gals and remember to send stamps. (EA) 

(Homemade Tapes, 28 Tarbert Rd.,Willowdale ON, M2M 2Y2 Canada) 

Loudpipes-s/t, tape 

A hardcore punk band from 
Sweden. They have beer, 
spikes, etc.. This is pretty hard¬ 
core punk, but doesn’t quite go 
insane enough to be considered 
crust. It reminds me a bit of a 
bit less heavy and grindy hel- 
lkrusher. Definitely worth look¬ 
ing into.(JE) 
(Loudpipes, do Fredrik Lindgren 

Ringvaen 131 O.G. H6 Gl Stockholm 

Sweden) 

Lump-Sloppy Atrocities, CD 

This is totally different. This is 
a jazzbo, Flavor Channel, 
wacky, funky, incredibly tight, 
random kinda thing. Awesome 
sax work. They sound like 

they’re from Louisiana, which, of 
course, they are. These guys are 
what used to be known as a party 
band, and they’re in the same 
basic categoiy as older Fishbone, 
with the ska influence replaced by 
free jazz, Sun Ra and the kitchen 
sink. These guys would be better 
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Millencolin-Tiny Tunes, CD 

This reminds me a lot of 
the No Fun at All CD 
except for the fact that 
this one also has the 
hint of ska, which is 
cool. This one reminds 
me actually more of 

NOFX than anythihng. 
They don’t have the 

funny lyrics, but other¬ 
wise, it’s NOFX exactly. If you like 

NOFX, yah hey? Pick it up. [heh] (MB) 
(Burning Heart; POB 138,737 21 Fagersta, Sweden) 

Misery-Who's the Fool..., CD 

WOWSERS!!! This is the shit! This is incredi¬ 
ble. Wow. Misery has been out there for a long 

time, and they just keep on rockin’. Kinda crusty 
hardcore punk with cool lyrics and deathy song intro¬ 

ductions. Wow! I liked this so much that one night I 
couldn’t go to sleep (I was rolling in bed) until I heard “Class 
Warfare” one more time. The only thing that could be better is 
the recording, but that’s ok. The CD also has some split LP 
tracks of theirs too. Wow! In-fucking-credible! (WD) 

(Profane Existence; PO Box 8722; Minneapolis, MN 55408) 

The Morning Shakes-Drinky Crow, 7” 

Finally a great 7” comes across my way. These boys do the lo- 
fi thing well, including one Billy Childish cover. They sound a 
lot like the above mentioned icon. Two originals are also 
included in this disc. Just buy it baby, you’ll love it. (EA) 

(PO Box 1186, Old Chelsea Station, NY, NY 10011) 

Moviola — Frantic, 10” 

Indie rock from Ohio, somewhat in the Pavement vein. The 
key to music like this is that the songs are dissimilar from 
each other, weird guitar noise comes out of nowhere, occa¬ 
sionally countrish verses are broken with cacophony, and del¬ 
icate sounds and poetic lyrics float next to sonic youth like 
underground sounds. These guys do all of that, and, in fact, 
do it pretty well. They’re a perfect target for Matador records 
— Gerard Cosloy would drop his shorts for a band like this. 
They’re kind of like a slightly noisier Let’s Active or the flam¬ 
ing lips, or something like that, though more lo-fi; a bit too 
serious from time to time, but only occasionally boring. I like 
'em, though they won’t be changing the world. And who said 
that any band has to do more than that? (DC) 

(Anyway Records, 118 E. Patterson Ave., Columbus, Ohio 43202) 

Mosquito-Cupid’s Fist, CD 

Experimental with blues influence. Sorta pointless and boring. I 
feel like there’s gotta be some purpose to this record besides the 
cool packaging, but it escapes my pedestrian mind. (MB) 

(Konkurrel/TecTones; POB 58198; 1040 HD Amsterdam, Holland) 

Mount Shasta-Who's The Hottie, CD 

Gotta love that noise rock. Heavy shit, with just enough 
structure to keep it interesting. I totally want to see these 
guys live after hearing this throbbing piece of whatever, with 
some guy who obviously thinks he’s David Yow howling over 
everything in drunken glee. At a couple of points, they sound 
a bit like the Birthday Party, though I’m not sure that com¬ 

parison does either side justice. They are very cool, however. I 
know that it says something terrible about my personality, 
but while it may be almost incoherent, I love this stuff. (DC) 

(Skingraft, P.O. Box 257546, Chicago, IL 60625) 

Multi Facet-s/t, 7” 

Wow! Rock ‘em, sock ‘em! This is cool as fuck hardcore in 
kind of a Masskontroll way with a female singer. They also 
remind me a little of Zero Hour (so much that I actually 
checked to see if they had any similar members-nope), but 
not as complex musically. There are dual vocals too which I 
love (especially since the other is a guy...since it adds a cer¬ 
tain variety to it). All in all this is just a damn cool hardcore 
band to keep your eyes out for. I have honestly listened to 
this about five times in a row at the moment and still haven’t 
had enough. This is incredible! Definitely get this now! (WD) 

(Campground Records; PO Box 15072; San Diego, CA 92175) 

My Dad Is Dead-For Richer, For Poorer, CD 

My Dad is Dead (actually, Mark Edwards and some other ran¬ 
dom guys) have been around forever, or at least since 1986, 
when their (his?) debut appeared. Sort of melodic singer- 
songwriter-folkie stuff, with evocative lyrics, flat singing, and 
melodies that are spare but memorable. Humorless but sin¬ 
cere, serious but lightly entertaining. My Dad Is Dead is alter¬ 
native rock’s answer to Paul Simon, with every piece of 
annoying baggage that implies. Though, it should be noted, 
Edwards hasn’t yet come up with anything as epochal as “Me 
and Julio Down By The Schoolyard.” I’m waiting... (DC) 

(Emperor Jones, P.O. Box 49771 .Austin,TX 78765) 

My White Dread Nom/Noody Jackson-split T* 
My White Bread Mom is fast kickin punk with silly lyrics. 
Gosh, nothing much more you can say about them ... they’re 
fun to listen to I guess. Moody Jackson is pretty much the 
same except for their repetitious lyrics and (slightly) Blower 
tempo. Swell swell.(J.Z.) 

(Burnt Sienna Records, 207 Powhatan Ave., Cols, OH 43204) 

New Bad Things-Freewheel, CD 

My sis loves this. That’s because it’s hippy! That’s right, freelovin’, 
tiedye-wearin’, potsmokin’ hippy! I mean, sure it’s pretty neat 
sometimes, but it’s mellowed out slow guitar music like one 
would hear at oh, say, WOODSTOCK, [cough] 90 s, not 60’s! (MB) 

(Candy-Ass; POB 42382; Portland, OR 97242) 

New Bomb Turks-Live ‘93, 45 LP 

I used to kill for these guys. While this is a good live record¬ 
ing and captures there cool feel, I kinda grew out of it a while 
ago. There’s only so long the same three-chords can excite ya. 
But then again, if they still do... grab this and you won’t be 
disappointed. (WD) 

(Anyway Records; 118 E. Patterson; Columbus, OH 43202) 

No@h-SelfTitled, Cassette 

Pop punk. This sounds a lot like a whole bunch of bands you 
already are familiar with J Church plus a half dozen Lookout 
bands. The songs are a little long for may tastes and the 
songs aren’t very tight (A prerequisite for pop punk). This tape 
is good for listening to in the car but can’t keep your atten¬ 
tion by itself. I have hears great things about No@h live, so 
maybe you should check them out first. (EA) 

(Noah, 6615 Chambers Ave., Cleveland, OH 44105) 



No Fun at All-No Straight Angles, CD 

The king of Bad Religion impersonators. Not that that’s bad. 
Hell, they do it a hell of a lot better than (IMHO) Bad Religion 
did. This is really good comparatively. I mean, these guys 
really could fool people in a nationwide taste test of Bad 
Religion vs. NFAA. Really. Catchy, fun, melodic, quick. (MB) 

(Burning Heart; POB 138,737 21 Fagersta, Sweden) 

Oi Polloi-s/t, 7” 

This is a pretty cool record, but half the songs (and the two 
best ones) are on there U.S. release split with Blownapart 
Bastards. It should be noted though that the other songs do 
still kick ass! Oi Polloi is cool as shit simple speedy discharge 
style hardcore that totally rock out! Check this out! (WD) 

(Nikt Nic Nie Wie) 

One Nature-Mutilated Children 2x7” 

This is kind of an older-style emo-core release that reminds 
me of Embrace and other pertinent old D.C. bands. I was 
actually, really surprised by this release. Moody, well-pro¬ 
duced music with a slight tinge of hardcore. Reminds me a 
little of Seattle’s Galleon’s Lap. Great packaging as well. (BVH) 

(Subversive Records 1030 Arnold Ave, Raritan, N.J. 08869) 

heavy. They are damn cool, and have some great riffs and 
lyrics about being vegan, rejecting society, etc.. This is a very 
good release, and is definitely worth buying.(JE) 

(Boisleve, BP 7523 35 075 Rennes cedex 3 France) 

The Pissdrunks-Urine Idiot, CD 

Yes, you too can drink lots of beer, be a complete asshole and 
put out a CD of your very own. All it takes is two weeks of 
beer money and a scantily clad following of 15 year old girls. 
Yes you suck, drink vomit.(J.Z.) 

(Ransom Note, P.O.Box 40164, Bellevue, WA 98015) 

The Pist/Brutally Familiar, split 7” 

This is a really cool record. The Pist are cool sing-a-long hard¬ 
core that always rock out in a major way. However, these songs 
are not up to their usual par. They’re not bad at all or anything, 
they just don’t deliver the full punch that the Pist usually do. 
The Brutally Familiar tracks are what makes this stand out. 
They’re really good and much better than the 7” they put out a 
long time ago. They have become faster and a lot cooler. Pretty 
standard type hardcore with a little crust influence makes it 
damn cool! Good split! (WD) 

(Six Weeks; Athena & Jeff; 2262 Knolls Hill Cr.; Santa Rosa, CA 95405) 

Organized Crime-Tales From the Crime 7” 

Melodic, fast-paced hardcore. Like old Mystic Records, So 
Cal punk stuff. A future Bad Religion. Decipher that for 
yourself. (BVH) 

(Delirium Records, 1655 N Mountain 104-297, Upland, CA 91784) 

Overlap-Feeling Happy 7” 

Happy, fast, catchy, pop-punk. This 7” 
opens up with a dose of punkish-ska, then 
quickly kicks into a complete Screeching 
Weasel assault. Not bad for fans of men¬ 
tioned influence. (BVH) 

(Insta-Noise Records, P.O. Box 894 Huntington Beach, CA 
92648-0894) 

Pansy Division with Calvin Johnson,7” 

This record really didn’t excite me very much 
although I really tried to like it. It wasn’t very 
catchy and didn’t make me want to listen to it 
again. The folky style that they use sometimes 
works real well but this time just didn’t sound 
very interesting to me. But, if you’re a big pansy 
Division fan I’m sure you’ll like it.(J.Z.) 

(K, P.O.Box 7154, Olympia, Wash. 98507) 

Penis Fly Trap-7” 

So what can I say about a band with a name 
like this? Uh, your basic, melodic, kind of punk 
stuff that has a little more mood and melody 
than most of this stuff, even with a corny 
sense of humor at times. I guess it’s better than 
I expected. (BVH) 

(Woof! P.O. Box I l59,Allston, Mass. 02134) 

Personal Choice/Rawness-split CD 

Rawness is simple French hardcore, somewhat reminiscent of 
Human Alert without the humor. Fast, and somewhat moshy; 
they are pretty good. Personal Choice is Brazilian straight¬ 
edge hardcore, but concentrates more on speed than being 

Puggle-YouVe Not Invited 7” 

Wow, this is cool. Yeah, like one of the winners of this issue’s 
batch of 7”s. All of the songs fit into a power-pop, punkish 

mold. Totally smooth and catchy vocals over 
endless musical hooks. This just fucking rocks, 
and if that won’t make you go buy it, then you 
can just sit there and wait until these guys go 
and get really popular and then you can sit 
there feeling all cool because you just started to 
like them, while little high school cheerleaders 
run around with full-color Puggle shirts on, say¬ 
ing, “Oh I just love Puggle, when I get really mad 
that’s what I listen to.” So save yourself a little 
embarrassment and get this now. (BVH) 
(Puggle/Less Off: 57 Baldwin St., Bloomfield, NJ 07003) 

Pure Dog- Flowers, 7” 

I really like it when a band can just stick two fin¬ 
gers up at the punk gestapo & play beautiful, 

haunting, melodic music. Pure Dog does this to a T. 
This isn’t exactly acoustic punk, but it definitly comes 

close. Two of the three tracks are slow & melodic & lushly pro¬ 
duced, one with a full band, the other just accoustic. The third 
track is a rock song & seems out of place. Get it for the other 
two & go to the bathroom during the other track. (DS) 

(no label address) 

Rear Admiral-Chin Music, 7” 

Rok (with an umlaut over the o) vocals, gruff and beaten. 
Johnny Thunders style guitar work, this is definitely welcome 
in the nineteen nineties. Sometimes this reminds me too 
much of Big Chief so I wouldn’t probably listen to it again, 
but that is just me. If you like AC/DC than you should you 
drive right to New Jersey and check out this band. (EA) 

(Ahoy! Records, PO Box 277, Maple Shade, NJ 08052) 

The Rehabs-7” 

I really thought this one was gonna suck. I guess cheesy 
tough-guy cover-art and band-member names like “Nick 



Enthusiastic,” “Dave Dropout” and “Billy Fanatic” had some¬ 
thing to do with it. However I got a dose of Misfits-inspired, 
rock-and-roll-a-billy, punk rock. Totally catchy with vocals 
that would make Glenn Danzig and Elvis proud. (BVH) 

Oust Add Water Records, RO. Box 16328 Spartanburg, SC 29316) 

Red Number Nine-Mary,7” 

The first thing out of my mouth when I opened this record was 
‘right on’. And it is. Just a bunch of girls (NOT riot grrls) play¬ 
ing some rockin punk with a fuck you attitude. The music isn’t 
amazing or anything, but it’ll better than a lot of the crap I’ve 
been hearing lately and they definitely have a lot of heart. If 
you see this around, it’s a good record to pick up.(J.Z.) 

(Farmhouse, 448 Madison Dr„ San Jose, CA 95123) 

Resist-Endless Resistance, CD 

Ok, this has been out for a while, but is really hard to find in 
the states. This is Resist’s first album and a whole bunch of 
other released tracks that fill up the whole CD (43 songs). If 
you don’t know who Resist are find out now! This is what 
hardcore is about. Tight, raging songs about how the U.S. 
sucks. It rules! (WD) 

(Nikt Nic Nie Wie, Zielon 16, 34©400 Nowytarg, Poland) 

Revolucion X- 7” 

Mexican music by bands supporting the Zapatista cause. The 
intro is a really strange/doomy sounding reading of the 
Zapatista declaration of war on Mexico. The songs are all 
VERY good and range from sing along older punk to hard¬ 
core. This is a great record that you must buy, and they 
money goes to a great cause. Viva Zapatista!(JE) 

(Angrr, BP 347,75232 Paris Cedex 05 France),(New Wave Rees, do APMC BP 6 

75462 Paris Cedex 10 France),(Toxik Grafity do Sabate 145 Rue Amelot 75011 

Paris France) 

Rex-Self Titled, CD 

If you like slow boring music you will like this. Acid trips to 
fall asleep to. Codeinesque. (EA) 

(Southern Records, PO Box 25529, Chicago, IL 60625) 

The Rickets-Destroy Olympia, 7” 

The Rickets on K? WEIRD! Anyway, this is really cool drunk 
punk ‘77 style punk. Ya know bop your head and chill with 
your friends. It’s really quite cool. Not to mention the fact that 
the band members are called Diarrhea, Phlegm, Hemorrhoid, 
and Scabie who write songs like “I watch T.V.” and “I hate my 
job.” I think you get the point. Cool, cool, cool! (WD) 

(K; Box 7154; Olympia, WA 98507) 

Round Nine-7” 

For such a young band, Round Nine manages to kick a sub¬ 
stantial amount of ass. Not that young bands can’t kick ass, 
but Round Nine manages to kick ass in a way that older 
bands usually take years to perfect. Quickly on their collec¬ 
tive way to becoming a huge pop-punk success, Round Nine 
melds together the sing-along vocals of Fifteen and 
Crimpshrine and slaps them all together with the ska-ful 
mastery of OPIV. So don’t wait for the album, don’t wait for 
them to tour, just buy this thing now and quit whining. (BVH) 

($3 PPD to Mutant Pop Records: 5010 NW Shasta Ave, Corvallis, OR 97330) 

Sabot-Vice Versa, Cassette 

Holy crap, this sucks. Sounds like bad Primus outakes that 
could sell a million to the frat kids down the road. Do you like 
vocals, forgot about them on this release. This is a two piece 
from Poland and I imagine it is genius over there. Maybe I am 
jaded because I had a roommate that played Primus 
everynight, yuck. Seriously, if you like that slap bass and 
drums thing, try your luck on an overseas adventure. 
Remember the Pepto though. (EA) 

(Nikt Nic Nie Wie, Zielon 16, 34©400 Nowytarg, Poland) 

Satanic Surfers-Keep Out, CD 

Wow, a Swedish skate-punk band. The music is well-performed 
fast-paced punk, ala NOFX, complete with metal guitar riffs 
and a couple of wanky solos. The vocals are way less snotty 
than NOFX, kind of like NY’s Sleeper, but less polished. 
Overall, it’s not too annoying, but then again there’s song titles 
like “Don’t Skate on My Ramp” and “Dickweed.” (BVH) 

(Burning Heart Records, Kolsvagatan 4,731 33 Koping, Sweden) 

School Box-Dexterously Impaired, tape 

Catchy, upbeat pop-punk stuff with lots of hooks. I especially 
like the cool sing alongs and stops. This takes it for the tapes 
I got this time, best recording quality and overall sound. 
Where’s the vinyl? (BVH) 

($3 PPD from Grade A Tapes/Distro 714 Humboldt, Santa Rosa, CA 95404) 

Scratch-s/t, CD 

Chorusy vocals and a buzzsaw guitar. Sort of like a cross 
between Sabbath and Bad Religion? Something that bar 
punks might go nuts over. It’s not especially new sounding, 
but it sorta works. Except for parts of songs here and 
there. (MB) 

(Ridgemont; POB 879;Allston, MA 

02134) 

Scratch- s/t, 7” 

Ugh. This is horrid. This sounds 
like Cheap Trick, only harder & much much much much 
much much worse. (DS) 

(Ridgemont Recordings PO Box 879 Allston MA 02134) 

Screwz-Self Titled, Cassette 

How these folks decided to send their tape to 
Punk Planet is beyond me. To be safe I let three 
others listen to this. It was decided that 
sometime in the disco era this would have been 
all over the radio. Tracks on this tape try to 
sound like everything from bad REO Speedwagon 
to Stevie Wonder. Forget it. (EA) 

(PO Box 449, Caldwell, NJ 07006-0449) 

Seam-Are You Driving Me Crazy, CD 

Seam will never be a Touch and Go band to me, but 
that is another story. Slow and melodic they are possibly the 
best band next to Slint to fall asleep to. I mean that in the 
best possible way, really. Are You Driving Me Crazy has ten 
tunes to take you to Lala land. Most of the songs clock in 
around 5 or 6 minutes, which are rather long songs. Either 
way another fine effort from these boys. (EA) 

(Touch and Go) 



Shiner-Splay, CD 

Sounds kind of like Shellac with a real singer. Or maybe Don 
Caballero with a singer, period. They have this intricate guitar 
thing going, with lots of zooming around, weird time things, 
and genuinely neat lyrics (“Keith played Jesus in the 
play/Method acted all the way/pretty soon he felt our pain — 
for our gain”). A very good album, that could have only been 
improved if Bob Weston, the engineer (yes, of Shellac) didn’t 
make the production on every song sound identical. However, 
that’s nit picking. An excellent slap of aluminum. (DC) 

(Southern Records, 3900 N. Claremont, 3rd Floor, Chicago, IL 60618) 

The Showcase Showdown-All the 

Presidents Heads 7” 

So this is one of those bands that 
has like three 7”s out, and nobody 
has heard of them before. This is 
total early/mid ‘80s, fast punk 
rock which sounds like a younger 
Dead Kennedys with John Lydon 

on vocals. One of the songs even 
has some good “oi”s to boot. (BVH) 

(23 Pomeroy St,Allston, MA 02134) 

Sixteen Deluxe-Backfeedmagnetbabe, CD 

Any band that covers “Here Come The Warm 
Jets” By Brian Eno immediately gets off to a good 

start with me, and Sixteendeluxe wins my vote right 
away by doing just that as their first song. They also 

thank Cheap Trick, Abba and Blondie on the jacket, so 
you know where they’re coming from. Or do you? 

Actually, they sound more like the early Veldt crossed with 
some random psychedelic band, which isn’t a bad thing 

either. In fact, they’re pretty entertaining, in a goofy, 
overly serious way (and you have to laugh when a 

band calls a song “idea” with a straight face and 
then the lead singer sings out of a megaphone). 
Oh, and did I mention that the lead singer sings 

out of a megaphone? They also cover “Kangaroo” 
by Big Star. Hey, you’re only as good as your influ¬ 

ences, right? (DC) 
(Trance Syndicate,P.O Box 49771,AustinTX 78765) 

SKTC/Schizaa-split CD 

This record is long(almost an hour and a half) and looks like 
it look a lot of effort between the two bands. They’re both 
hardcore type bands but I kind of liked the Schizma half a lit¬ 
tle better. They have one pretty decent- song called “Memento 
Mori’/ Actually, I didn’t find this release really groundbreak¬ 
ing or anything, it just seems like both bands worked hard 
and there’s a lot of heart behind this record.(J.Z.) 

(Nikt Nic Nie Wie, for address see Affera review) 

Elliot Smith- s/t, 7” 

I saw Elliot Smith open for Maiy Lou Lord in Chicago not long 
ago. The people standing next to me were having a very loud con¬ 
versation about what kinds of beers were their favorite, so I could 
barely hear Elliot’s scratchy voice floating out of the speakers. 
This is an accoustic 7”, just Elliot & his guitar. His voice is really 
something, it’s scratchy & airy, & his guitar playing is mostly just 
synchopated chord strumming. The lyrics are really wonderful, 
very personal introspective diatribes. Bravo! (DS) 

(Kill Rock Stars 120 NE State Ave #418 Olympia,WA 98501) 

Sofa Glue-Smile, CD 

This is kinda hard to describe. It’s pretty much hardcore 
punk, but a little more melodic and “happy?” to be labeled 
that. It somewhat reminds me of Holeshot. Most of the lyrics 
are political, and as the CD goes on it get a little faster and 
heavier, so it is hardcore punk. A good CD; buy it.(JE) 

(Ransom Note Recordings, PO box 40164 Bellevue, WA 98105) 

Stone Deep-Gangs in the Government, 7” 

A VERY interesting record. The title track sorta’ sounds like that 
Biohazzard/ONYX stuff, mixing rock and rap and politics. The flip- 
side is a much mellower tune about stopping the violence. There is 
no reason why this couldn’t be on MTV right now. (DL) 

(Secession Recordings P.O.Box l20l33Acklen Station Nashville,TN 37212) 

Strapping Young Lad-Heavy as a Really Heavy Thing, CD 

SYL is industrial that is really strange. They have guitars and 
stuff, but aren’t nearly as heavy as Ministry or LARD (my 
favorite 2 bands of the genre). I think they are trying too hard 
to be scary or something. This definitely is industrial thrash, 
and sometimes does become EXTREMELY heavy and fast, 
almost like grindcore with samples. A mixed bag, but if you’re 
a fan of industrial thrash and already have all the 
LARD/Ministry/Pailhead stuff, buy this.(JE) 

(Century Media, 1453-A 14th St. #324 Santa Monica, CA 90404) 

Sublime-Robbin’ the Hood/40oz. to Freedom, CD 

Maybe ska + rap + punk. I’m having a really hard time with 
this one. I think it has soul, but I really couldn’t tell you, 
because I most certainly don’t. (MB) 

(Skunk; 203 Argonne #202; Long Beach, CA 90803) 

Sviat Czarownic-s/t,CD 

Begins with crazy flutes and drums but goes downhill from 
there. Not that they’re bad or anything, but it’s nothing differ¬ 
ent. Honestly, I can’t distinguish them from any of the other 
bands on this label. Sorry, I’m just not very into this kind of 
music, but they did a Bolid job on the production and must 
have worked hard so bravo, keep it up.(J.Z.) 

(Nikt Nic Nie Wie, for address see Affera review) 

Swingin Utters/Slip-split 7” 

An interesting letter accompanied this release. It was from the 
record company, and they just wanted to explain to me how 
fucking punk rock their album was and how much they sound 
like all these punk as fuck 70’s and 80’s bands. Shit, why can’t 
you just let the music stand for itself. The back cover is also 
adorned with a punk rock photo of the two bands with eggs in 
their hair and spiked leather jackets. Whup-dee-dee, big fuckin 
deal. The record stinks of old school egotism. But aside from all 
that crap the music isn’t too bad. The Swingin Utters don’t 
sound punk at all, which is good in this case. Their music is 
very melodic east bay type shit, but Slip is annoying in your 
face drunk punk. What fun.(J.Z.) 

(L.S.D. Records, 1595 Lafayette St., Santa Clara, CA 95050) 

Team Dresch- Personal Best, LP 

Hands down one of the best releases of the year. If you don’t 
already own this, you should order it right now!! I loved Team 
Dresch’s 7” and expected more of the same, slow, melodic 
songs. I couldn’t have been more surprised. This is fucking 
incredible hardcore! Musically, this sounds a lot like the last 
Endpoint LP (at least the good songs off that release), but 



Jody, the singer for Team Dresch really makes the band work. 
Her voice is just incredibly expressive, shouting, singing, crack¬ 
ing. I could go on and on and on about this release, but I’ve 
run out of space. Now you run out & order it. (DS) 

(Candy-Ass Records PO Box 42387-97242) 

Thirsty-Drinking Myself Sober, tape 

Old school punk rock. This is pretty catchy, but not really 
melodic. Sing-a-long drunk punk that is in the same vein as 
Public Nuisance. The lyrics are pretty much fun and don’t deal 
with serious issues(One song is called Pop Tarts). They are 
more poppy at times; some songs sound almost like Parasites. 
This is a mixed bag, but I think it’s worth looking into.(JE) 

(Thirsty, 40 Heather Ct. Berkeley Hts NJ 07922) 

Tilt-‘til it Kills, CD 

This Tilt is nothing like the last Tilt LP which I liked a lot. 
This one also kicks some major booty, but in a much different 
way. The main difference that I notice is that last time the 
music (and guitar parts especially) was much more innova¬ 
tive. Now they seem to be pretty standard catchy, hooky, 
poppy punk. Nothing wrong with that, it still rocks, but it’s 
not the same old Tilt we knew and loved. (WD) 

(Fat Wreck Chords; PO Box 460144; San Francisco, CA 94146) 

Total Chaos-Patriotic Shock, CD 

This is a real toughy. First, the music is really really good. 
Standard, simple hardcore in the vein of The Pist, Resist and 
the like. Second, the lyrics are the dumbest shit I’ve ever read. 
“Punk we’re in it for life, Punk will no die, we’re in it for life, bet 
you we’ll fight.’’ That is a direct quote, they have no grammar 
or intelligence (at least in the lyric department). If you just want 
to turn it up loud and enjoy the great music this is damn good, 
if you want enlightenment... look elsewhere. (WD) 

(Epitaph) 

‘77 in style and pretty damn cool. I’m not sure how many 
people want to buy a whole 7” for just one song, but that’s 
what you do if you get this. Pretty cool. (WD) 

(New Red Archives; Po Box 210501; San Francisco, CA 94121) 

Ulica-s\t,cassette 

Very haunting cover, but they sound the same as every other 
god damned band I’ve reviewed off this label But I guess if 
somebody from their scene were to review bands from mine, 
they’d say the same thing so, I don’t know, don’t listen to me. 
I’m a nothing nobody who has nothing better to do than trash 
on other people’s music. So let’s do something more construc¬ 
tive with this space than criticize people’s music. Mind if I 
write some poetry? Nevermind, that’s a dumb idea.(J.Z.) 

(Nikt Nic NieWie, for address see Afferra review) 

Unwound-negated/said serial, 7” 

These guys make me think of a slightly more rhythmic Slint, the 
same veering from understatement to noise. A cool single from a 
great band, their songs skittering along uncomfortably until they 
erupt from time to time. Angular music for angular times. I don’t 
know what that last sentence means, but it seems appropriate. (DC) 

(Troubleman Unlimited, 16 Willow St. Bayonne, NJ 07002) 

Void Section-Growing Pains, 7” 

Okay, so I’m back in high school in the mid-’80s, and my 
friends have this punk band and they all have mohawks and 
play really fast, and they’re so cool to slam to. Well, it was 
cool back then... (BVH) 

(Mario Van Den Bergh Loostenstraat 42,2000 Antwerp, Belgium) 

Vomitose-Don’t Say We Didn’t Warn You tape 

Fucking demented, G.G. Allin-worshipping-butt-rock. This 
sucks. (BVH) 

(P.O. Box 9561 .Wyoming, Ml 49509-0569) 

Travis Cut-Had a Gun, 7” 

Good bouncy, happy, pop punk band here. Imagine a cross 
between the Parasites and Jawbreaker perhaps and that will 
give you a good idea. Great to sing along to in the car, in fact 
you can’t help it. There’s little that one can say about bands 
that sound like this when they’re really good, because it’s the 
same thing you say about them when they’re really bad too. 
So, whatever secret words should be used to say such a band 
kicks ass should be inserted here_. (WD) 

(Incoming; 2, the hides; harlow; essex; CM20 3QL) 

Trial-5 song cassette 

Trial were a political hardcore band from Seattle which held a 
lot of promise. Unfortunately, they broke up before much of 
their potential could be realized. What they left behind 
were these 5 songs. The sound is a mix of old and new 
school style hardcore. It won’t disappoint. (DL) 

($3.00 P.P. to: 427 11 th Ave. E. Seattle, WA 98102) 

UK Subs-Betrayal, 7” 

Hmmmm. I expected a lot. I actually'had really 
high hopes. The first side however sucks the big 
one. It’s a horrible attempt at a punk ballad and 
should only be listened to as a “don’t do this” 
type thing. The second side however kicks booty! 
It’s a pretty rockin’ track that has a certain swing¬ 
ing feel to it while at the same time is really pretty 

Wanderting Lucy- s/t, 7” 

Amazing. This is absolutly great. Who woulda thought?? 
Minimalist Surf Rock. FUCK YEAH!! All this is a slowed down 
surf lead guitar playing over a slight drum machine beat. It’s real¬ 
ly haunting & beautiful. You always imagine surf rock to be fun & 
upbeat, but the instramentation on this record makes it feel really 

■dark & haunting. When the voice 
■comes in—floating over the stark 
■musical background—it’s enough 
I to give you shivers. (DS) 
I (R-2404 Guelph st Vancouver BCV5T 3P3) 

The Waydowns-lnt. Pop 

Underground LIV, 7” 

Artsy, artsy, art-core. I am definite¬ 
ly the wrong person to review this, 

but here goes my two cents. I can 
see how the kids like this stuff. It is 

| strange, odd and has no pattern in the 
music. The vocals are distorted and 

there are a lot of cymbals in the music. I 
like this 7” a lot reminds me of a cross 

between old Sonic youth and Unwound. 
Since I like it, the noise fans probably 

wouldn’t. Not a bad effort from K Records 
(the label of a zillion releases). (EA) 

(K Records, PO Box 7154, Olympia,Wash 98507) 



Wlochaty-s/t, LP 

Another Polish punk band that kicks major ass! I’m pretty 
sure the name means mohawk, and they have songs dealing 
with racism, individualism, making an impact on society, etc. 
This reminds me a LOT of Crass or older Conflict, it’s hard- 
corish with saxophones and very good political/anarchist 
lyrics. I like this band a LOT, and they do have a distinct 
sound but yet are comparable to two of the best bands ever. 
All I can say is get this however you can.(JE). 

(Nikt Nic Nie Wie, Zielona 16 34-400 NowyTarg Poland) 

V/A-Donut Friends, 12” 

Pretty much a mixmatch of garage-y stuff and poppy stuff and 
dirge-y stuff. Some of the songs were really good, and others 
weren’t so hot. So-so. Maybe if you like all the bands. RED 
AUNTS, KILL CITY BABIES, VELOCIPEDE, POLYESTROGEN, 
GRAIN, SHALE, COLLETE, STEWFACE, KILL THE HIPPIES, 
ARMSTRONG’S SECRET NINE, THE DECONSTRUCTION, HAR¬ 
RIET THE SPY, THE MAN I FELL IN LOVE WITH, MOTE, 
SCHISTFIELD, LIGOD, and VARNISH. (MB) 

(Donut Friends; 1030 Jessie Ave.; Kent, OH 44240) 

Wlochaty-s/t, 7” 

Oh boy! Another record by these great Polish punkers. One 
song is off the LP, butthe other three are not and right up to 
par with the other stuff. Distinct anarcho-peace punk sound, 
and the lyrics are very intelligent (thanks to Margaret for help¬ 
ing me with my Polish). I think I’m going to try and 
distribute this band. (JE) 

(Wlochaty, ul. Bat.,Chlopskich 48/8 70-764 Szczecin 18 

Poland) 

Young Fresh Fellows-Benzedrine Beat, 7” 

The YFF seem to never die. This seven 
inch adds to their already large collection 
of records. Problem is that this one hap¬ 
pens to be warped, badly. I tried to listen 
to it in parts but I can tell you that it 
sounds just as good as everything else 
they have done in the past. High energy, 
pure punk rock-n-roll. I always link them 
to Stooges fans. Four songs form a fine 
label-form Australia. (EA) 

(Augogo: GPO Box 542d Melbourne 3001 Victoria 

Australia) 

V/A-13 Soda Punks, CD 

A while back I was considering doing a 
CD comp, on my label, but somehow 
I’m no longer convinced that the world 
needs another one right now. Not that 
this is a bad CD, ‘cause it’s not - it’s a 
bunch of very, very good pop-punk and 
garage rock bands. Among those on 
this CD are Sicko, The Mr. T 
Experience, The Fastbacks, and Cub. (DL) 

(Top Drawer Records 1912 Franklin Ave. E. Seattle, WA 98102-3613) 

V/A-Cheap Shots, CD 

This is a comp, of various Burning Heart bands that you 
grown to love. You know the sound. I’d guess. This stuff 
ranges from stop/start HC to Bad Religion, with variations on 
the theme. It’s good. I enjoyed it, and I WILL listen to it again. 
It’s a great intro to this label if you don’t have anything on it, 
and even if you do. (MB) 

(Burning Heart; POB 138,737 21 Fagersta, Sweden) 

V/A-Die Soon, Cassette 

What do you know, another comp, to review. This is a sam¬ 
pler for Blackout! and Engine records. The bands are The 
Goops, Outcrowd, Sheer Terror, Buzz Hungry, Sweet Diesel, 
Deadguy, Alloy, and Rest In Pieces. A good way to find out 
what these labels are all about. (DL) 

(P.O.Box 1575 NYC, NY 10009) 

Various Artists —The Eastern Pennsylvania Secession Movement, 

LP 

Two bands, Ox and the Dealers, split an LP, available for 5 
buck by mail. Is it worth the cash? Ox are a relatively aggres¬ 
sive HC band with great (and often hilarious) lyrics that read 

like they were taken straight out of an early Camper 
Van Beethoven album. Musically, they aren’t quite up 
to the level of the lyrics, but they’re still pretty good, 
and they definitely have their moments. The Dealers 
are an odd band. One song can sound like a wordless 
Sonic Youth song, while “Kid Charlie Horse” sounds 
like Pussy Galore. They can sound like Rodan playing 
the Pavement song book, and like a beat poet ranting 
and raving over some random neo-jazz vibe (“The Pot 

King of Bethlehem Pa.”). I’m not sure if I like them, but 
they’re definitely interesting. All told, for 5 buck, not bad. 
(DC) 
Chumpire, P.O. Box 2514, West Lawn PA 19609-0514 

V/A-Hardcore Breakout USA Volume 2, CD 

Answering all those un-answered questions from Volume 
1. Bands included on this are No Use For A Name, 2 
Lirys Filler, Schleprock, Hogan’s Heroes, and a bunch of 
others. Pretty standard fair, actually. Also included on 
this disc is a “sampler” with such bands as Samiam, UK 
Subs, MDC, Christ On A Crutch, etc. (DL) 

(New Red Archives P.O. Box 210501 San Francisco, CA 94121) 

V/A-ln Defense Of Our Crippled Earth Vol 2,cassette 

I was pleasantly surprised by this release. Although I am a 
little confused about how old this record is, I did think it 

contained some great music. Even though I am sometimes 
frustrated with foreign music cause I can’t understand the 
words, this release wasn’t a problem for my peanut sized 
brain to swallow. I don’t know what else to say but, this is 
neat. Oh yeah, and it’s kind of hardcoreish sounding, but not 
what you’d expect, and it’s a compilation of a bunch of bands. 
Geez am I forgetting anything else ... hope not.(J.Z.) 

($4 MUT c\osteve,25 Elma Road, Burton-on-Trent, Staffs DEI 5 9AQ) 

V/A-The Making of Allied One Two Three, CD 

A compilation of bands on Allied Records, including Neurosis, 
Phi eg Camp, Nomeansno, Strawman, Jonestown, Lazyboy and 
Sleeper. A pretty good collection, from the propulsive “Day of 
the lords” from Neurosis, to the straightforward rock of Phleg 
Camp’s “arrest.” All in all, a fine bunch of songs from some 
pretty decent bands that you probably already know. (DC) 

(Allied Records, P.O. Box 460683, San Francisco, CA 94146-0683) 

V/A-Punk Sucks, CD 

This is a 28 band comp, featuring the likes of Pennywise, No 
Use For A Name, Strung Out, and a host of other potential 
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TO Record Reviews 

“Next Big Things”. If you dig stuff on Fat Records or Epitaph 
then this would be a good way to check out a ton of bands in 
that area. I have loved this kind of stuff for a long time, but it 
seems like everyone has the formula down just a little too 
well now. If everyone cooked chicken just like the Colonel, 
people would probably eat a lot more pizza. (DL) 

(Liberation Records 6633 Paseo Del Norte Anaheim, CA 92807) 

V/A-Shreds Volume 2-American Underground 494, CD 

Here’s the story: Shredder takes a 20 cool yet little heard sin¬ 
gles from last year and puts one track from each of them on a 
CD. You end up with a great sampling of indy bands that fit 
quite well into the post-Green Day world we now live in. A 
great CD and a great way to check out some new bands. (DL) 

(Shredder 75 Plum Tree Lane #3 San Rafael, CA 94901) 

V/A-Ska,The Third Wave 

I can’t kick myself enough for not listening to ska very often, 
and this compilation proves even further that my own foot 
should presently be making contact with my own ass. Kicking 
off with Mephiskaphiles’ upbeat rocker, “Doomsday,” this CD 
proceeds to kick ass and de-mystify many of the great ska 
acts around today whose names I constantly hear, but remain 
mysteries in my ever-so-closed world of music. Other acts are 
the Dance Hall Crashers, with some kick-ass female vocals, 
Mustard Plug, The Insteps, The Pietasters, MU330, Ruder 
Than You, The Toasters and others. Definitely worth checking 
out. (BVH) 

(Continuum Records, 380 Ludlow Avenue, Cranford, NJ 07016) 

V/A-SomethingTo Cheer About!,Tape 

This tape comp, is made up of four new Albuquerque, NM 
bands, playing three songs each. It kicks off with Blind 9, 
who play fast, thrashy pop-punk stuff as a lesser interpreta¬ 
tion of Screeching Weasel. Glimpse plays more on the slower, 
heavy, emo-core side of things. Callow by Joona has an older - 
style DC emo core/gothic sound. The Sissies plays fast, 
melodic punk stuff, reminding me of The Faction. All of the 
bands sound a bit fresh and unrehearsed, but overall this is 
a good representation of the Albuquerque scene. (BVH) 

($4 ppd to: Andy Smentowski, P.O. Box 893,Tijeras, NM 87105) 

V/A-Songs About Drinking, 2 X LP 

Cute guys, send the token S.E. reviewer the Comp, of songs 
about alcohol. Well, I’ll show you! The packaging on this is 
super cool and handmade - mine is a Spiderman puzzle all 
glued together. Oh yeah, the music. Look, there are 38 songs 
on this thing, how could I be expected to like them all? I actu¬ 
ally found myself more entertained by the soundbites in 
between the tracks than most of the songs. There is some 
seriously funny stuff on here. Good songs are provided by 
Less Than Jake, Hudson, Rights Reserved, Strawman, and All 
You Can Eat. I think this might be a “party record”. (DL) 

(Too Many Records P.O. Box 1222 Spokane, WA 99210) 

V/A-Tatterfrock #7 Comp.Tape 

Aside from the crappy sound quality, this tape pretty much 
rocks. With standout takes from Hellbender, Painted Thin, 
Rhythm Collision, Assfactor 4, Motorist, Otter and Fletcher. 
For two bucks, you can’t go wrong with this tape, shit you 
couldn’t go wrong for three. Order it. (BVH) 

(155 Draper Hall, Kalamazoo, Ml 49008) 

V/A-Vehicle, 7” 

This comp features the Holy Rollers, Corn, Edsel, and Trusty. 
It’s a fairly eclectic mix of bands, but they all have a definite 
college rock feel to them. This comp doesn’t do much for me 
except confirm my suspicions that the Holly Rollers have 
completed their transition from really good band to really 
lame band. The Edsel track is fairly interesting, but only 
because it’s a standout on a fairly boring comp. (DS) 

(Shute Records PO Box 2291 Kensington MD 20891) 

Hey! You’ve got stuff you want reviewed? 
Mail it to: 
Punk Planet South Rt. 2 Box 438 
Leeds, AL 35094 
cash payoffs not accepted 

V/A-When the Insane Rule the World, tape 

A bunch of bands from around the world(Sweden to 
Colombia). Featuring bands such as Dystopia, Toxic Narcotic, 
and Still the Same. The bands range from classic sounding 
punk rock to melodic fluff punk to almost hardcore. The 
standout band 
is Infesto from 
Colombia. I’d 
say this comp, 
is worth getting 
because of the 
way it contains 
bands from all 
over the place; 
just be pre¬ 
pared to use 
the fastfoward 
button a few 
times. (JE) 

(Ripping Thrash/MUT, 

PO box 152 Burton- 

On-Trent Staffs. De 14 

IXX England) 
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IA U V POB 204 
RENO NV 89504 

GET SMART! 
The TRUE NOW SOUNDS 
are here. For your pleasure: 

SUPERVIXENS - (um3) - 7" 
(These girls will charm themelves 
right to the front of your record pile. 
If Blast Off Country Style & Josie and the 
Pusssycats are your idea of cool, then you must 
have this or the regret is yours. 5 songs, white vinyl.) 

STICKER GUY! 
I'm etill cranking out vinyl bumperetickers at prices 

cheaper than your mother. Send me an 9A8E rf you 

want samples and catalog. POB 204, Reno NV 89504. 

TUNSTIN GAT 
5 song 7" 

East bay punk rock 

SOON: 
GUS (FL) 3 song 7" 
THE GAIN 4 song 7" 

Every 702 record contains a STICKER GUYl premium 1 
quality vinyl sticker. Order direct and get a free patch, tool 

OF CHAKA 
19 song 12" 

fuckin fast fun snotty garagey punk rock 
SUMMER TOUR '95: CALL DAVE 505-266-6578 

THE TWERPS 
"Will Play For Food- 5 song 7* 

belligerent snotty punk rock from Cincinnati 
SUMMER TOUR ‘95: CALL BILL 216-321-9668 

Prices. 7"s -$3.50/ 'ZINES-(#3-$1.00, #4-$1.50] 
ALL PRICES POST PAID IN U.S.! outside add $2.00 per order. 
Cash and Money orders to: GORDON LAMB 

GROUND ROUND 
"Painting Vulgar Dreams" 4 song 7" 

Emotional pop-punk from Santa Rosa 
SUMMER TOUR 95: CALL JOSH 707-542-1812 

MARIGOLD - (um2)- 7" 
(These lads were the first to wear 
proudly the ULTRAMOD label. If you were 
to file this between BLACK FLAG and 
Nirvana, I would be made proud. 
3 songs, blue/white marble vinyl.) 

THE ATOMIC BALLROOM 

(The 'zine that takes you were you want to go. 
ISSUE #3- Rancid, Bollweevils, Killdozer, MORE! THE uljraMOD LABEL 
ISSUE#4- Ten Foot Pole, Guitar Wolf, Pegboy, p.o. BOX 48321 

Supervixens, Jermflux, Lots More! ATHENS, GA. 3060 
ISSUE #5- INDEPENDENT LABEL ISSUE! Out in July! 



FUTILITY 

$2.00 
zine 

a UuA o{, 
da/ik poetxy 
and (fiction 
about 
homosexual 
sexuality 
and otheA, 
interesting 

i/iom "Boyibh Chanm" pari 

appearing in FUTILITY (// 

chose it like this.Not like 

He just stared at me patiently,let me 

ramble. 

"You know, I always thought I was 

normal,! never really thought of shit like 

this. I mean,I did,but its like I didn't think 

much of it.lt was like some dark secret,or 

just a part of me that I didn't tell people 

about. Its not like it had anything to do 

with my LIFE or anything! I mean,it was 

like stuff you didn't talk about anyway! 

People don't talk about stuff like... 

258 ASHLEY AVENUE 
WEST SPFLD.,MA 01089 

Wlseguys 

Two New Records 
and Poop Falls! 

The Invalids 7"- $3 
Pop from North Bay, Calif, in 

the Fifteen/Ramones vein. Yay! 

Check out their Lookout 7" too! 

John Cougar 
Concentration Camp 7" • $3 

Buy both for $5.50 ppd. US only. 

$3.50 ea. Can./Mex. $5 ea. everywhere else. 

MO's payable to Bob C. 

DO NOT SEND CHECKS! 

Distributors needed! 

Send a stamp or IRC for a 

catalog of records, zines, 

wholesale and foreign 

prices, and consignment 

terms. 

Inquisition-ideas are bulletproof 

Debut 7" from Richmond band. 

4 songs of "sing-along 

punk mixed with political 

hardcore". $3.00 ppd 

also available: 

UPHILL DOWN - TIMEBOMB 
"these guys pull off the pop punk 

thing with energy and style" MRR 143 

5 song 7" - $3.00 ppd 

send cash or check to: 

SOUN 
records 

p.o. box 36513 

Richmond, VA 23235 

distros/stores call 804-378-8952 

(COMING SOON: our next release) 

And from San Diego, Calif, 

this 3-song melodic punk slab. 

Insert Screeching Weasel into 

Econochrist and FUCK IT! 

Records 
PO Box 9382 

Reno, NV 89507 

“Sometimes, Dolores all a lonely label’s 
got left is being a bitch...” 

The Smoothies/International 
Hoodwink (JFR018.5) (JFR108) 

Cash, Checks & Money Orders to 
Johann’s Face Records 

P.O. Box 479164 
Chicago, IL 60647 

tadwiek the smoothies, ; 

Write for our free catalog of stuff 
we now sell. 

CDs - $10 ppd. U.S.A. / $12. ppd world 
LPs - $7. ppd U.S.A. / $10. ppd world 
7”s - $3.50 ppd U.S.A. / $5. ppd world 

One song from each band 
on this split 7”. Raw and 
grinding. The 1st 300 
copies on red vinyl. 7” 

“Twin City Obituary” 
Somber, brooding lyrics 
coupled with raw hooks. 
The new pop-punk power 
house on the block. CD 
and LP Chicago, IL 64647 

Distributed by Cargo, Dutch East, Rotz Mailorder, Blacklist, and Underdog 



Julia's our token 

woman in this review 

section's men's club. 

Matt Berland (MB), 

Julia Cole (JLC), Jim 

Connell (JC), Brian 

Czarnik (BC), Aaron 

Gemmill (AG), Bret 

Van Horn (BVH), 

Kenneth Kimmel 

(KK), Jim Testa (JT), 

Dan Sinker (DS) 

Afraid of the Truth #4 

Wow. Just eight pages long, but eight of the most 

moving, gut wrenching pages I've read in a long time. 

This is the author’s re-telling of his coming out to his 

parents. Worth every penny of the stamp that he 

asks you to send.(DS) 

(one stamp; 362 Highland St. Wethersfield 

CT 06109) 

Alcohol: America’s Secret Weapon 

Ostensibly (hopefully) a very sarcastic text on alco¬ 

hol in America. It made me laugh really hard. The 

thing I got was actually only a sample from the 

book, so I don't really 

know if the whole thing 

would be worth $6, but it is well researched and 

well written. It also came with this letter from "Rich 

Scum of America” that was really funny and cool. It 

made my Russian Lit teacher nearly piss in his 

pants. Nuff said. (MB) 

($6; Skull Varnish; 625 SW 10th Ave., Suite 

163B; Portland, OR 97205) 

Alice the Camel #4 

All reviews, mostly of zines, and more readable than 

most reviews. Very grrrl-oriented ('They believe in 

including boys which I guess is their choice but I 

wonder why they call themselves riot grrrls...") 

They'll probably hate that I got given this zine to 

review. Review of PP#2: "..this is like Christ in a zip- 

lock bag.” Heehee. (JC) 

(C50 PO Box 802, Fairport, NY 14450; after 

8/27/95 Cooper Station, Box 1162, New York, 

NY 10276) 

Alien #6 

Confrontational = good. Confrontational + interest¬ 

ing art montages = even better. That’s the quick 

wrap up of this zine. Very girl power oriented, very 

confrontational. Very exciting! (DS) 

($1; 1024 Chautauqua Pacific Palisades CA 90272) 

All That-#5 

associated columns about pot and hash use among today’s youth. Pretty solid, 

professional-looking effort and I would recommend purchasing, but then I'd look 

like a pandering idiot instead of just an idiot Oh, buy it anyway, and decide for 

yourselves! (KK) 
($1.00 to Anxiety 4924 Balboa Blvd. Box # 257 Encino, CA 91316) 

Amie #7 

Rad! Another installment of the coolest Anarcho-punk comic/zine thing ever! 

Although Amie is known mostly for the comics, I wasn’t nearly as impressed with 

them as I was with the columns. Don’t get me wrong- these are really well done 

comics and they are very funny (especially anything involvingthe ant-state tor¬ 

toise). The columns This also has a scene report homebrew recipes, reviews, and 

interviews with Maggot Slayer Overdrive, MW A, and A38. Really very good. (AC) 

($2ppd: PO BOX 1802/ BATH/ BA1 3TJ/ UK.) 

Beat OFF#l ? 

This dirty boy HI’ zine is a bit raunchy for the youth of 

today. The photos that are used as the back drop for 

the writings are like that of a Hustler nature. The 

girls are bearing all too much for the cameras. What 

ever happened to taste full nudes like Playboy and 

Mona Lisa? Wait was the Mona lady naked .... any¬ 

how, this til' boy Michael Schaffer of Poughkeepsie, NY. 

deserves some riot grrrls (they’re grrrreatl) to spank 

his ass till its red. But I guess he would like that too 

much, hell who wouldn't? Send a stamp to Mike for 

this HI' piece of naughty trash. He said to make the 

letters out to him and not Beat Off. So you know 

what that means. (BC) 

(send a stamp to Beat OFF ... I mean Michael 

Schaffer 6 Oak Court, Poughkeepsie, NY. 

12603) 

THE BEGINNING #1 

Rough yet readable to quote from the cover. A zine 

covering some political topics and wimmin's issues 

(which, of course, are relevant to men.) In this "get- 

to-know-me" issue, Octavia talks about abortion, anar¬ 

chy, prisons and perceptions of gender roles. A bit 

short but a good start. (KK) 
($1.00 & 1 stamp to Octavia 104 Berk Lane 

' Slippery Rock, PA 16057) 

All That really wants to be a huge magazine. And they manage to do a good job 

of it From the high-quality layouts (of which one of the main high-points is) to 

the interviews with the likes of Symenstra Hymen of Gwar, rapper Paris, 

Neurosis, Ben Weasel and Lagwagon and a column by Tesco Vee.AII That gives 

fair representation to all forms of underground music including hip hop, metal, 

hardcore and punk with coverage from an East Coast standpoint Some of the 

interviews and band features are a little weak in the writing department but 

with time, All That should be right up there with the rest of them. (BVH) 

(606 Willow Ave #3, Hoboken, NJ 07030) 

ANXIETY #2 

Interviews with Sebadoah's Lou Barlow, The Fixtures and Dead Letter Office. 

Pretty nice layout too. Loads of columns, poetry and reviews, and an article and 

Besmirched #1 

All the usual stuff, plus a candy review! Not just any candy, either, but weird 

Swedish ones including herring-flavored licorice. Yum! Overall, I liked this zine, 

even though nothing about it was spectacular. • It just has a nice feel. (JC) 

[do Megan, PO Box 2961, Vista, CA 92085, 44pp half-size, $l/trade/3 stamps) 

Better Days/Personal Politics #7 

Both these fine zines are sharing the joy of an issue number 7. The Personal 

Politics half has a Star Wars theme to it It also tontains an article about religion. 

The Better Days side deals with bikes, scams, and a cool profile of his work 

mates. Both sides are worth a look at' (BC) 

($1.00 or trade to: Better Days P.0 Box 31 581 Knoxville, TN. 37930-1581) 



Beyond Hinduism #23 (Spring 95) 

This issue was themed ‘The Best of”, and consisted of dips from past issues, or at 

least as many as could be located. Davida who puts this out has strongly-held and 

consistant values, and that’s what the zine is about Women’s rights, student rights, 

gay rights, animal rights, and all the other right rights, with enough humor and per¬ 

sonality to keep it from drowning in righteousness. And done in the classic bad- 

typewriter-and-ballpoint-pen zine style, which is great But no Hinduism. (JC) 

(Davida, PO Box 29044, Portland, OR 97210, 16pp full-size, $2 ppd) 

Big Mistake #5 

Stupid. A fake interview with Ozzy Ozbourne.A page dedicated to breasts. Really... 

stupid stuff here. Not silly- stupid. A poorly written story about peeing on cops. 

'Jeans for the erotic clown in you- CLOWN SEX JEANS.” Another stupid story 

about cops. This is really awful. (AC) 
($1/ P.O. Box 532/ Manilus NY 13104) 

Black Sheets #6 

The subhead of this zine says "kinky - queer - intel¬ 

ligent - irreverent” which is pretty accurate except 

that the zine seems to be completely balanced as 

far as sexual orientation goes — nobody will feel 

left out This issue's theme is "Do It Yourself” which 

puts a somewhat different twist on good ol' DIY. 

My favorite part was an article about the annual 

gathering of Mud People in SF, which included an 

absolutely wonderful picture of four nearly-naked, 

mud<aked celebrants, with a lineup of dozens of 

suited businessmen behind them, none of whom 

are paying the least bit of attention. There are a 

few normal zine things like a band interview and a 

few reviews, but mostly this is about the kind of sex 

that the family-values folks don't want you to know 

about, done with humor and personality. (JC) 

(PO Box 31155, San Francisco, CA 94131, 52pp 

full-size, $6 ppd plus signed age statement (over 18) 

BLINK #8 

Okay, so I’m in the hospital now, right I'm here 

because my stomach/groin area is doing some sort of 

weird, bubbly mambo thing. So I delve into BUNK 

because, damn it I may have a herniated ulcer, or 

whatever, but I’ve got a deadline! Yes, I brought my zines to review with me to the 

hospital because, personal aches and pains aside, punks like you must read about 

cool zines! So I start out by reading a sort-of top ten list entitled "What To Do When 

Your Boyfriend’s A Fuckin' Cokehead." I'm laughing hysterically by number two, which 

reads "Clue empty pen tubes all along the outline of the mirror." Number 6 ("Make 

him his favorite chocolate brownies with powdered sugar on them") has me clutching 

my besieged groin and rolling onto the floor next to the elderly, screaming cancer 

patient In other words, I’m afraid my insurance doesn't cover additional damage 

inflicted by punk fanzine humor, so BLINK will be getting the bill. Funny stuff. Ack At 

this point I'm scared to read the next list "What To Do With A Condom When You’re 

Not Getting Any" so I skip it and press on. Really cool fiction and poetry make this 

an altogether ruling mag for my tastes. Very nice artwork and photos abound, as well 

as some music stuff too, including dassifieds, a readers survey, record and zine reviews 

and interviews with Butt Trumpet The Coats and others. And you don’t want to miss 

"The Punkest Car In The World." While it's hard for me to believe that my former 

home town could spawn something this cool, it most certainly has. Why dicker about 

price? Consume, punkers. (KK) 

(6 issues/10 bucks to Fia DiMauro, Blink c/o subs, POBox 823 
Miami, FL 33243) 

BLT Vol. 5 #1 

BLT stands for "Black Leather Times," although this special issue is dedicated to 

"Backstabbing Lazy Tenants" and is all about thepros and cons, why's and how 

to’s of living in a group house. Lots of it is funny and, as someone who spent 2 

years living with ten roommates in a big ol’ 3-story house, there's a lot of good 

advice in here too. Graphics and layout are simple but stylish. Good job and a 

fun read - especially if you’re thinking of moving out of mom and dad’s and shar¬ 

ing a pad with a bunch of friends! (jl) 

(3 Calabar Ct, Gaithersburg MD 20877 $1) 

Brooklyn Metro Times #5 

"A Magazine for Radical Brooklyn" is the subtitle of 

this quarterly periodical. Finally—a chance to read 

what progressives have to say for themselves rather 

than what everyone else (the New York Times, Rush 

Limbaugh) says about them. The cover story, "Slaves 

of New York," tells how New York City is using its work- 

fare program not to give work experience to welfare 

recipients but rather to supply itself with important 

services while cutting back on paid employees. Well- 

written. Satisfyingly meaty (ooh I mean grainy for all 

you vegetarians). (jLC) 

($2, or $7 for a year’s subscription; BMT, Box 

310281, Brooklyn, NY 11231-0281) 

Bubba’s Live Bait #6 

Stories about Bingo Queens and jail trips and every¬ 

thing else that is so damn cool about America the 

beautiful (and, well, Canada). The cover sort of threw 

me off, but this was really an amazing zine. This will be 

the second Dumpsterland mention in a Dumpster- 

landless review section, but take the latest ish afore¬ 

mentioned zine as a bit of a reference point, yah? (MB) 
($1.5; POB 824; Knoxville, TN 37901) 

Cactus Amongus #2 

Well, Jar and Dan seem like two fun-loving guys. This Tucson based zine talks a 

lot about life in this Arizona town. These guys hate cops and landlords, and love 

girls. The have top ten lists and reviews. The best was a rant about how you 

should think about what a club owner has to put up with when you drink in the 

parking lot of an all-age club. It really hits home for us who have lost many a 

cool clubs because of this stupid problem. (BC) 

(Send 2 stamps or trade to: Cactus Amongus P.O. Box 43141 Tucson, 
AZ. 85733) 

Cage #2 

This zine has a really interesting thing going on: ATMOSPHERE! For some rea¬ 

son, the minimalist layout (small blocks of white text over virtually black back¬ 

grounds) gives the zine a heavy, depressing air to it even when the author is 

writing about something fun. It's a really cool effect that could be exploited 



even further. The writing is fairly strong & the author’s voice definitly shows 

through. Way to go. (DS) 

(Dzung Vo Brown University Box 4704 Providence, RI 02912-4704) 

CANT FORGET #1 

A pretty good effort from this new mag from Pensacola, FL Two short powerful 

fiction pieces (well, one is more a vignette, but still strong.) Some personal opin¬ 

ion columns, record reviews, ads and show reviews too. They also laid out some 

pages with song lyrics, which are always kinda cool to read, especially for people 

who may never have heard of the bands. Send them a picture of you using the 

toilet and you may make the cover! (KK) 

($1.00 to Can’t Forget 7876 Bay Meadows Dr. Pensacola, FL 32507) 

page zines when a single sheet can cover so much, have a personality and point 

of view, and be fun besides. The world needs more of these. (JC) 

(PO Box 2514, West Lawn, PA 19609, 2pp full-size, one stamp) 

Coffee Break #2 

Britain rocks. At least Britain filtered through this zine rocks. They do cool English 

things that us Americans (by the grace of god, no less) only dream about Well, 

not really. But anyhow, they give insightful ideas and essays and columns about 

stuff I care about (politics, people, etc.) All of it's done well enough so that it 

most definitely keeps my interest (MB) 

(SASE+50p/$l; 2 Parkside Place; East Horsley; Surrey, KT24 5B2; UK) 

CAROTHER’S BROS. #3 
From Fargus Falls, MN, this zine actually covers a lot 

of the Fargo scene & bands in a fairly interesting 

read. I was asked to keep in mind that ia lot of 

what's said is a mockery of Fargo, ND's "Yahtzeen 

Okay. So keeping that in mind, and having 

never seen ''Yahtzeen", I would have to conclude that 

"Yahtzeen" is probably a pretty good zine, if mea¬ 

sured against this issue of CB. Lee and Ryan bitch 

about and document what seems to be a pretty-hop¬ 

ping upper-midwest music scene, with lots of show 

reviews and insider gossip. And they also fuck with 

the ads from two of our more famous indie punk 

labels, which I think is kinda cool, but may piss some¬ 

one off. Too bad. A calls-em-as-l-sees-em effort (KK) 

($1.00 to Carotheris Bros. POBox 281, Fergus 
Falls, MN 56537) 

CHERRY POP #1 

You could call this a riot grrl zine, although I don't 

think Karen and her friends think of themselves as 

riot grrls. It's just a typical digest-sized punkzine from 

the perspective of several teenage girls, including 

pieces on their favorite bands (Elastica, Team 

Dresch, Mecca Normal, Lois, Slant 6) and some sar¬ 

castic editorials (that begin with the line "Please 

please please realize that these articles ARE sarcas¬ 

tic.") It concludes with a short story by Damien, (jl) 

(Karen, 1310 Milan Ave, So Pasadena CA 

91030 (free with 3 stamps) 

Commodity #3 
Once again, the Commodity kids come out with a fanzine 

of such high quality, that I don’t even feel qualified to 

review it In short Commodity is the best fanzine out 

there right now. Not only does this have (hands down) 

the most impressive graphic design of any zine currently 

available, but it also is intelligently & thoughtfully written. 

Especially exciting this issue is the article on punk album 

design. Commodity kicks my ass!! (DS) 

($2; 7 Kenney Street Apt 3 Jamaica Plain, MA 

02130) 

CUTTER BOY #1 
Adam says this zine was put together as a project for 

an art class; if that's true and I were his teacher, he’d 

get a D. It’s sloppy, badly copies, and looks like it was 

quickly thrown together without a lot of thought. There 

are short rants on "why vegans are sissies" and taking 

care of turtles, why Adam likes Screeching Weasel's 

"Planet Of The Apes," and the Three Stooges. (jT) 

(Adam Paterson, 34 E 7th St #4D, New York 

NY 10003) 

Contrast Newsletter # 1 
This is really short. Four pages, actually. Four pages of 

reviews that I actually read because they were pretty 

interesting. Some pictures of New England hardcore 

bands. A scene reportey thing. This is OK so send this 

guy some stamps OK? (AG) 

(P.O. Box 1545/ N. Kingstown, RI 02852) 

Cheese Log #9 

/ will begin the review by saying that I've read this zine front to back more than 

once. By choice. It consists of two grrrls, Emily and Brooke, who kick ass. In a 

good way. This zine’s about being a girl, thoughts, feelings, being a kid, being who 

you are, being punk. After reading this, I wish I knew them. That’s about as much 

as you can ask for in a zine, IMHO. (MB) 

($1.50; Brooke; Cooper St., Box 1162; NYC, NY 10276-1162) 

Chumpire #46 

A handout sheet with dozens of little news items and observations, mostly about 

the PA scene. I got one of these at a show a year or so ago and thought it was 

great It still is — it's one of those things that makes you wonder about zillion- 

Dangerfox #4 

This is pretty neat An interview with Deadguy and an article that is sort of history of 

aids paranoia (including various "faggot"jokes that make me wince about my child¬ 

hood) are really nice. The two most interesting things were interviews- one with 

Abnegation and the other with "street”a gay black man.The Abnegation interview is a 

fairly intelligent tolerant discussion of abortion rights and straightedge. It was interesting 

to see a discussion of this issue that didn’t turn into vicious, pointless name calling.The 

interview with "street" supposedly discusses queers in hip hop, but touches very little on 

that at all. It is mostly "street" talking about gay-Black-men in relation to mainstream 

Black society. Very interesting. I recommend this zine. (AG) 

($1/ 522 Stewart Ave. Apt. 2/ Ithaca NY 14850) 



Diagnosis-#^ 11 & 13 
Diagnosis has a kind of cool retro look to it. With some of the layouts being a 

little on the busy side, this magazine has some pretty cool content Interviews 

with Girls against Boys, Angel Hair, Dick Dale and Rhythm Collision. Plus, the 

usual reviews, scene stuff and live photos (which are a little on the dark side). 

Not bad. (BVH) 

(P.O. Box 101896, Denver, CO 80250) 

Dwgsht (The Zine) #1 
I hope this is a joke. Dwgsht. This zine really just sucks, and at risk of sounding as 

stupid as some of my reviews from PP#7, I’ll have to do this bluntly. Dwgshit is 

an apt title because that's exactly what this zine is. I seriously couldn’t find any¬ 

thing in here that was worth reading. (AG) 

($1/ DWGSHT/ P.O. Box 2819/ Champaign IL 61825) 

Egghead #12 
I would have liked to reviewed this magazine, but 

there’s nothing here. Reviews, a few short articles. 

Reviews. Top ten lists. (DS) 

(30-28 24th st. Suite #4G Astoria, NY 11103) 

Evil Eye #1 5 
Wow, a number I 5 is rare in the zine world. This 

pro-typed looking zine is a nice read. It contains an 

article on America, reviews, and a great long piece 

on the top 2 5 best garage punk records of the 

60's. All this is fine and dandy but it is a HI’ small 

for the 2 dollar cover price. You decide. (BC) 

($2.00 ppd to: Evil Eye c/o Grogan, 3 Tulip Ct. 

Jackson, NJ. 08527) 

Exhibit A-#4 
What this zine lacks in professionalism, it makes up 

for in content and writing. From the James Bond 

trivia section to the favorite plots and episodes of 

The Love Boat this zine kicks ass. Also featured are 

fun facts about Quentin Tarantino, interviews with , 

Lars from Rancid and Mephiskaphiles and a couple 

of other cool features. (BVH) 

(P.O. Box 534 Venice, FL 34284) 

Fizz-# 2 
Fizz does just what every glossy magazine should do.They have strong cover art good 

writers, strong content and layouts that don't hurt your eyes to look at (thank you so 

much for that last one). From interviews with the likes of Possum Dixon, 7 Year Bitch 

Luscious Jackson, Cub, Pee and Wool to Drinker's Digest Indie 500, Pac Man at Three 

AM. and Cheap Grub, Fizz has something for just about everyone. (BVH) 

(1509 Queen Ave N #276, Seattle, WA 98109) 

The Foggiest Idea #2 
Mary from Berkeley has got herself a nice big personal zine here. This issue is 

filled with lots of essays and other fun stuff like crosswords, reviews, cartoons, and 

a detailed account of her trip last year to the Yo-Yo-A-Go-Go festival in 

Washington state. Check out the little thing about her father teaching her about 

racism with M & M’s. Hopefully there will be an issue three soon. (BC) 

($1.00ppd to Mary, P.O. Box 13102 Berkeley, CA. 94712) 

Fucktooth #17 
I was really looking forward to reading this zine, because I’ve heard so much 

about it I wasn't disappointed. This is a really intelligent interesting, informative, 

fun zine. It’s enormous and packed full of good junk like an interview with a tat¬ 

too artist which was (surprisingly) incredibly cool. Rants, pictures, reviews, columns, 

everything cept better. Yup. (MB) 

($1+Stamp; POB 43604; Cleveland, OH 44143) 

GOGGLEBOX #4 
Funny thing is, about halfway through this read I discovered that this zine was 

done by someone I’d met on the net a few months ago. I’d sent Jenn some 

writing for another mag she does. Now I get Gogglebox for review? Weird. 

Small fuckin punk planet, ain’t it? Anyway, Gogglebox is chock-fulla colorful 

words and art ala Jenn, covering some personal topics 

and her cross-country travels during the summer of 

1994. Very expressive writing that really connects, 

painting a clear picture for the reader. The piece enti¬ 

tled "Blood Stories" is just a small slice of writing from 

someone who appears to have considerable talent for 

same. This mag may be on hiatus (or even history) 

after this issue, as the editor does more traveling, this 

time out of the U.S. The letters section was particu¬ 

larly engaging, as Jenn thoughtfully responded to her 

reader’s varied responses to earlier issues. A shame if 

it ends here. (KK) 

($2.00 to Bloodlink Records POBox 252 New 

Gretna, NJ 08224) 

A Good Day For Johnny # 1 
A real piece of shit A clone of Punk Planet which is 

itself a lame copy of MRR. Not as soft as Charmin, 

but stronger. Seriously, I wondered about this as soon 

as I saw the Birmingham, AL return address, and sure 

’nuff there’s Will Dandy in the masthead. Just in case 

you're wondering how all this works, Will is the zine & 

record guy for Punk Planet is the guy who sent me 

these zines to review, and is who I send the reviews 

back to. So, Will, did EVERYBODY get one of these or 

am I special? In any case, it's an honor. AGDFJ (I like 

that kind of like ASDFGH) is a pleasure to read; it - 

actually has inherited a lot of the good qualities of 

Punk Planet such as professional production values, a 

columns/interviews/reviews format and a collaborative rather than personal 

viewpoint. There was even an article by the editor's ex-History teacher, the 

kind of crazed I creative idea that makes zines fun. They did review PP#6: 

"exciting as usual...but not as good as PP#5.” Anyhow, if you like PP you’ll like 

this and want to support it And THATS the truth. (JC) 

(1025 42nd St. South, Birmingham, AL 35222, 16pp tabloid-size, $1 

or 2 stamps) 

Hex #3 
This is normally the kind of zine that I’d write off, seemingly every section has 

been lifted from somewhere else, but the author’s voice is so strong that she 

takes the ideas and turns them into her own. This is one of the few zines I got 

this issue that I actually ended up reading from start to finish in one sitting (no 



small feat)! This zine is mostly about traveling but also about dreams & aliens & 

unwound & everything good. (DS) 

($1; PO box 989 Berkeley, CA 94701) 

Is it Safe to Fish Here Anymore? #6 
A nicely done zine focusing mainly on the travels of the authors. The writing in 

here is really strong and that's exciting to me. When they’re not writing about 

traveling, it's even stronger! (DS) 

($1; 1126 33rd Ave Seattle WA 98122) 

Jank #1 

/ looked at the cover and said, “ooh! Janelle pictures!" I don’t know her or any¬ 

thing but she’s a really nifty artist And this is better than the grooviest zine you 

can imagine. They rate all the punk celebs you love 

as houseguests and have really funny I coo! I scary 

comics that make me want it to be roughly infinity 

pages longer. If you don’t get it for that bargain, you 

are a doofus. (Mb) 

(32C; 1647 Virginia St.; Berkeley, CA 94703) 

Jersey Beat-#53 

When / told Will that I would gladly review all of the 

"glossy” zines, he sounded surprised that anyone 

would make such an offer (I'm a sick man, what can 

I say?), but the real reason I volunteered was just so 

I could get a shot at getting a free copy of Jersey 

beat Yes, the zine master himself Jim Testa, is still at 

it This time with all of his varied and quality info 

that somehow, seems to get crammed into every 

issue. This issue has interviews with the Riverdales, 

Poster Children, Ff Quicksand, Mike Watt and Jeff 

buckley. Plus there's a ton of reviews, cool live photos 

and articles. Just try it-it'll never let you down. (bVH) 

(418 Gregory Ave, Weehawken, NJ 07087) 

JUNIOR #1 

A pretty slick zine full of informative articles (breast 

cancer, censorship,) and opinions. There’s also 

music reviews and short interviews with Crease and 

comic artist Adrian Tomine. More coolness is evi¬ 

dent with fiction and poetry aplenty. The layout is a 

bit generic, but it’s a good read, and with a first issue like this, the future looks 

promising for this publication. I’d definitely say it's worth a look (KK) 

(6 issues/8 bucks to Jen Birchfield c/o Junior, 8930 State Road 84, Suite 
#305, Davie, FL 33324) 

Kaotic Order #5 

It feels like a homemade sort of cut and paste zine, except it's a lot better done. 

He’s got reviews, thoughts, and really neat high school stories that make me sigh 

and feel like I should be back there with him. He even gives you stickers! (Mb) 

(Stamps+(nice)Letter; Jay; 109 Pilgrim Cir.; Madison, AL 35758) 

Kickwriting #1 

Fate would have it that this zine comes to me to review. I open it up & it falls open 

to a photo of a person that I had no idea was into punk & that I’ve had a total 

goofy crush on for the past half a year. Needless to say I’m predisposed to give this 

zine a good review. It’s poetry, mostly about either love or archatecture, when 

Lonewolfs writing about love, it’s really really good& really moving but when he's 

writing about archatecture, well... it’s not as good. (DS) 

(PO Box 40520 Portland, OR 97240-0520) 

Kudzu Whispers and Total Fiction 
Some really well-written fiction and non-fiction that is all-riveting enthralling and infor¬ 

mative. Kudzu Whispers explores the lives of the writers, Heather Royce-Roll and 

Skunk with a view that stands on its own from the outlook of growing up as, and 

being a female of this generation. With the artistic talent of Heather Royce Roll, Kudzu 

Whispers is short on high-quality layouts and strong on literary content After all, it's just 

a dollar, so support the collective talents of this zine and just order it1 (BVH) 
(210 Vine St, Hillsboro, OH 45133) 

LIVING IN OBLIVION #1 
Interviews with 427, The Dynamoz, and some dude 

Scott from a band called Scrimey, which I stopped 

reading as soon as the handwriting took over. Most 

of the rest of the zine is a self-professed escape 

from the boredom of Warren, PA. This first issue is 

themed "Why Relationships Suck”, and is highlighted 

by a sick/funny centerfold cartoon of the same 

name, in which a mohawked "Reginald" meets 

"Jenn" and then disses her a month later for 

"Chrissy.” The drawings are really cool, and I'd like to 

see more of them. If Warren is so boring, at least 

these folks are reporting on the high points. (KK) 

($1.00 + 2 stamps to Living in Oblivion 

POBox 212 Warren, PA 16365) 

MARCIA #1/2 

The difference between the first and second issue of 

this zine really impressed me. The editors (two guys 

both named Mike) really got their act together fast 

and #2 showed enormous improvement. This is your 

basic digest-sized punkzine, probably done on a Mac 

(they scan in photos and haven't figured out how to 

scale them correctly yet but give them time.) Marcia 

(named after the oldest brady sister, of course) 

includes show and record reviews, snowboarding stuff, 

some silly fun pages, and a few one page band inter¬ 

views. I'm looking forward to #2. (jT) 
(7 Gregory Ave, West Orange NJ 07052 $1) 

MIDDLE GROUND #3 

Digest-sized punkzine done by a high school student. There are a few short 

stories that nicely capture the feelings and insecurities of adolescence, a tale 

about a band that didn’t work out an interview with Elvis Christand zine and 

records reviews. The layouts are simple but clean and eye pleasing, without 

many graphics. Good job. (jT) 

(Tyson McCreary, 13393 LaBarr Meadows, Grass Valley CA 95949 75 cents) 

Mindless Scrawl #2 

Hmmm. I usually don’t like the cut and pasty type zines. I usually abhor heinous 

grammatical errors. I usually don't enjoy zines with titles that kind of describe 



what they are. But this just caught me, and said, “I'm cute," or something like 

that It’s funny because this reads like Zips and Chains (in terms of grammar) or 

other European zines, but it's from Illinois. Go figure. Maybe the bad English 

grades the editor talks about are more related to the poor grammar than the 

lack of the word “However," If you’re into personal zines or cut and paste zines 

then you'll like this. I like this. (AG) 

($1 or stamps/ 2733 Birchwood Ave./ Wilmette, IL 60091/ USA) 

Monkeyshine #5 

This is worth picking up just for the interview with Grace Llewellyn, an ex-school 

teacher who now publishes her own books on why people shouldn’t go to school, 

it’s facinating! The rest of this zine is a nice mix of emo-sentimentality & crust 

politics. JOY! (DS) 

($1; PO box 95203 Seattle WA 981455-2203) 

THE MOTHER OF INVECTIVE 

This is either supposed to be satire or otherwise the 

ramblings of a horny sexist jerk. I don't think this 

guy is serious, though. Basically, this is a dating 

guide for hetero males that refers to women as 

“pussy” and includes directions on how to give good 

oral sex, pick up girls, and other manly pursuits. It's 

about as politically incorrect as you can get these 

days, but since most punk zines ignore the whole 

issue of sexuality, it was certainly refreshing to page 

through a zine that's obsessed with nothing but sex. 

Besides, young women might find this look into the 

mind of a typically horny male somewhat instructive 

(if not falling down hilarious.) (JT) 

(Wm. Blizzard, 3419 SE Belmont St #13, 

Portland OR 97214 - 3 stamps) 

Multiball #6 (3/95) 

Boulder-based pinball rag. Some fun stuff, like a 

story about quitting a job at a Kinko's run by 

Captain Picard. An article about Gravity Records, and 

a bunch of record reviews, vinyl only. All the articles 

are short, which gives the zine a nice pace. (jC) 

(2525 Arapahoe Suite E4-170, Boulder, CO 

80302, 32pp quarter-size, $1 ppd) 

NO LONGER A FANZINE #7/FUCK- 
TOOTH #18 

This is a split zine from two respected voices - Joseph Gervasis No Longer A 

Fanzine and Jen Angel's omni-sexual rantzine Fucktooth. NLAF includes Joseph’s 

usual politically incorrect broadsides on religion, procreation, sex abuse, an in depth 

look at the False Memory Syndrome Foundation (which debunks many claims of 

childhood molestation, etc,) and one of Joseph’s 3D tour diaries. Fucktooth #7 is 

pretty much a stream-ofconsciousness diary from Jen, plus some helpful tips to 

DIYers, thoughts about homophobia in hardcore, and violence in films, a piece on 

wolves, and a profile of Primordial Soup Kitchen Mailorder. (JT) 

(142 Frankford Ave, Blackwood NJ 08012 $3) 

Opuntia #23.1A 

See the review in PP#7 if you care. I don't (JC) 

Pants That Don’t Fit #7 

A REALLY big beefy comic zine for very cheap that includes artists that are 

good. I really shouldn't have to say any more than that because you should have 

already sent off for this. Stories, funnies, pictures, ideas, feelings, and just plain 

coolness. If yr not getting my drift this SHOULD be in your collection by the time 

you finish reading this zine. (MB) 

($l/trade/3stamps; POB 720716; San Jose, CA 95172) 

PARANOY #3 

Mostly a zine of personal and political exploration, with the writing a seemingly 

cathartic exercise for the editor, Amanda. Not that there's anything wrong with 

that I'm glad that folks do zines like this, and when I read and review them I 

find myself flashing back to some of the situations I dealt with in my younger 

days. Of course I didn’t do anything this creative to 

really work through those times, but if I had, I imagine 

it might have ended up something like Paranoy. There 

are some music and zine reviews mixed in with the 

columns, and also some poetry. 34 pages. (KK) 

(Trade or 3 stamps to Paranoy 1477 Leonard, 

St. Peter, MN 56082) 

Pathetic Life-Diary of a Fat Slob #10 

“'You've got no money, no friends, you live in a slum, 

you never do anything interesting and you're too damn 

fat to have sex. Your life is pathetic.' -my ex-girlfriend” 

The opening sentence of this diary zine sets the tone 

for the rest of the issue. This is a day by day account of 

Pathetic Doug’s month of March. He quit his job. He 

moved. He saw the Oscars. He does manual labor. He 

wiped his ass with a flyer for an antique store. Wow! 

This very well written diary even includes cool anarchist 

rants. The whole thing is terribly witty. It's certainly 

worth $3. (AG) 

($3 Pathetic Life/ 537 Jones Street #2386, 

San Fran CA 94102) 

PEOPLE WILL SAY THE DARNDEST 
THINGS #1 

At least that's what I think the name of this zine is. 

Actually, calling this a zine is much like saying Pete Wilson is 

a moderateJt just ain't so. Okay, so this is really a one- 

page flier, folded in half for your convenience, and full of 

quotes. Some gems include "Take my life, please," attributed to George Tabb (Hey 

George, good one!) and "Trust in Allah, but tie your camel," an Arabian proverb. Mostly 

handwritten, with quotes boxed off and set at different angles. (KK) 

(FREE / Daf Hoenack 5501 Valley Lane, Edina, MN 55439) 

PHAT! #1 

Editors Howie and Ryan are jr. high school students living in a suburb of Boston. 

Their zine talks about how Boston's 19+ shows discriminate against people their 

age, and what it's like trying to get to shows when you’re not old enough to 

drive. They also introduce us to their band, Falter. Along the way, there’s the 

punkzine usuals: reviews, band interviews, silly cartoons, and fun pages full of 

badly drawn cartoons with jokes that rank on jocks and poseurs. It’s sloppy, it's 

punk, it’s fun to read. (JT) 

(Howie Fugate, 142 Dakin Rd, Sudbury MA 01776 $1) 



Phlegm #8-12 

More bullshit from some kid that's gonna grow up some day and wish to god he 

never wrote any of this. (DS) 

(5946-s grenmadow pkwy baltimore MD 21209) 

Power #1 

A feminist z/'ne with intelligent interesting rants about everything grrrls worry 

about yknow? An interview with a transsexual which is amazing. It’s that kind of 

thing and it is damn good. (MB) 

($1; Growling Brow; POB 2817; Gaithersburg, MD 20886) 

PUNKS* LIFE #1 

Here's a tip for all you DIY z/'ne editors: If you're sending us your z/'ne to review, 

make sure we can read their turn address! This one 

was so smudged and faded that I could barely make 

it out Anyway, Punks’ Life should be called Punk’s Life, 

since it is specifically about the life and times of one 

punk, Jason Neubert the editor, who handlettered the 

whole thing. Jason talks about why he quit smoking 

pot, tells off a girl who wrote an Atlanta scene report 

for MRR that Jason disagrees with, relates his check¬ 

ered career as a car owner, complains about the 

increasing price of punk shows at his favorite local 

club, and so on. Like all "perzines," it's a little like 

peeking into someone else’s diary - if this was your 

life, it’d be boring but somehow because it's someone 

else's life, you keep on reading. (JT) 

(3620 Break hill Cir, Marietta GA 300621 50 

cents and a stamp) 

Punk Lust #13-15 

Boy George alert'! Each issue of this fanzine has at 

least one photo of the boy, while issue #13 has an 

entire article devoted to him ("he's the only pop 

star who matters”), "a militant queer gothique punk 

transvestite publication.'"nuff said. (DS) 

(no address) 

Radio Riot #*s 1-36 

Cool. This is a newsprint compilation of a z/'ne that 

Matthew Gard did in New Jersey for three years. It’s 

160 pages long, so I haven't read it in its entirety, 

but this is seriously very interesting. There is so much cool stuff in this! "At a 

show, a kid in a Bold shirt asked if I knew where he could buy pot I didn’t know 

whether to laugh or to cry." That was pretty funny. A comic about some fistfuck- 

ing Nazis that had me in tears from laughing so hard. The various news reports 

make for an interesting history of the New Jersey area scene. I can't really 

describe this, other than what I said in the first sentence. This is really very very 

interesting and it’s 160 pages long! SO BUY IT! SUPPORT THIS! ORDER YOUR 

LOCAL RECORD/ DIY STORE TO ORDERTHIS! (AG) 

($2 75 Nichol Ave./ New Brunsick, NJ 08903) 

Rational Inquirer-#3 

I’d really like to see the Rational Inquirer do well. The editors seem on top of things, 

the interviews of a fairly decent quality, somewhat good writing (nothing that a 

copy-editor couldn’t fix) and the content varied. However, the graphic presentation 

is at times too busy and hard to follow and at others, too dry, almost seeming 

thrown together. Heck, give 'em some time and they’ll improve quickly. This issue 

has interviews with NOFX, The Goops, Walleye and The Crumbs along with the 

usual reviews, columns and such. (BVH) 

($1.50 PPD to: 2050 W 56 St. Ste 32-221, Hialeah, FL 33016) 

Ripping Thrash #10 

This one, from England, sounds like a cheezy metal z/'ne but it’s not. Reviews, 

interviews, scene reports from all over the world, mostly of punk and HC stuff. A 

little on the dry side, but I guess that's the English for you. Everybody should 

read a non-US-based z/'ne every so often just to air out our cranial cavities and 

remind ourselves how inbred our scene gets sometimes. Not that some things 

aren’t the same everywhere — the z/'ne starts with a 

chilling description of police harassment at English foot¬ 

ball matches (not everyplace has a Bill of Rights), and 

ends with a chilling story of police harassment in 

Evanston, IL. (JC) 

(PO Box 152, Burton-on-Trent, Staffs. DEI4 

1XX, England, 28pp half-size, $3 ppd) 

SECOND GUESS # 12 

This mag is so good, I read every word of the first 20 

pages without even realizing I had to go piss. Following 

that distracting interlude, I went back and finished the 

rest Excellent tough-love take on the subjects covered 

here, which pretty much speak to sensibilities most 

punk-types will be familiar with, if not embrace. An 

excellent ranting column by David Hake. Part I of an 

interview with Tom Frank (The Baffler mag) which used 

the word "recontextualize." Also a good interview with 

Kevin Seconds. The coverage of a trip to YoYo A-Go Go 

(a big 3 day music/art whatever fest in Olympia) was 

funny and colorful. An article on The Economics of 

Punk (part II) covers publishing in great depth. Out of 

Reno, the editor, Bobc., inspires with cynical wit and a 

learned observation of some of the issues that make 

"punk" tick. A great example of punk creativity 

unleashed in your face with honesty and intent that is 

clearly a measure more important than selling ad- 

space and puffing up a local scene. Well worth the 

effort and yer money. (KK) 

($2.50(US)/$4.00(CAN/MEX)/$5.00(everywhere else) to Second Guess 
POBox 9382, Reno, NV 89507) 

Shanghai Surprise #2 

A well-done punk/skate z/'ne. Lagwagon interview, reviews, a comparison between 

Jolt cola and Mountain Dew (Dew won). Good production quality too. (JC) 

[do Tony Visalli, 609 Monges St., Hazleton, PA 18201, 20pp half-size, 2 

stamps) 

Shindig #1 

WRIU from Kingston, R.I. sends out this free newsletter. Inside it has reviews, pro¬ 

files, and the stations top 40 play list Hey it's free what do yd have to lose! (BC) 
(Shindig c/o WRIU 326 Memorial Union, Kingston, Ri. 02881) 



A 

line Reviews 

Shoddy Goods #2 + #3 

These were extremely entertaining zines. When I used to get zines to review, 

I would read a few articles and write the review. I read both of these in a 

row; in full, front to back. Essays, editorials, feelings, etc. from a guy that has¬ 

n't had it so easy all of his life. #2 is the food issue and #3 has Oi Polloi 

and the St. Louis Strike of 1877.1 can’t stress enough how cool this zine is. It 

looks professional, yet DIY. (MB) 
(25C or 2 Stamps; POB 160150; St. Louis, MO 63116) 

Slug and Lettuce #38 

This is the same as any other S&L that I've seen, but it has more columns, and I feel 

like the type is even more eye-strainingly tiny. If you're not blind then you’re sure to - 

enjoy this, although you may need a magnifying glass or something I like the 

columns, and Chris’ "some thoughts.” And of course it 

has more than enough reviews and classifieds. 

Another neat thing is the front page pictures of Slug 

and Lettuce pubs in England. Won't Mr. Boarts be 

excited to know that I'm sending him one from 

Cirincester to add to his collection. Yay! (AG) 

(P.O. Box 2067/ Peter Stuy. Stn./ NY NY 

10009-8914) 

Smirk #33 

Silly cut and paste type zine with lots of Nine 

Inch Nails quotes. "Fuck Hardcore....Fuck 'The 

Scene.'" Quotes from Waynes World (the movie). 

Poetry that reads like the goth version of the 

verse submitted by lovesick 12 year olds to 

"Seventeen" magazine. Ugh. This entire zine 

struck me as immature and pointless. By this I 

do not mean childish and fun-1 mean middle 

school faux sophistication. I'd hate to be so mean 

as to say that this is a waste of trees, but the 

immature pointless text is only half of the zine. 

The other half is immature, pointless cutouts 

from various comic books, and there's a blank 

page too. This is awful. (AG) 

(5946-D Green Meadow Parkway/ Baltimore, 

MD 21209) 

Sound Off #6 

Color me impressed. High intelligence factor here. 

This guy obviously does his homework. This is a bunch of really intelligent and 

provocative updates and information on political goings on with a decidedly left¬ 

ist stance. The only difference being that this is well written, so you care about 

what he’s saying. Which is very important and so is this zine. (MB) 

($1; 3432 S. 45th St.; Milwaukee, WI 53219-4819) 

South Bay Disposal #5 

Nothing new here, but it’s not too bad. It has a nice, local (san Jose) skew to it that I like. 

Artides, an interview with the Mr.T experience, reviews, excerpts from other zines. (DS) 

($1 or trade; PO Box 7270716 San Jose, CA 95172) 

SPANK #10 

Conversational interviews with DirtClodFight and Atomic 61 highlight this issue. 

There’s also talks with Rancid, Ovarian Trolley, Fitz of Depression and Nectarine. 

Reminds me of some other zine, but I can’t remember which one. A minimum of 

nonsense here, focusing mainly on music, including zine and record reviews. The 

layout is unspectacular, yet not a detriment as the content is here. Plus, some 

cool cover art (KK) 

($1.00 to Spank 1004 Rose Ave. Des Moines, IA 50315-3000) 

SOUND VIEWS #34 

Been hearing lots about Sound Views and was mighty glad Will Dandy 

included it among the batch of zines I reviewed this time. Would I buy this? 

Heck yeah, except I’ve never seen it on the left coast. A great deal of effort, 

it appears, went into this issue, which includes interviews with Lee Renaldo, 

Charles (Gem Blandsten Records), Quicksand and Mephiskapheles. Great 

photos, layout and well-written reviews and features, mostly with a NY bent. 

This mag is testament to a healthy, active music 

scene and NY can only benefit from the continued 

longevity of this publication. Excellent work, Lee and 

staff. Free in NY. (KK) 

($2.00 to Sound Views Magazine 96 Henry St. 

Suite 5w Brooklyn, NY 11201-1713) 

Splatterspleen #4 

Splatterspleen defmitly ranks up there with the most 

intelligent zines produced right now. Each article is 

so thourougly researched, each journel entry is so 

completly well thought out. This zine is great1 This 

issue features yet another installment of the never 

ending tours of Impetus Inter, plus a few articles on 

dating, an article on sex & celibacy, coffee, and 

much more! (DS) 

($1; PO box 4061 St. Paul MN 55104) 

Squarepegroundhole #1 

This zine is so personal, so unbeliveably revealing that it 

kinda creeps me out Why would a person reveal so 

much to perfect strangers, and then who would buy it/? 

I'm all for per-zines but this crosses over into some 

other level. (DS) 

(C50; PO Box 4021 Attleboro MA 02703) 

TARD NATION #3 

Here's a zine with a unique point of view: Editor 

Aaron Rat was born with Down's Syndrome. 

Without being condescending, let me say that you'd never know it - he 

writes better than a lot of "normal" punk kids. Just as gays have adapted 

the word "queer" as their own, Aaron uses “Tard” to describe himself and 

people in his situation, and there’s a lot of angry rhetoric about how the 

"normal" world treats him. He also interviews an Austin band called the 

Skate Mongoloids (no, the name doesn't offend him) and explains why he 

likes Rancid. (JT) 
(1001 Cooper Pt. Rd. SW #140-273, Olympia WA 98502-5011 $1) 

Tatterfrock #7 

This should’ve come with a tape, but someone else has that so you’ll have to 

look for that in the other reviews section. I'm sure it’s cool, though, cause this zine 

sure is. I’ve read this multiple times cause it is so fucking great I’ll just list off the 

m m m 



Zine Reviews 

thing on the front and let it speak for itself: intellivision, hellbender, dreams, pho¬ 

tos, star wars, college, snug harbor, rants, comics, caffeine, info, childhood, the 

scene, games, my life. Yeah. It’s enormous and packed full and I wouldn’t be sur¬ 

prised if this became the next Dumpsterland type famous zine like every¬ 

one knows it and he can stay at any legitimate punk's place in the US. 

Yah? GET THIS. (MB) 

(75C; Apr.->Aug.:4552 N. Green; Hesperia, MI 49421; Aug.->°o: POB 
51305; Kalamazoo, MI 49005-1305) 

Ten Things Jesus Wants You to Know-# 10 

This issue has interviews with the Melvins, Cop Shoot Cop, Alice Donut and 

the Dancing French Liberals of‘48. Also included are scene reports, reviews 

and various articles and columns. Pretty well done, but the layouts could 

be spruced up a little. (BVH) 

(1407 NE 45th St #17, Seattle, WA 98105) 

Tripwire #14 

"A Journal of Indoctrination into Non- 

Assimilation.” Loosely synonymous to 

uh,..."Joining the nonconformist club." Hmmm. 

Oh well. Using big words doesn’t make you 

intelligent unless you actually know how to use 

them. Although I agreed with some of the opin¬ 

ions expressed in "tripwire," the reasoning and 

justification was superficial and rambling. In fol¬ 

lowing with the title, nothing in this zine is very 

well thought out. Nice try, but this Just doesn’t 

cut it. (AG) 

(PSC #78 Box 1298, APO AP 96326-1298) 

Under The Influence #2 

Personal rants, mostly about punk stuff. I liked 

it, but if an article titled "Is Punk Dead?" will 

put you over the edge, better stay away. No 

ads, but they printed, complete and without 

seeing a need for comment, a PR sheet from 

Desperate Attempt Records:"From the crack- 

vial littered streets of Oakland, on the seedier, 

darker side of the same 'East Bay Area’ that 

gave rise to such happy-go-lucky bands as 

GREEN DAY and RANCID comes GRINCH.” 

The PR sheet goes on to list selling points 

including a full-page ad in Punk Planet and a favorable review in MRR. (jC) 

[c/o Greg Wells, 4910 Margo Ave., Louisville, KY 40258, 18pp full-size, 
$1+2 stamps) 

Under the Volcano-#24 

From NY comes under the Volcano. This issue has interviews with The Fall Outs, 

Jello Biafra, Parasites and the Dead Milkmen. A column by Tesco Vee, reviews, and 

various columns. (BVH) 

(P.O. Box 236, Nesconset, NY 11767) 

Vigilance Freezine #4/ Moo Cow #14 

One of those split zine things. Hmmm. I’ve noticed that split zines tend to 

have sort of uneven quality. One zine is great, and the other is OK, or just 

plain awful. To be quite honest, I'm not sure that if that's the case here. 213 

of the zine is Vigilance, which I found to be very interesting. The focus is on 

music, so it’s got tons of reviews (Hey Dan n'Will- they totally kiss PP's ass!). 

However, I found the columns to be much more exciting than the reviews, 

and for that matter more exciting than most other punk rock columns. It’s 

just rad to see straightedge people admit how intolerant and stupid the sXe 

scene is. The editor threw off his straightedge label because of this intoler¬ 

ance, and seems to be totally into promoting ideological variety in the Punk 

scene. Rad. The Moo Cow third started with a really personal column about 

love and former relationships that made me cry for the first time in months 

because, ooh, it just hit me right here (indicate center of chest). Anyone that 

doesn't have a heart made of iron will love this part. God, it was great but 

the rest of the Moo Cow part was just reviews and a generic "Selling Out" 

rehashed punk dogma essay. Too bad. Any way, this combo is really good, and 

I heartily suggest that you buy this now! Send 

stamps. (AG) 

(Vigilance/ P.O. Box 4021/ Attleboro MA, 
02703) 

VOLARE #3 

This literate little zine includes plenty to read, with¬ 

out any reviews. There are interviews with M Blanket 

and Nothing To Lose, and some amusing and well- 

written stories - one about driving the backroads of 

Canada in a beatup, brakeless old truck, and a long 

travel diary about someone's (it wasn't signed) six- 

month odyssey through Canada and the U.S. riding 

freight trains and hitching. (JT) 

(Box 24, 2147 Commercial Dr, Vancouver BC 
V5N 4B3 Canada $2) 

Wire #7 

A bicycle 

freestyle 

zine from 

New 

England. 

"Two links 

that stood 

out were his 

forward 

rope-a-roni 

shove-it to 

junkyard to caboose to rolling lawn- 

mower to spinning caboose, and 

pinky squeaks to cross footed back¬ 

wards squeaker to b/side squeaker 

to b/side crossfooted squeaker 

(other side) to pinky squeaks to 

b/side squeaker to fire hydrant to 

decade to frame wheelie to 

decade." If you're all excited now, 

you want this zine. (JC) 

(37 Baltic St. #3, South Attleboro, 
MA 02703, 48pp half-size, $1, plus 
some stamps would be nice) 

Nine pages of zine 

reviews isn't enough 

for us!! We’re gluttons 

for punishment, so 

send us you zine!! 

Send it to: 

Punk Planet South 

do Will Dandy 

Box 438 Leeds, AL 

35094 
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Subscriptions To Punk Planet Available!!! 
Tired of running out to the nearest town that has PP? Tired of not finding PP where you found it 
before? Just plain tired??? Get PP sent directly to your mailbox!! 

Subscriptions are for one full year for the extra-cheap price of: 
USA first class 18.00, Canada and Mexico airmail 18.00 

Overseas surface mail 18.00, Europe and UK airmail 30.00, 

Elsewhere airmail 36.00 
Send check (US subscriptions only) or money order made out to Vital Music Mailorder (not 

Punk Planet) or well concealed cash to: 

Vital Music Mailorder PO Box 20247 NYC, NY 10021-0064 
All issues are sent safely and discreetly in a plain manila envelope. 

Become a PP Distributor! 
Having trouble finding Punk Planet?? Don’t complain to us, we rely on people just like your¬ 
self to distribute PP to your town, so why not pick up a bunch to dist.ro?? 
Our consignment rates are: 

1-5 copies $2.00 each up front 
6-10 copies $1.00 each up front 

11+ copies $1.00 each 60 days consignment 
So mail your order in (with checks made out to JULIA COLE) to: 

Punk Planet PO Box 1711 Hoboken, NJ 07030-9998 
Or, if you’re ordering 11+, just call it in at: 

(3/2)227-6114 
Remember, we’re counting on you!! (well, kinda) 

Back Issues Available!! 
Did you miss out on any issues of PP?? Don’t feel bad, a lot of people did, but now you 
can order backissues and get those coveted ‘Old School Points’ 
PP I interviews with Gravity Records and Samiam. Short stories by Larry Livermore and Leah Ryan. Plus, an article on Touch & 

i?fP.|||||Ps Pnepfhpdi rmM $$ pages ' 

PPZ interviews with Randd,Lagwogon,j Church, and Cool Beans Fanzine & BBS. An article on the Christian anti-queer move¬ 

ment Short stories by Larry Livermore and Jose Moya. Plus much, much more!!! 64 pages. 

PP3 The back to school issue. An ^^d^pMttuc^t^dfSfl'mP^terviews with Jawbreaker, Blanks IT, Defiance, and Propagandhi. 

Short stones by Larry Livermore ever before!! 12 pages. 

||PP4 interviews with Brett , from Epitaph about his label's business practices. An interview with Allied Recordings, and an interview with 

a punk living with AIDS. Short stories by Leah Ryan and Eleno Whitesell. And, as always, much much motel! 80 pages. 

PP5 interviews with Bikini Kill, Huggy Bear, and the Queers. Short stories by Darren CahrAmmi Keller; & Chris Walls. An article on the MC5. 

Plus all the fun that you’ve come to expect from Punk Planet columns, reviews, DIY&MORBU 80 pages. 

PP6 interviews with No FX, Mary Lou LqjlJjaajtefctFakir Musafar. Stories by Larry Livermore, Leah Ryan, and Brian 

CzamikAn article on folk music (7). cartc^Qjfi^^m^mmffnore.You missed the free Red Aunts flexi though... sucker! 96 pages 

PP7 limited quantities available!!! the one year anniversary issue. Interviews with Man orAstroman, Kerosene 454, & RudyVanderlans. 

Stories by Oberic & Tim Norris. An artide on the NEA&an artkle on Rime Video. Columns, reviews, &mote more morel! 96 pgs 

All backissues are Two Dollars Each. 
they are available from: 

Punk Planet PO Box 1711 Hoboken, NJ 07030-9998 
yo. make cheeks out to Julia Cole, not Punk Planet, youtf 



Punk Planet 

PO Box 1711 

Hoboken, NJ 

07030-9998 

This back cover was originally going to be a complete¬ 

ly unwarranted, personal attack on Tim Yohannon. 

Fortunately, my conscious got the best of me. 

The animosity between Maximum & PP has gone on for 

too long & continues to be fueled by kids like you—kids 

more interested in gossip & infighting than in actually mak¬ 

ing a change—so stop the talking & start acting. 

Take a look around you & make a difference. 

Besides, you've got four bucks, you can buy both zines 

(.29vo\% 9r^u^ru^nDfUrV^ 


